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IN THE UNITED sTATEs BANlmupTcy cOuRT

FOR IKE DISTRICT 0F UTAH

CENTRAL DIVISION

In re:

MURDOCK MACHINE AND
ENGINEERING COMPANY
OF UTAI,

Bankrupt.

LOGAN A. BAGLEY, TRUSTEE
FOR MURDOCK MACHINE &
ENGINEERING COMPANY  OF
UTAI,

Plaintiff,

V.

UNITED STATES OF
JRERICAJ

Defendant.

Bankruptey Number 8-75-484

[Chapter X]

Adversary Proceeding Number
90PB-0601

HNI)INGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF RAW
AND OREER

Robert H. Koeh]er, Esq. and Jonathan S. Baker, Esq., Patton, Boggs & B]ow, Washington,
D.C., appeared for Logan A. Bagley, Trustee.

Bemard J. MCKay, Esq., U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., and Ra]ph E. Avery,
Esq., U.S. Any, Arlington, Va., appeared for the United States of Alnerica.



C
Thslitigationisyetanotherphaseinthereso]utionofaneighteenyeardispute

between the bankruptey estate of Murdock Machine and Engineering Company of Utah

(Murdock), and the United States of America (Government).   The under]givg dispute is

whether the Govemment's inproper termination of an anti-submarine rocket  (ASROC)

launcher coritract and ensuing actions related thereto, caused Murdock's fuancia] couapse

and led to Murdock's May 23,  1975,  declaration of bankruptey and cessation of business

operations.

The   context  of  the   dispute  arises  from  Logan  A.  Bag]ey's,  Murdock's

bankruptey trustee Crrustee), objection to claims filed by the Government.   Trial was held

on March 1, 1993, through March 5, 1993, and May 27 and 28, 1993.I  Thereafter the issues

were taken under submission.  The court heard the testimony of witnesses, including Warren

P. Boardman, former president of Murdock, and James a. Sandjdge, assistarit director for

contract financing for the Navy, who each had remarkable recall  of the events during the

relevant time period.  The court considered documentary evidence consisting of a wealth of

contracts,  correspondence,  and  contemporaneous  file  memorandum.  `  The  court  also

considered the arguments of counsel, and has made an independent review of applicable

case law.   Now, being fully infomed, the court enters the fo]]owing

I                      Thal was interrupted as a result of the ill-health of one of the attorneys.
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I.  HNDINGS OF FACT

A.         Status of the case.

1.           The  objection  to  claims  is  brought  pursuant  to  Bankruptey  Act

§§ 47(a)(8), 93(I) and (g), and Act Rule 306(c)2.

2.           Murdock was adjudged a bankrupt as a result of the petition it filed

in this court on May 23, 1975.

3.            An order appointing a receiver was executed by the court on May 23,

1975.

4.            Ijogan A Bag]ey,  (Trustee) was appointed  as successor Trustee  of

Murdock's estate on June 26,  1987.

8.        The Govemment's claims.

5.            On september ]0,1975, the Government timely filed with this court

preliminary  and  contingent  proof of c]ain  number  559  in  the  amount  of $3,313,702.80

asserting  unsecured  priority  status.     Claim  number  559  asserts  that  Murdock  owes

S l,288,139.78 for alleged excess costs of re-procurement over-payments, and other damages,

and $2,130,563.02 for unliqun.dated progress payments, recovery of Goverrment property,

and other damages.  The claim arises under a Department of Army Contract No. DAAA 09-

2                      Because this bankruptey case was filed in 1975, the Bankruptey Act applies, rather than the

current Bankruptey Code.   In order to reduce confusion between the Bankrup(ey Cbde, codified as Title 11
of the United States Code and the previously numbered sections of Title 11  of the United States Code, all
future references will be to the Bankniptey Act (Bankruptey Act § - or the forlner Rules of Bankruptey
Procedure (Act Rule I.
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74-C-0060 Pin and Nozzle Contract) as a result of Murdock's failure to perform and the

resulting default termination by the Government?

6.            On November 7,1975, the Government filed first amended contingent

proof of c]ain number 559A amending proof of claim number 559, in the total amount of

$3,865,673.95, also asserting unsecured priority status.   Amended |]roof of claim number

559A adds aueged costs and damages under a Department of Arny Contract No. DAAAO9-

74-C-0114 (Delay Plunger Cbntract), also arising from Murdock's failure to perform and the

resulting default termination by the  Government.   The claim asserts  that Murdock owes

$1,288,139.78 for alleged excess costs of re-procurement, over-payments, and other damages,

and$2,683,481.62forunliquidatedprogresspayments,andGovemment-fumishedequipment

under the Fin and Nozzle and Delay Plunger Contracts, less a set-off of $105,947.45 and

possible work in process.

7.            On october 7,1975, the Government filed with this court preliminary

and contingent.proof of claim number 764 agairist the estate of Murdock in the amount of

$9,942,889.71, asserting unsecured pn.or].ty status.   Claim number 764 asserts un]iquidated

progress payments in the amount of $7,933,291.71 related to Department of Navy Contract

No.   N00017-71-C-1430   (ASROC   Contract),   and   unliquidated   progress   payments   of

$1,309,598.00 and alleged excess reprocurement costs estimated to be $700,000.00 related

toDepartmentofAirForceContractNo.F42600-74-C-2534(PracticeBombContract),both

3                      The claims at issue were never entered into evidence.  However, this court can properly take

judicial Dotice of its own records.  +4ndgrson  v. Fcdcm/ I)epasfr J#J.  Coxp., 918 F.2d  1139,1141  n.1  (4th  Cir.
1990).
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e of which arose from Murdock's failure to perform and the resulting default termination by

the Goverrment.

8.            On   November  28,   1975,   the   Government  filed   first   amended

contingent  proof of claim  number 764A  amending |]roof of clain  number  764.   The

amended proof of c]ain number 764A is in the total amctunt of $11,728,841.00.   It asserts

that  Murdock  owes  $1,927,758.00  as  the  outstanding  balance  of  a  Goverrment  loan,

unliquidated progress paymerits of $9,801,083.98 under four contracts teminated as a result

of Murdock's alleged default, and an undetermined amount of excess costs incurred by the

Government in reprocurement of materials.   Amended proof of claim number 764A adds

alleged costs and damages under two other Department of Navy Contracts of No. N00104-

75-C-8004(Zuniljaunchercontract)andN00104-74-C-8431(A/Bbispensercontract),also

arising from  Murdock's failure  to  perform  and the resulting default  terminations by the

Government.  The amended claim asserts both secured status, based upon a lien on all of

Murdock's  assets,  and  priority  status  premised  upon  Bankruptcy  Act  §§ 64(a-5),  302

and  337(2).`

9.            Neither   amended   claims   numbered   559A   or   764A   have   been

resubmitted  since  1975  to  conform  to various  court  rulings,  to  liquidate  any  contingent

portions  of the  claims,  or to  credit Murdock with any assets  that may have secured  the

c]ains and were obtained by the Government pursuant to its security interest.

`                      The status of the claims asserted by the Government is not at issue.
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10.          Each  coritract referenced in the proofs  of claim at issue contained

contract clause number 7-103.11 of the Armed Service Procurement Regu]atjons (ASPR),

containing a standard clause relating to default (Default Clause).   (Gov't. Exh. a.)

11.         Each contract referenced in the proofs of claim at issue contained

contract  clause number 7-103.12 of the ASPR  containing  a  standard  clause  relating  to

resolution of disputes (Disputes Ciause).   (Gov't. Ech. A)

12.          Each  contract referenced in the proofs of claim at issue contained

contract  clause number 7-103.21  of the ASPR that provided  that if Murdock's failure to

perform was caused by circumstances beyond its cc}ntro], or by actions of the Government,

any resulting default termination would be converted to a termination for the convenience

of the Goverrment (Termination for Convenience).   (Gov't. huh. C.)

13.          Under  the  Default  Clause  of  the  five  coritracts  at  issu?,  if  the

Govemment's   default   terminations   were   proper,   Murdock  would   be   liable  .for   the

Govemment's  excess  costs  of reprocurement,  unljquidated  progress  payments  and  other

damages.   If, however, the  default terminations are determined to be improper (e.g„ the

defaults were excusable and Murdock's failure to perform was beyond its control and without

fault or negligence), the Goverrment has no basis for its claims under the Default Clause.S

5                      The Trustee.s complaint of July 26,1990, originally contained a counterclaim for recovery of

money damages against the Government under the Termination for Convenience clause for Murdock's contract
costs incurred prior to termination, its termination administration costs, plus reasonable prorit on all such
costs.  In separately numbered causes of action, Murdock requested affirmative relief against the Government
regarding  the  Don-ASROC contracts  for  termination  costs  in  (he  following  amounts:  1)  Fin  and  Nozzle
Contract,  $2,084,7cO  plus  interest  2)  Delay  Plunger  Contract,  $750,5cO  plus  interest,  3)  Practice  Bomb
Cbfltract,  $532,500  plus  interest,  4)  A/B  Dispenser,  S223,6cO  plus  interest,  5)  Zuni  I.auncher  Contract,
$130,7cO plus  interest.   The Trustee's claims for damages were subsequently withdrawn, and the remaining
issue in this proceeding is the allowability of the Govemment's claims.

•  .  .  6'  .  .



® 14.         Each contract referenced in the proofs of c]ain at issue contained

clause  number  7-104.35   of  the  ASPR,  wherein  subparagraph  H  indicates  that  the

Goverrment's entitlement to reimbursement of progress payments is contingent upon the

fact that temination was for default.   (Gov't. Exh. AL)

15.         The Trustee alleges that in Aprd and May, of 1975, the Government

took certain actions related to the ASROC Contract that made jt financially inpossib]e for

Murdock to perfom on all of its other Government contracts, and forced Murdock to close

down its operations and fi]e bankruptey.  The Trustee asserts that, but for such actions by

the Government related to the ASROC Contract, Murdock would have had the financial

ability to keep its facilities in operation and continue performing on all of its Government

contracts.   (Complaint p. 4 fl  10.)

16.          The   Government   defends   that,   a)   The   Trustee   carmot   prove

Murdock's  defaults  on  the  non-ASROC  contracts  were  caused  so]e]y  or  primarily  by

wrongful Government actions, b) wrongful Navy action does not excuse Murdock's defaults,

c) a Termination for Convenience would be required if the Trustee's position is adopted, d)

the Government had not waived the right to terminate the contracts, e) the terminations are

final and not subject to collateral attack, and finally, a a defense based on the doctrine of

]aches is available because of the age of this case.   (Gov't. Trial Brief.)

•  .  .  7.  .  .
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C.        Murdock Machine and Engineering companv of utah.

17.         h  the  late  l960's,  CCI  Aerospace  corporation  (CCI  Corp.)  was

created when Marquardt Corporation (Marquardt) merged with CCI Coxp.   Crr. Mar. 4,

1993, p.  |5.)a

18.           Murdock  was   an   unincoxporated   division   of  CCI   Cbrp.   until

September 11, 1972, when Murdock was incorporated as a wholly-owned subsidiary of CCI

Corp.   (Pre-trial Order p. 4, " (I), (2).)

19.          Prior to incorporation, the major business at Murdock's utah facility

was  building  landing  gears  and  flat-track  assemblies  for  the  747  airplane,  making  inlet

controllers for the FF-4H phantom jet, and other general ordnance work.   Murdock was a

machine  shop  operation  that  historica]]y  produced  high  volume,  low  priced  items.    But

during 1972-73, Murdock also |]roduced certain very sophisticated warheads.   (Tr. Mar.  1,

1993, p. 27; Tr. Mar. 4,1993, p.13; Tr. May 27,1993, pp. 25,118-19.)

20.          Murdock had a $500,000 line of credit with commercial security Bank

of Ogden (Bank) established at the time of incorporation and guaranteed by CCI Corp.  Crr.

Mar. 4,  1993, p. 28.)

21.          Members  of  Murdock's  management  had  been  involved  in  the

aerospace  industry  for  many  years  and  were  skilled   and   expen.enced   in   aerospace

manufacturing.    Warren  P.  Boardman  (Boardman),  who  eventually  became  Murdbck's

president, began employment with Marquardt in 1949.  In 1967, Boardman became assistant

Future references to the transcript are by date, rather than by volume number.
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general manager of .the Ogden facility, including the qearfie]d, Utah plant.   Kazuo Sato

(Sato),whoeventual]ybecame(amongotherpositi.ons)Murdock'soperatjousmanager,first

joined Marquardt in 1957 as a development engineer.   q`r. Mar. 4, 1993, pp. 7-8, 11; Tr.

May 27,1993, pp.116-118.)

22.         During the time period relevant to this dispute, Murdock encountered

managerial problems, including the loss of its controller who returned to Marquardt and

delay  in   locating  a  replacement,   dissention  in  management  including  firing   of  the

replacement controller, lack of accuraey in bidding on some of its contacts.   Murdock was

also slow to react to production problems regarding manpower and control over vendors.

Those problems were not the primary source of cost overruns or product].on problems, and

the delay in responding to production problems was  due, in part, to the demands  of the

ASROC Cbntract.    Crr. Mar.  I,  1993, I)p.  62-63;  Tr.  Mar.  4,  1993,  pp.  148-56;  Plaintiffs

Exhibit 20; Government's Ewhibit I M, AI1, AV, AY.)7

D.        The ASROC contract.

23.          On June 25,1971, the Government awarded Air Force contract No.

N00017-71-C-1430 (ASROC Contract) to Murdock at a time when  Murdock was stfl]  an

unincoaporated division of CCI Corp.  The contract was a firm, fixed-pn.ce contract, under

which Murdock was to deliver 28 ASROC launcher groups and related spare components

for the price of $10,659,612.   Q're-that Order p. 4, fl (1); Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  12.)8      `

7                      Murdock's  trial ethibjts are cited  hereinafter as.Pltf. Exh.        ..   The Govemment's  trial

ethibits are cited hereinafter as 'Gov'L. EL.        `.

•                      References to the pre-trial order are to facts stipulated as true by the parties.

...9...
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24.       .  The ASROc launcher was the main antisubmarine warfare weapon

for  Spruance  @D-963)  Class  destroyers.    Each  ASROC  launcher  cost  approximately

$400,OcO.  ASROC designs called for 10,000 discrete parts in the assembly, and the rocket

launcher weighed approxinate]y fifty-seven thousand pounds assembled.  ITr. Mar. 1, 1993,

p. 28; Tr. Mar 4,  1993, p.  17, 26; P]tf. Ech. 20, 68.)

25.          Between  1971  and  1973, Murdock accumulated  parts,  modified its

fachities and prepared for production of the ASROC launcher.   qr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 21.)

26.          Murdock  exper].enced  substantial  difficulty  producing  the  ASROC

launchers,  partially  as  a result  of the  Goverlrment  supplying  engineering  documentation

reproduced from microfilm that contained data that was' not comp]ete]y ]eg].b]e.   (Tr. Mar.

3,  1993, p.  166; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  17.)

27.          Portions of the engineering data were also inaccurate, and included

superseded  specifi`cations.   There were approximately two hundred  deviations  or drawing

deviations  in  the ASROC data.   In  addition,  some vendors  specified  as suppliers  for  the

ASROC  Contract  were  no  longer  in  business  and  additional  procedures  to  re-qualify

substitute  vendors  were  required,  all  at  no  cost  to  the  Government.     Murdock  also

experienced a high turnover of rejected parts received from vendors.  ITr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp.

119-20,  132-33; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  19, Pltf. Eh. 68.)

28.          In May of 1973, Joe cline (Cline), the president of CCI Coxp.,.told

James 8. Sandjdge (Sandidge), the Navy's assistant director for contract financing, that CCI

Corp. anticipated a significant loss on the ASROC Contract.   (Tr. Mar.  1, 1993, pp. 24-26.)

.  .  .10  .  .  .
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29.          CCI Coxp. was unable to continue production on the ASROc program

because to do so would bankrxpt its subsidiary, Murdock, and correspondingly, CCI Corp.

itself. If CCI Coxp. became bankrupt, it could have negatively affected Marquardt, a division

of CH Corp. that was producing the critically needed Rockeye 11 Missile System; a factor

that caused great concern to the GoverrmenL   ¢lth Exh. 19, 20; Gciv'L Exh. V.)

30.          For the fiscal year ended April 30,1973, Murdock incurred a net loss

of approxinately $275,000.   Prior to  1973, however, the Clearfie]d facility was producing

Murdock's non-ASROC coritracts and generating a pre-tax profit of $900,000 to $1,000,000

a year, and profits of roughly $500,000 a year.  ITr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 28-29; Tr. May 4, 1993,

p. 45; Pltf. EL. 20.)

E.         'ITie  1973  Settlement Agreement.

31.          Murdock   believed   that   it   had   a   $3,635,000   claim   against   the

Government for equitable price adjustment for defective data on the ASROC Contract. The

clain was documented in detail and submitted to the Government on June 29,  1973.   ITr.

Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 20, 22, 24; Pltf. Exh. 20, 76.)

32.          In  the  summer  and  fall  of  1973,  the  Navy  considered whether  to

provide financial assistance to Murdock for the ASROC Contract by means of a guaranteed

line of eredit under the provisions of Regulation V of the Federal Reserve Board (V-I.Can)9

and the contract financing section of the ASPR.   Crr. Mar.  I, 1993, p. 28.)

9                      Current federal government col}tract v-Loan financing procedures are found in the Federal

Acquisition Regulation (.FAR') Part 32 - Contract Financing, 48 C.F.R. § 32.000 cf seg.  (1992).

.  .  .  11  .  .  .
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33.         The  dispute  between  Murdock  and  the  Goverrment  relating  to

Murdock's claim for defective data and  the need for additional financing was settled by

mutual agreement (1973 Settlement).  It was documented in a modification to the ASROC

Cbntract that became effective October 25, 1973.   ITr. Mar 1, 1993, pp. 29-30; Tr. Mar. 4,

1993, p. 22; Pltf. EL. 76.)

34.          The 1973 Settlement and modification provided, among other things,

that:

a)        CCI   Coxp.   divest   itself   of   eighty-one   percent   (81%)   of
ounership of Murdock;

b)        Murdock obtain a bank loan of approximately $2,500,000 (V-
It]an)  of which  CCI  Coap.  would  guarantee  repayment  of  $500,000  until
comp]etf on of the ASROC Contract and $250,000 thereafter for a period not
to   exceed   five   years,   and   that   the   Government   would   also   guararitee
repayment of a percentage of the loan;

c)        Murdock  would   release   certain   of  its   claims   for  upward
adjustment in contract price and/or for compensation by way of damages for
breach of contract in the approximate amount of $2,135,000;  and

d)        Murdock would retain its remaining claim of damages against
the Government but limited to no more than $1,500,000.

Crr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 22-24; P]tf. Ech. 76.)

35.          Murdock felt the defective data c]alm against the Government was

worth much more than $1,500,000, but it agreed to the limitation if the Government agreed

to provide financing to Murdock through the 1973 Settlement.  Boardman believed the V-

Lean was inadequate and was not a substitution for modification of the ASROC Cbntract,

and  that  a V-I+Dan just  postponed  the inev].table  need  to modify the ASROC  Contract.

Boardman felt, however, that limiting the claim to $1,500,000 in exchange for a V-I.oan arid

.  .  .12  .  .  .
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other contract relief was the correct decision under the circumstances.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993,   `

pp. 137-38.)

F.        Murdock'§ Restructure.

36.          Pursuant  to  the  1973  Settlement,  on  November  6,1973,  Murdock

became a separate and independent legal entity upon CCI Corp.'s sale of eighty-one percent

(81%) of Murdock's stock to Boardman.   ¢re-trial Order p. 5, tl (3).)

37.         At  the  time  Murdock became  a  separate  entity from  CCI  Coxp.,

Boardman became president of Murdock and Sato became the operations manager.   (Tr.

Mar. 4,1993, p. 25; Tr. May 27,  1993, p.118.)

38.          At the time of the sale of the stock to Boardman, Murdock had a net

worth of about $516,000 and a contractual obljgatjon of several Ini]lion dollars more than

jt would be paid for the ASROC Contract therefore Murdock's stock had no value.   ITr.

Mar.  4,  1993, p.  147.)

39.          Boardman   purchased   Murdock's   stock   because   he   viewed   the

production of the ASROC launcher as a challenge, and if the launcher could be made, the

Government would entertain further froancial relief.   ITr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. 148.)

40.          Murdock, now restructured  as  a  small  business in  order to  obtain

certain contracting advantages, produced exc]usjve]y for the Goverrment.  ITr. May 28,1993,

p. 92; Gov't. EL. F.)

.  .  .13  .  .  .
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G.         public Lew 85-804.

41.         Joe  a  Ch]den   (Cfuden),  the  chairman  of  the  Navy  Contract

Adjustment Board (NCAB) and a very senior Navy civilian, led Murdock to behieve that if

Murdock could produce an acceptable ASROC launcher, the Goverrment would entertain

Public Lew 85-804  ¢L  85-804) relief on the ASROC Cbntract and resolve Murdock's

remaining $1,500,000 claim against the Goverrment.  qr. Mar 1,1993, pp. 45, 198; Tr. Mar.

4, pp. 24, 42.)

42.          P.L.  85-804  grants.  authority  to  the  head  of  an  ageney  to  grant

extraordinary relief to a contractor when a contract is considered essentja] to the national

defense.   PL 85-804 also permits the correction of mutual mistakes.   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, p.

41.)

43.          Authc]rity to grant extraordinary contractual reh.ef under p.L 85-804

was delegated by the Secretaries of the Military Departments to their respective Cbntract

Adjustment Board (here the NCAB).   are-trial Order p. 5, fl (7).)

44.          To determine essentja]ity, the NCAB contacts the contracting ageney

that origivally let the contract and the ageney that was to receive derfuery under the contract.

qr. Mar.  1, 1993, p. 42.)

45.          A determination of essentiality is a predicate for any consideration of

relief by a contract adjustment board.   ITr. Mar. 2, 1993, p. 85.)

.  .  .  14  . -  .
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H.        The v-I.oan..

46.         Prior to the 1973 Settlement with the Government over Murdock's

unliqur.dated  clains for  defective  data  and request  for relief on  the  ASROC  Contract,

Murdock approached the Bank for a further extension of credit.   The Bank turned down

Murdock's request because it determined Murdock did not have su:fficient fuancial strength.

Murdock then asked if a loan would be granted if it could provide a Goverrment guararitee,

and the Bank consented.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 79-80.)

47.          The Bank was Murdock's exclusive line of eredjt, with the exception

of vendor financing.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1,993, p. 77.)

48.          On November 6,1973, pursuant to the 1973 Settlement, Murdock and

the  Bank  entered  into  V-Lean  No.  Nofi  5-VL-393.    Under  the  terms  of the  V-I,oar,

Murdock  received  a  $2,500,coo  revolving  line  of credit,  of which  ninety  percent  (90%)

repayment was guaranteed by the Navy.  are-trial Order p. 5, fl (4); Tr. Mar. 1, 1993, p. 32;

P]tf. EL. 46.)

49.          Murdock's V-I,oan was the first v-I,oan the Bank had granted.   Crr.

Mar. 3,  1993, p. 72.)

50.         The term of the v-Lean was three years.  It could be extended at the

option of the Bank for two additional pen.ods of one year each.   ¢ltf. huh. 46.)

51.          Monies were advanced to Murdock from the v-Loan though ninety-

day notes that were secured by Murdock's goverrment contracts.   ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, p. 58.)

•  .  .15  .  .  .
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52.       .  Murdock was required to execute.and deliver a chattel mortgage or

other lien instrument to the Bank on any inventory retained and to assign to the Bank :any

account receivable created by the sale of such inventory.   (P]tf. Ein. 46.)

53.         Progress payments due to Murdock under its Goverrment contracts

were also assigned to the Bank as coHatera].   (Pre-trial Order p. 5, T (5).)

54.         When Murdock needed to draw down on the v-I.oan, it would request

certain amounts .of money.   A note would be executed and funds placed into Murdock's

operating account at the Bank.   To satisfy the note, funds received by Murdock, including

Goverrment progress payments and delivery payments under the contracts assigned to the

Bank, were made jointly payable with, and were forwarded directly to, the Bank.  The funds

would be applied to the oldest loan note.   (Tr. Mar 3, 1993, pp. 77-79, 88; Tr. Mar. 4, 1993,

pp. 29-30.)

55.          Monies were advanced based upon a formula of ninety percent (90%)

of accounts  receivable  and  ninety  percent  (90%)  of inventories,  finished  goods, work  in

|]rocess, and raw materials on hand.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, p. 58; Pltf. Eh. 46.)

56.          The  V-Ijoan   contained   a  series   of  provisions  that  enabled  the

Government and the Bank to exercise substantial control over Murdock's management and

affairs.  The Government and the Bank controlled Murdock's ability to bid on new contracts,

or obtain other financing, the use of its line of credit, and compensation of management, or

change  of ownership  or control.   The selection  of key personnel, such as  a comptroller,

required Government approval.   Q']tf. Eta. 46; Gov't. Exh. L.)
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e 57.         The  V-Iroan  provided  that  Murdock  would  not  accept  any  new

contracts  or bid  on  any new contracts in  excess  of $100,000 without first  obtaining  the

consent of the Bank and the Navy.   Crr. Mar. 1, 1993, p. 33.)

58.         Under  paragraph  6(b)  of the  v-Ijoan,  Murdock  was  prohibited,

wiinout the prior written consent Of the Ban]dy from:

Us[ing] the proceeds of the loan for any purpose except as working capital in
the performance of the assigned defense production contract or contracts or
in the performance of such other defense contracts as may be entered into by
Murdock during the life of this [Loan] Agreement.

Funds that Murdock received under the V-Iman were not limited to use on the ASROC

Cc;ntract.   (Pre-trial Order |]. 5, fl (5); P]tf. EL. 46.)

59.          Under paragraph 6(b) of the v-Loan, Murdock was prohibited frctm

!borrow[ing] or arrang[ing] to borrow from any other source, except in the usual course of

trade credit, or on any terms other than those contained in [the Loan Agreement]" without

the prior whtten consent of the Bank, and from mortgaging or p]edgrng ar]y assets to ally

entity other than the Bank, guaranteeing or becoming obligated upon the indebtedness of

any other individual or corporate entity, disposing of any part of its fred assets valued in

excess  of $15,000,  or making any direct  or indirect investment  in  any other company or

enterprise without the prior written consent of the Bank.   (P]tf. EL. 46.)

60.          Certain reports were required from Murdock by the Bank and the

Navy.   Some of the reports were delayed, but Murdock supplied the Bank with financial

information on a regular basis.  Murdock prov].ded the Bank with a monthly balance sheet
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® and a profit and loss statement.   ITr. Mar.  1, 1993, pp. 33-34; Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, p. 70; Tr.

Mar. 4, 1993, p. 49.)

61.         Under paragraph 14 of the v-It)an, if Murdock:

defau]t[ed] in the performance of any of its agreements or breach[ed]  any
warranty or other provision of its agreements, the Ijoa.n [wou]d] become due
and inmediate]y payable, upon the consent of the [Navy].

¢]tf. EL. 46.)

62.         Under  Paragraph  10  of the  V-Ijoan,  in  the  event  that  Murdock

suspended or discontinued business or was adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or made an

assignment for the benefit of creditors:

then and in every such event, any obligation of the [Bank] to make any further
loan   [wou]d]  forthwith  terminate  and  all  of  the  obligations  incurred  by
[Murdock]  by  any  instrument  evidencing  ar]y  of  the  obligations  incurred
[there]under or otherwise [wou]d] be and become forthwith due and payable
without  presentment,  demand,  protest  or  notice  of any  kind,  all  of which
[Murdock] waive[d].

(Pltf. EL. 46.)

63.          Under section 8 of the Guarantee Agreement between the Navy and

the Bank, the Bank was prohibited from "exercjs[ing] any option to accelerate the maturity

of the obligation without the prior whtten consent of the [Navy]."   (P]tf. Exh. 46.)

64.          If the Navy consented and the Bank declared the loan in default, the

Navy was required to pay its guarantee of ninety percent (90%) of the ]oan's outstanding

balance.   (Pltf. EL. 46.)
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65.         Under paragraph 9 of the v-Loan, the Navy had:

recourse to any and all assets of [Murdock] to indemnify [the Navy] for any
and  au  ]osses  sustained  by  [the  Navy]  under  or  in  cormectjon  with  the
Guarantee Agreement H)etween the Navy and the Bank].

a>itf. EL. 46.)

66.         Under section 6 of the Guarantee Agreement between the Navy and

the Bank, all proceeds of any accounts receivable, inventories, and collateral for the V-I,Dan

were to fist be applied to full payment of the V-Ijoan before they were to be applied to

payment of any other indebtedness of Murdock to the Bank.   (P]tf. Exh. 46.)

67.          After execution of the v-Lean, the Navy and Murdock modified the
;

ASROC Contract (Modification P000033) to incorporate certain provisions of the V-Loan

into the contract.   (Pltf. Exh. 76.)

68.          h the latter part of 1974, and early part of 1975, the Bank became

concerned that there was some financial deterioration w].thin Murdock.   (Tr. Mar. 3,  1993,

I)P.  60-61.)

69.          The  Navy  did  not  provide  the  Bank  with  audit  reports  or  other

financta] infomation related to Murdock that the Navy had developed.   (Tr. Mar. 1, 1993,

pp.  172-73.)

70.         The Bank was not told by Murdock or the Navy that Murdock was

encountering production difficulty on the ASROC Contract when the loan was granted.  (Tr.

Mar. 3,  1993, pp.  80-81.)
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I.          Otl)er Government FinancinE.

71.         The v-Lean was designed to supp]inent other Government financing.

qr. Mar. I, 1993, p. 37.)

72.         Generally,  progress  payments  under  Government  contracts  were

payments  for  progress  achieved  by the  contractor.    They were  cost-based,  in  that  the

contractor was entitled to a I)ayment of a certain percentage of the cost incurred under the

contract.  The progress payments were usually treated by the contractor as a liabiHty to the

Government that must eventuaHy be I.quidated through contract perfomance.   (Tr. Mar.

1,  1993, p. 37;  Gov't. Exh. AL.)

73.          When a contractorwho had received progress payments delivered an

iteni the contractor bfl]ed the Government for the full amount of the contract price, but a

certain  amount  of the  completion  payments  would  be  used  to  offset  and  liquidate  the

outstanding progress paymen;.   CTr. Mar.  1,  1993, p. 37.)

74.          On a small business contract, the standard progress payment rate was

85 percent (85%) of costs incurred, not paid costs.   ITr. Mar.  I,  1993, p. 38.)

75.          Ifa contractor fal]ed to make satisfactory progress, progress payments

could  be  suspended  or  teminated.    From  1973  forward,  the  Government  did  not  stop

progress payments payable to sman businesses lf progress was unsat].sfactory, but instead a

loss-ratio  factor  was  applied  and  calculated  on  costs  incurred  and  estimated  costs  to

complete  the  contract.    Application  of the  factor resulted  in  reduction  of the  progress

payments ]eve] to a rate that was less than the standard rate of 85 percent (85%).  Crr. Mar.

1,  1993, p. 39;  Gov't. ELh. AL.)
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76.          It is possfole to over-bin on progress payments lf the contractor is

overruning the costs of the contract.   qr. Mar. 1, 1993, p. 40.)

J.         progress on tl)e ASROC contract.

77.          Murdock continued to encounter production difficulties with ASROC

from October of 1973 through 1974.   Murdock encountered silnilar design data problems

that had previously resulted in Murdock's alleged claim against the Government for defective

data.  The Naval Ordnance Station in liouisville, Kentucky, had been assembling parts for

the ASROC training circ]e]° by selective assembly, that is selecting parts and putting them

together  until  they  fina]]y  found  one  that  wou]d  fit.     Murdock  found  that  procedure

unacceptable and  asked that the assembly be redesigned.   If the training circle problem,

which was a Government problem that had held up production in March or April of 1975,

could have been solved, the launchers could have been produced on time.  ITr. Mar. 4, 1993,

pp. 31-33; Tr. May 27,1993, p.15.)

78.          The Navy jealously demanded  Murdock's  attention to the ASROC

Contract at the expense of other defense contracts.  For example, Captain Moody (Moody),

the Navy procurement officer at Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA Command), was

concerned that if Murdock was "given even the slightest chance to get out from under our

(the Navy's) control, i.e., in th].s case by being made financiany whole and thereby able to

I)uisue new endeavors, he (Murdock) will pay little attention to the ASROC Contract and

]°                     A training circle is a device that allous the unit to rotate.
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the need to meet a delivery schedule will receive the same contumelious]] treatment as up

to now.M   (GOv9t. in. BF, 88.)

79.         Many individuals from  the Navy were  monitoring the  progress  of

ASROC production.   Multiple meetings were held and Murdock was asked to provide an

acceleration  plan,  as well  as  a  computer program  that would  allow instant  tracking  of

shortages.  Murdock was also to assemble parts in its inventory so a full inventory for all 28

launchers would be available prior to assembly.  Between 1973 and 1974, Murdock built an

additional building to house the ASROC production.   ITr. Mar 4. 1993, pp. 27-28; 31-34.)

80.          To assist in the completion of the ASROC contract, the Navy installed

engineers  from  Defense  Contract  Administration  Service  (DCAS)  at  Murdock's  facil].ty

almost daily until its doors closed.   ITr. Mar 2,  1993, pp.122-25; Tr. Mar, 3,  1993, p.  ]68.)

81.          Boardman and eight or ten managers comprising the senior staff of

Murdock were comp]ete]y occupied by the ASROC Contract.  Some of the managerial time

should have been devoted to other non-ASROC contracts.  It was not until after the end of

1974 that Murdock's management could turn some of its attention to production problems

on the non-ASROC contracts, and management of its approximately 350 employees.   (Tr.

Mar 3,1993, pp.168-69; March 4,1993, p. 34; Tr..May 27,1993, p. 43.)

82.          Because of Murdock's delayed  performance on ASROC,  Bill weir

(Weir), the Administrative Contracting Officer (AGO) at Defense Contract Administration

Service District,  Salt lake City,  Utah  (DesAD), held back progress payments on  other

contracts because he felt that Murdock was over-billing.  Weir's action affected Murdock's

11

1990.)
Definition: insolently abusive and humiliating.  Webster's Ninth New Cbl]egiate Dictionary,
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cash flow, its ability to pay vendors and, consequently, its ability,to obtain materials from

vendors for the ASROC and non-ASROC contracts.   (Tr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp. 169-70, 171-3.)

83.         Murdock's   senior   contract   administrator   complained   to   Weir's

supervisor that Weir was holding back progress payments, but was told that it was Weir's

decision.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp.  172-73.)

84.        ' Much ofMurdock's retained earnings and extraordinaryincome went

to support the ASROC Contract.  That factor, compounded with necessary expenditures of

funds  to  establish  a  long  range  coritract  base,  severely  impacted  Murdock's  cash  flow.

(Gov't. EL. F.)

85.          In spite of these difficu]tjes, Murdock did in fact complete and de]jver

one launcher.  Murdock was told by ind].vidua]s at the I,ouisvil]e, Kentucky, Naval Ordnance

Station and members of the Government inspection team, that it was the best launcher they

had ever seen.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 42.)

K.         _The Request for p.L.  85-804 Re|i_e_f.

86.          The  V-Lean  did  not,  and  was  I]ot  intended  to,  solve  Murdock's

finar}cja]  problems  created by the ASROC Contract.   Boardman felt  I.t was now time to

follow up on the original premise arrived at with the 1973 Settlement.   Since Murdock had

complied with the condition that it deliver an ASROC launcher, the Government would now

consider Murdock's request for P.L. 85-804 relief.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 42.)

87.          On August 26,1974, Murdock submitted to NAVSEA Command a

Request for ELraordinary Contractual Relief under the ASROC Contract pursuant to P.L.

85-804.   Murdock's request, as amended on September 9,  1974, sought relief to complete
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the  ASROC  Contract  in  the  approximate  amount  of  $9,139,632  above  the  fred-price

ASROC Contract value.   (Pre-trial Order p. 5, fl (6).)

88.         At the time the request for p.L 85-804 relief was subrm.tted, Murdock

had drawn down its $2,500,000 V-Loan line of credit to approximately $1,500,000, leaving

an avaflab]e balance of approximately $1,000,000.  Murdock had trade credits or accounts

payable Of approximately $500,000, and was not past due on these accounts in excess of sixty

days.   Murdock reported that it had a net equity of $533,203.   h m].d-1974, the ASROC

Contract produced a negative cash flow jn excess of $100,000 a month.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993,

pp. 43-45; P]tf. EL  1.)

89.          Murdock's  request  for P.L.  85-804  re]jef advI.sed  that  since  its  net

equity   was   $553,203,   the   company   required   relief  in   order  .to   continue   satisfactory

performance on the ASROC and other military contracts.   Murdock also advised that to

date  it  had  incurred  $8,887,880  in  costs  on  the  ASROC  Contract  and  an  additional

$4,202,000 was due on purchase orders.   It also infomed NAVSEA Command that if the

relief  requested  was  denied,   Murdock  wou]c]  have  no  a]temative  other  than  to  file

bankruptey.   (Tr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  136-40; P]tf. Exh.  1, 2.)

90.          The application for p.L. 85-804 relief reflected a total probable cost

of completion of the ASROC Contract of $20,110,868.  The total original contract price was

$10,971,236, leaving a difference of $9,139,632: the amount of relief requested.   (Pltf. Fkh.

1).

91.          If costs are exceeded under a fixed-pn.ce contract, the Government

cannot  be  bil]ed  for  the  addjtiona]   costs.     Under  a   cost-reimbursab]e   contract,   the
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Goverrment can be bil]ed for whatever cost is incurred to produce the product.   Crr. Mar.

4,  1993, p. 84.)

92.         If the ASROC contract was converted from a fixed-price contract to

a cost-reimbursab]e/nc+fee contract, Murdock's cost pvernm would be eliminated.  (Tr. Mar.

4, 1993, p. 84.)

93.         In the  latter  part  of  1974,  Boardman  informed  the  Bank  of the

application for P.L  85-804 relief and that Murdock could not continue on the ASROC

Contract if it was not granted.   qr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 83-85.)

94.          By the end of 1974, Murdock was using funds from other contracts,

including the payment of $685,000 from a previous claim against the Government, to support

the ASROC Contract.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 46.)

95.          Murdock was  paying  its  ASROC vendors  but  not  paying  its  non-

ASROC vendors at the same rate.   Crr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp.  144,  160.)

96.          The  negative  cash  flow  on the ASROC  Contract would  eventually

exhaust Murdock's available credit line.  However, Murdock managed to maintain the funds

available through the V-Loan line of credit such that it still had approximately $500,000 in

available funds in May of 1975.   (Tr. Mar.  1,  1993, p.  135; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 45.)

97.          By communication  dated  December  1,1974,  NAVSEA  Command

requested  further  clarification  from  Murdock  of its  P.L.  85-804  request.    None  of  the

Goverrment audit reports indicate that Murdock refused to comply w].th requests from the

Government for financial information.   (Tr. Mar.  I,  1993, pp. 47, 183; Gov't. EL. AW.)
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98.          In  the fall  of  1974,  Moody represented that if Murdock put  in  a

computer plan that aHowed hin to track shortages, he Would submit the P.L. 85-804 relief

application in the first week of December.   ITr. May 27, 1993, p. 43.)

99.         NAVSEA  Cciminand,  as  the  contracting  ageney  for  the  ASROC

launcher,  did not  officially submit the request  for P.L  85-804 relief to the  NCAB  until

January of 1975.   Crr. Mar. 1, 1993, p. 42.)

100.        Once  the  request  for P.L.  85-804 relief was  submitted  by Moody,

Murdock's management, formerly consumed by the ASROC .Contract, was able to turn its

attention  to  other substantial production problems  occurring on  other defense contracts.

ITr. May 27,  1993, p. 43.)

101.        As ofFebruary3,1975, Murdock's cash positionwas such that].t could

not  meet  the  payroll  for  the  end  of  the  week.     NAVSEA  Command  responded  by

authorizing an increase in the progress payment limit from sixty-five percent (65%) to eighty

percent  (80%),  and  released  progress  payments  of $600,788  prevI.ously  not  allowed  arid

exped].ted  paymerit.    The  $600,788,  along  w].th  $400,000  in  progress  payments  on  other

contracts carried Murdock through the month of February and was used to pay ASROC

payroll and ASROC vendors.   Crr. Mar.1,1993, pp. 156-164; Tr. Mar. 4,1993, p. 50; Gov't.

EL. BD, BJ.)

102.        The Govemment's intent in modifying the progress payment rate was

to keep Murdock viable pending detemination of its P.L 85-804 request.  Crr. Mar. 1, 1993,

I)P.  162-63.)
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L        Non.ASROC contmcts -Nature of the contracts and production Difricu]t_ies.

103.    -After the.1973 Settlement, modification of the ASROC contract, and

the V-IDan agreement, Murdock was awarded five other Government fred-price contracts.

(Gov't. Ech. 80, BP, BQ, BR, BS.)

104.       The ordnance contractswere ofa type that Murdockwas familiarwith

and capable of manufacturing.   ITr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. 40.)

105.       hitial costs of the contracts based on the first production units were

very high because funds required for too]ing would be spent at the beginning of the contract

as Murdock established its production line.   Profit for contracts such as these would likely

occur in production of the very last units due to the app]icab]e ]eaming curve.   (Tr. Mar. 4,

1995, pp.  61-67.)

106.        The ordnance contracts awarded to Murdock were of such a nature

that there was a very "legitimate" possibility of follow-on contracts]2.  Murdock sought such

contracts partially for that reason.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 40.)

107.        Murdock's  performance  on  a  number  of  the  ordnance  contracts

resulted in waivers or deviations from the original contracts.   A request for wavI.er (RFW)

applies to a certain quantity or certain lot numbers.  A request for deviation (RFD) applies

to a procedure process requirement and is applicable for the life of the contract.  ITr. Mar.

2,  1993, p.  140.)

12                     Fo|lowon contracts are related to the original contract and usually provide for an additional

quantity.   Because the production line is already established and the personnel trained, follow®n contracts
have fewer costs and are proportionately more profitable.
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Tlie Fin and Nozzle Contmct.

• Description Of the contrcet and the ordnaice.

108.       Murdock was awarded Army contract No. DAAAO9-74C-0060 (Fin

and Nozale Contract) on January 18, 1974.   (Pre-trial Order p. 9, fl (11); Gov't. Eth. 80.)

109.       Beginning in the l960s, Marquardt produced over ten million units of

the  predecessor  to  the  Fin  and  Nozzle  Contract  assembly.    Sato  set  up  that  original

production hue at the aearfie]d plant.  Crr. Mar. 4, 1993, pp. 15, 37; Tr. May 27, 1993, pp.

117-18).

110.        The Fin and Nozzle contract involved making a base plate, which is

a  machined  assembly that  had  four  small  nozzles  on  jt,  to which  four  floating  fins  are

attached.  The assembly was to be placed on the back of the 2.75 rocket.  The unit weighed

approximately a pound and a half to two pounds.  A little piece of wire ran down through

a piston that was manufactured with a hole in it, and then glass beads were dropped around

the wire.  The piston was then run through a furnace, the glass beads melted, and the glass

and the wire sealed.  The wire then became a conductor that fired the rocket.   ITr. Mar. 2,

1993, p.  138; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 36-37; Tr. May 27,  1993, pp.  123-24.)

111.        The equipment for manufacture of the Fin a.nd Nozzle contract had

been kept in the plant from prior production and Murdock had an established production

line.  Most of the personnel involved with prior production were still employed at Murdock.

However, Murdock had problems getting critical bearings for the old production equipment.

Crr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.156-57; Tr. Mar. 3,1993, p.161; Tr. May 27,1993, p.119.)
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112.       The bid on the Fin and Nozzle Contract was tight, but Murdock's

contract administrator believed the bid pn.ce could be achieved arid would be profitable.

Sato was satisfied with the pricing of the contract.   ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, p.  147; Tr. May 28,

1993, pp. 120-21.)

113.       Shortly after the award of the contract, Boardman was told by the

previous suppfier of the item to the Government that Murdock had bid the contract too low.

Crr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp. 154-55.)

*  Murdock's production diffieultles.

114.        Murdock encountered two significant production problems; one in the

fall of 1974, and one in the spring of 1975.  The first difficulty related to a metal part that

had a wire fused in jt with glass bead insu]atiol] and carried the wire to initiate the ignition

of the rocket charge.  Ray Chem, the vendor for the glass bead assembly, failed to perform

because it had subcontracted the metal parts to another contractor.  Murdock arranged to

machine the metal parts for Ray Chem so Murdock could, in turn,  obtain the glass bead

assembly.  Murdock would machine the part and send it to Ray Chem for completion, who

would in turn supply the glass bead assembly to Murdock.   The task consisted of drilling a

very small hole through a part that was about three inches long.  The hole was drilled from

each end and had to meet in the mjdd]e.   The drill bits that would actually work for the

contract  were  available  from  only  one  vendor.    The  production  difficulty  produced  a

shortage of driH bits and was not resolved untfl November of 1974.  Murdock encountered

other production difficulties of keeping the broaching machines, the tooling and the fixtures

in tolerance.  The second vendor problem in the spring of 1975, involved Ray Chem's delay
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inobtainingtheporce]ainthatwentintotheg]assbeadedpistonthatwasaproprietaryjtem

of  Coors  Brewery.    The  second  problem  created  some  portion  of a  month's  delay  in

production.   qrr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 103-04, 126; Tr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp. 157, 176-77; Tr. Mar.

4, 1993. pp. 58-60; Tr. May 27,  1993, I)p. 22-32, 121-122.)

115.        Murdock also  encountered production problems because a vendor

supplied it with steel that contained latent intema] cracks that Murdock was unable to detect

until it started to use the steel in production.   ITr. May 27, 1993, pp. 30-32.)

116.        Many of the fin and nozz]eunits were rejected.  The partswou]d then

have to be reworked, which escalated costs.  The age of the equipment also made jt difficult

to hold tolerances and impacted the quality of the units produced.   (Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp.

104-05,  138-40; Tr. May 28,  1993, p. 53-54.)

117.        The cumulative evidence fndjcates that the majon.ty of the production

problems related to the Fin and Nozzle Contract were attributab]e to vendors.

•  Murdock's production perforn'.once prior to AprH 8, 1975.

118.        Murdock's production  difficu]tjes were reflected  in  a  series  of cure

notices, explanations as to the cause of the delay in production and contract modifications.

a.       On November 8,1974, the Armyissued a 10-day curenotjce tci

Murdock pursuant to the Default Clause of the Fin and Nozzle Contract.   (Pre-trial Order

p. 9, fl (2); Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, I).  179; Tr. Mar 3,  1993, pp.  157-58; Gov't. EL. X.)

b.       On November l5,1974, Murdock responded to the Army cure

notice by advising that the late delivery problems had been resolved.   Murdock suggested

a revised delivery schedule of 192,000 fin and nozzle assemblies per month starting January
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1975,  and  offered  to  pay  the  Gove-mment  $4,500  per  day  for  each  day  that  Baldwin

E]ectrohics, the entity that would install the fin and nozzle unit in the missile, was delayed.

The Baldwin Electrohics production line had been shut down twice, for a total of 14 days.

q're-trial Order p. 9, q (3); Tr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 179-80; Gov't. EL. Y, AA.)

c.       On  January  17,  1975,  Murdock  and  the  Army  entered  into

Contract  Modification  No.  P00010,  that  established  a  monthly  delivery  requirement  of

192,000 units per month starting on January 31, 1975.   (Pre-trial Order p. 10, fl (5); Gov't.

rm. Z.)

d.      The  Contract  Modification  No.  P00010  resolved  a  problem

identified in a January 10, 1975, letter from the Arlny related to slippage in delivery of the

fin and nozzle assemblies.   (Pre-Trial  Order p.  9,  fl  (4),  p.  10,  fl  (6);  Tr. Mar. 3,  1993,  p.

160.)

e.       Murdock could not meet the requirements of the January  17,

1975, contract modification.   Therefore, Murdock requested and received on February 26,

1975, a new contract modification that reduced the monthly delivery requirements to 134,400

units for February  1975,  and  144,000 units  per month  thereafter until  the last month  of

contract performance.  Murdock gave consideratic}n for this modification, and jt was the last

official  delivery schedule modification of the Fin and Nozzle Contract.   The modification

acknowledged that  Murdock had  delivered 452,592 fin  and nozzle units  out  of the  total
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contract requirement of 1,390,937]3 units to the Army through January 31,1975.  (Pre-Tha]

Order p.  10, q (7).)

i.       Murdock's productiori report for February,1975, dated March

3, 1975, indicated that Murdock was ahead of delivery on the Fin and Nozzle Contract as
(

modified.   Crr. Mar. 3,1993, pp.184-85; Pltf. Eth.11.)

9.       h February 1975, Murdock delivered  136,896 fin and nozzle

units to the Government.   (Pre-trial Order p. 10, fl (8).)

h.       In March 1975, Murdock delivered 133,440 fin and nozzle units

out of a required  134,400 to the Government.   (Pre-trial Order p.  10, fl  (9).)

119.        As  of February 20,1975, the Government planned to solicit for an

additional quantity of fin and nozzle units on a sole source basis, from a source that was not

presently producing.   (Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp.  188-89; Gov't. Exh. AA)

120.        The Govemmenthad three othersupp]iers at thetimeofdefau]t.  (Tr.

Mar. 2,  1993, p.  187.)

+  Proje;ted Lasses.

121.        ByMarch of 1975, themajorpart of the loss on the Fin and Nozzle

Contract had already occurred and by April, 1975, Murdock was close to reaching its target

costs per unit.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 58, 60.)

13                     ID preparation of the pretrial order, both Government and Trustee counsel mistaken]y stated

that this contract modification identified the total contract requirement as 938j54 units.  In fact, however, this
contract modification identified 938,354 units as remaining to be delivered on the contract which had a total
requirement of 1390,937 units.   Counsel have agreed to make this correction  in the stipulation.
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122.        As of March 5,1975, based on an actual cost-to-complete scenario,

the DCAS analyst prajected that the comparison of Murdock's and DCAS's completion cost

were as follows:

Labor
Direct material
Freight
Tooling and other

Murdock

$   147,729
$1,541,082
$    80,507
S      1'947

DCAS

$   190'611
$1,539,161
$    89'272
$    35,000

qr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.112-117; Tr. May 28,1993, pp. 81-82; Pltf. Exh. 61.)

123.        The result oftheDCAs ana]yst's projections were included in a March

14,1975, audit that estimated a loss of $1,344,400 on the Fin and Nozzle Contract.  Though

there js  conflicting testimony,  the most  credible ev].dence indicates this figure is accurate.

ITr. Mar.  2,  1993, pp.  133-34; Tr. May 27,  1993, p.  102.)

•  Murdack's prodrction in Aprd and May, 197S.

124.        In April  1975, Murdock delivered 82,560 fin and nozzle units to the

Government and reported subcontractor failure as the reason for failure to deliver the entire

month's quantity.   (Pre-trial  Order p.11,  fl  (11).)

125.        Murdock's  production  report  for  April,1975,  dated  May  5,1975,

indicated that Murdock was approximately 70,000 units behind schedu]e.   Murdock had a

cumulative dell.very of 805,000 units, and a shortfa]] of 69,000 units out of a total of 1,390,000

units.  The report reflected that the shipment was delayed due to lack of the glass beaded

pistons obtained from Coors, but that the vendor problem was solved by a complete parts

shipment on April 28,  1975.   Crr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp, 175, 188, 195-96; Tr. May 27, 1993, pp.

98-99; p]tf. rm. 31.)
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a 126.       A request for progress payment submitted by Murdock dated April

25,  1975,  indicated  that  the  costs incurred to  date and  estimated  costs  to  complete the

contract totalled the contract price.  It did not reflect any loss on the contract.  An indication

of loss  on  the  contract may have  constituted  a  suspected  irregularity in  the  request  for

progress payments.   ql. May 28, 1993, p. 27-30; Pltf. Exh. 83.)

127.        On May 5,1975, Murdock shipped 19,200 fin and nozzle units to the

Government and on May 9,  1975, shipped an addjtiona] 21,270 fin and nozzle units to the

Government.   The total fin  and nozzle units shipped in May  1975 was 40,470.   (Pre-trial

Order p.11,  fl  (12).)

128.        Though the number of units shipped  to th.e Government in May of

1975,  the  month  Murdock  filed  bankruptey,  was  less  than  the  contract  required,  the

I)roduction line was running smoothly, and was producing 7,000 units a day without difficulty.

Crr. May 27,  1993, pp.  126-27.)

The Delay P]uflger Contract.

•  Desedption Of the contract and the ordnance.

129.        On May 3,1974, Murdc)ckwas awarded Army contract No. DAAAO9-

74-C-0114 (Delay Plunger Contract).   (Pre-trial Order p.11, fl (1); Gov't. Exh. BP.)

130.        The  delay plunger was installed  with  the fuses  in  artillery rounds.

When projectiles in the unit started spinning, the delay plunger armed the fuses.  The delay

plunger  was  a  brass  assembly,  with  very  small  parts  that  required  fifty-eight  machine

operations to produce.   The Delay Plunger Contract was a high volume contract and, in
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comparison to other items produced by Murdock, was re]ative]y simple.   Crr. Mar. 3, 1993,

p.  148; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 37; Tr. May 27,  1993, p.  132.)

131.        Murdockmanufactured the de]ayp]ungeronfourACMEmu]ti-spindle

machines.  The eyc]e tine on the machines was about seven seconds, so that ten items could

be.manufactured per minute, or six hundred an hour.   ITr. May 27,1993, pp.132-33.)

132.       'ITie delay plunger had been in production for several years, though

not  by  Murdock.    In  consideration  of  the  termination  of the  Vietnam  War  and  the

corresponding decline in the need for Government weapons stockpiling, Murdock sought

new ordnance work.   The  delay plunger ordnance appeared  to have a four or five year

potential.   Crr. Mar. 3,1993, p.149; Tr. May 27,1993, pp.  131-32.)

133.        Murdock's  contract  administrator  felt  tha.t  the  contract  |]rice  was

properly bid.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  150.)

•  Murdock's production difficulties.

134.        Murdock  encountered  production  difficulties  through  the  use  of a

mngsbury machining center supplied by the Government that had been reconditioned and

too]ed to fit this part.  Murdock realized that 'lyou take what you get" when machinery was

supplied from Government stores when it made its bid for this contract.  (Tr. May 27, 1993,

pp. 40-41.)

135.        Murdock encountered some difficulty in setting up production at the

begiving of the contract.   However, in May of 1975, Murdock was producing the delay

plungers at a rate of 12,000 to  13,000 a day.   Crr., May 27,  1993, p.  135.)
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136.       Murdockwas able to reduce the laborhours necessary to produce the

item down to an appropriate number, but the reduction required three months.   (Tr. Mar.

4,  1993, p. 69.)

137.       Assembly,  operation  and inspection  of the  ordnance was  basically

satisfactory to the Government.   ITr. Mar. 2, 1993, p. 105.)

• Murdock's production perfermnce prior to Aprd 8, 1975.

138.       On January 23,1975, Murdock requested a reduction of the monthly

deliven.es under the Delay Plunger Contract from 762,000 units per month to 508,000 units

per month.   (Pre-trial Order p.  12, fl (2).)

139.        On February 28,1975, Murdock and the Any entered into contract

Modification No. P00005, that modified the delivery schedule on the Delay Plunger Contract.

The new delivery schedule reduced monthly deliveries to 508,000 units per month through

the  last  montb  of  contract  perfomance.    This  was  the  last  officta]  delivery  schedule

modification of the  Delay Plunger  Contract.   The modification  also  acknowledged  that  a

total  of  1,016,064  units  out  of  a  total  requirement  of 3,777,025  units  had  already  been

delivered under the contract.   (Pre-trial Order p.  12, fl (3).)

140.        During the pen.od from March to April of 1975, Murdock was meeting

its production requirements and reducing its personnel requirements each month.  (Tr. May

27,  1993, p. 46-47.)

141.        On March 14,1975, Murdock delivered 254,016 delay plungers to the

Government.   (Pre-trial Order p. 12, fl (4).)
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142.        On April 1,1975, Murdock delivered 254,016 delay plungers to the

Government (the balance of the March shipment).   (Pre-trial Order p.  12, tl (5).)

143.        On Aprfl 24,1975, Murdock degivered 254,016 delay plungers to the

Government.   are-trial Order p. 12, q (7).)

*  Protected lasses.

144.       At least half the costs resulting in ]osses Murdock projected on the

Delay Plunger Cbntract were due to the escalating cost of copper used in the brass necessary

to produce the assembly.  The loss as a result of the price escalation in brass comprised as

much as $300,000 to $400,000 of the projected loss on the contract.  The balance of the loss

was a result of an increase in labor hours needed to produce the part.   (Tr. Mar. 2,  1993,

pp.  161-62; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 68,  142; Tr. May 27,  1993, |]p. 40-41.)

145.        As a result, the delay plunger had not been produced at Murdock's

should-cost price.   Crr. May 27,  1993, p. 36.)

146.        As  of March 5,1975, based on an actual cost-to-complete scenario,

the DCAS analyst projected that the compan.son of Murdock's and DCAS's comp]etiori costs

were as follows:

Labor
Direct material
Freight
Tooling and other

Murdock

$    51'286
$   226,280
S        (340)
$       1,116

DCAS

$     61,738
$   213,079
$      1'500
S as proposed

qr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.112-117; Tr. May 28,1993, pp. 81-82; Pltf. Exh. 61.)
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147.       The result of the DCAs analyst's projections were included in a March

14, 1975, audit that estimated a loss of $537,900 on the Delay Plunger Contract.   Crr. Mar.

2,  1993, pp. 133-34.)

148.        Murdock assumed its figures for projected loss it submitted in April

of 1975 were the most recent and current data.   ITr. May 27, 1993, p. 102.)

149.        On May 7,1975, Murdock delivered  190,516 delay plungers to the

Goverrment.  Tis shh.pment, made in the month Murdock filed bankruptey, failed to meet

the required monthly delivery and placed Murdock in default on the Delay Plunger Contract.

(Pre-trial Order p.  12, fl (8).)

150.        It appears that the major].ty of the anticipated loss related to the Delay

Plunger Contract was as a result of escalating t]rass' prices.

The A/B Dispenser Contract.

•  Description Of the cortract and the ordnance.

151.        On January 17,1974, Murdockwas awarded contract No. N00104-74-

C-8431  (A/B Dispenser Contract).   (Pre-trial Order p.  13, fl  (1);  Gov't. kh. BQ.)

152.        The A/B dispenser was an aluminum container approximately twelve

to twenty inches in diameter and six to eight feet long, that had a bulkhead on one end and

a bul]chead with attachment for fins on the other end.  It was located under the wing of an

airplane and held three devices that, when dropped from an aixp]ane, created great over-

pressure on the ground.   qr. Mar 4, 1993, p. 36; Tr. May 27, 1993, p.  127.)

153.         The A® Dispenser contract was a fo]]ow-on contract.  Murdock had

manufactured hundreds of a similar I)roduct and still had the tooling from the first contract.
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The first contract was just being completed when the new contract was awarded.  (Tr. Mar.

3,  1993, p.  151; Tr. May 27,  1993, pp.  128,  157-58.)

154.       The device was used in the vietnam war and in operation Desert

Storm, and there was a continuing demand for the ordnance.   qr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. 36.)

155.       The Are Dispenser contract contained an escalation provision that

was lirited to aluminum only and did not compensate for other inflation costs, but the AP

dispenser was au aluminum.  qTr. Mar 4, 1993, pp. 144-45; Tr. May 27, 1993, p. 157; Gov't.

rm. F.)

156.        Murdock's  contract  administrator  believed  that  Murdock  had  an

extremely "good" price on the follow-on contract, and that Murdock was dell.vering according

to schedule when he left Murdock.   ITr. Mar. 3,1993, pp.  151,  163.)

157.        The difference between the on.gina] device and the current device was

that the original fins on the outside were opened by hand.  The new one had a spring loaded

fin and a .45 caliber cartn.dge that exploded and made the fins spring into place.   (Tr. Mar.

3,  1993, pp.  179-81; Tr. May 27,  1993, pp.  155-56.)

158.        A]though the evidence js somewhat contradictory, the more credible

evidence indicates that the A/B Dispenser Contract was not significantly more complicated

to build than its predecessor.  qr. Mar. 3, 1993, p. 179; Tr. Mar. 4, 1975 p. 145; Tr. May 27,

1993, p. 158; Gov't. EL. F.)

•  Murdock's production difficulties.

159.        Murdock  had   a  vendor  prot)]em   related   to   a   latch   assembly

attachment on the fin.   At the time of the bankruptey fi]ing, Murdock had three to four
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hundred of the Are dispensers that w?re completed and ready to ship except for the delivery

of the attachment.   trr. May 27, 1993, pp. 129-30.)

• Murdock's prodrfun perforTrunce. prior to Apru 8,1975.

160.       On  April  1,  1975,  Murdock  and  the  Navy  entered  into  Contract

Modification  No.  P00007  that  revised  the  deHvery  schedule  under  the  Are  Dispenser

Contract.  Ths was the last official schedule modification of the Aa Dispenser Contract.

q're-trial Order p. 13, I (2).)

161.        In  April  1975,  Murdock  delivered  300  A®  dispenser  units  to  the

Government, in 100-unit lots.  The loo-unit lots equalled a semi-truck load.  (Pre-trial Order

p.  13, fl  (3); Tr. May 27,  1993, pp.  127-28.)

•  Prtyected lasses.

162.        As of March 5,1975, based on an  actual cost:to-complete scenario,

the DCAS analyst projected that the compan.son of Murdock's and DCAS's comp]etjon costs

were as follows:

Murdock

Labor
Direct material
Freight
Tooling and other

DCAS

$     48,878
$   450'590
S    asproposed
$    25'000

ITr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.112-117; Tr. May 28,1993, pp. 81-82;  Pltf. Exh. 61.)

163.        The result of the DCAs ana]yst's projections was included in a March

14,1975, audit that estimated a loss of $124,300 on the A/B Dispenser Contract.   Crr. Mar.

2,  1993, pp.  133-34; Tr. May 28,  1993, pp. 81-82.)
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164.       It appears that the majority of the production problems related to the

A® Dispenser Contract were a result of vendor delays.

The Zuri I+Puncher Contract.

• Descri;ption Of the contract and the ordrrance.

165.        OnAugust 1,1974,Murdockwas awarded NavycontractNo. N00104-

75-C-8004 (Zunj Launcher Contract).   (Pre-trial Order p. 14, fl (1); Gov't. Exh. BR.)

166.       The zuni Iauncher was a very large item.   It had cubes where the

ASROC missiles were stored.  The Zuni Launcher sat on a large training circle, or cable that

allowed the launcher to rotate.  The launcher had sector gears so that it could elevate and

lower, so the azimuth and the zen].th could be controlled.  The Zuni Launcher Contract was

a repair and maintenal]ce contract.   (Tr. May 27,  1993, p.  148-51.)

167.        The zuni launchers had been out of production for some time and

Murdock had no pn.or experience with the launcher.   (Tr. May 27,  1993, p.  149.)

•  Murdock's production difficulties.

168.        The hydraulic drive motor used in the zuni launcher was produced

by  a vendor  in  Long  Island,  New  York,  that  had  difficulty  meeting  Murdock's  delivery

requirements because the item had been out of production for a long time.   (Tr. May 27,

1993, p.  149.)

169.        In April to May of 1975, Murdock received shipments of the hydraulic

motors and the vendor problem was solved.   q`r. May 27,  1993, pp.  149-50.)
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170.       Murdock encountered cost problems on the zuhi ILauncher contract

because the contract only had an escalation clause for the cost of a]uminun.   Crr. Mar. 4,

1993, p. 67.)

_I__ _Murdock's production performcLnce prior to ALprtl 8`  1975.

171.        h  February  1975,  Murdock  and  the  Navy  entered  into  Contract

Modification No. P00004 to the Zuni Ijauncher Contract which revised the delivery schedule

under the contract.   Ths was the last official delivery schedule modification of the Zuhi

I.auncher Contract.   The new schedule required 500 units in March,  1975, with generally

increasing monthly quantities thereafter.   A total of 8000 un].ts were required for contract

completion.   are-trial Order p.  14, fl (2);  Gov't. Erfu. BR.)

172.        By a message dated April  15,1975, Murdo.ck was inforlned that the

first artjc]e test samples for the Zun]. launcher passed aH tests.  ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, p. 164; Tr.

May 27,  1993, p.  151;  Gov't. Ekh. BR.)

173.        Murdock's contract administrator did not remember any show cause

notices being received by Murdock pn.or to his leaving the company.   ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, p.

164.)

•±l±!oiected nroft or losses.

174.        Murdock's  contract  administrator  thought  the  bid  for  the  Zuni

Iauncher Contract was an extremely safe bid, that Murdock would have no problem with

the contract and that it would be very profitable.   trr. Mar. 3, 1993, p. 155.)
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175.       As of March 5,1975, based on an actual cost-to-complete scenario,

the DCAS analyst projected that the comparison of Murdock's and DCAS's completion costs

were as foHows:

Labor
Direct material
Freight
Tooling and other

Murdock

$    23,052
$   106,051
$   126,464
S     (7513)

DCAS

$    29'367
$   106'054
S    as proposed
$     17,513

Crr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.112-117; Tr. May 28,1993, pp. 81-82; P]tf. Exh. 61,)

176.        The result oftheDCAs analyst's projections wereinc]uded in a March

14,  1975,  audit that  estimated  a profit  of $132,200  on  the  Zuni Launcher Contract.    (Tr.

Mar. 2,  1993, pp.  133-34.)

The Practice Bomb Contract.

•  Descri:ption Of the cor[tract and the ordnance.

177.        On  May 30,1974,  Murdock was  awarded  Air Force  Contract  No.

F42600-74-C-2534 (Practice Bomb Contract).  (Pre-trial Order p.15, fl (1); Tr. Mar. 3,1993,

p.  io; GOv't. rm. Bs.)

178.        The practice bombwas a 25-pound bomb, about four and a half inches

in  diameter and  about  eighteen inches  tall, that has been in  the Air Force inventory for

many years and was used for bctmbardier practice.  The devise had fins and a small fuse with

a black powder smoke devise that exploded on impact marking the hit.   (Tr. Mar. 4, 1993,

p. 38;  Tr. Mar. 27,  1993, p.  136.)

179.        Awards of practice bomb contracts were set aside for small business

and other minon.ty businesses.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1993, p. 21.)
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180.       At the time the contract was awarded to Murdock, two other entities

were making the product: one under PL 85-804 relief and the other ready for first-article

inspection.   Murdock decided  it would  employ a  different manufacturing procedure not

employed by any other contractor whereby a piece of low carbon steel would be formed or

pressed into shape, as opposed to bomb bodies machined from castings.  ITr. Mar. 3, 1993,

pp. 22-24,  153; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 38,  138.)

I                         181.       After a slug ofstee] was placed in the press, the press activated and

the slug was shaped into a bc)mb.  Addjtjona] machine assembly was required .to I)lace the

fins on the bomb, and then the bomb was phosphate coated to prevent corrosion.  (Tr. Mar.

2,  1993. pp.  141-42.)

182.        The practice bomb had originally been made using gray cast iron, but

grey cast  iron had become very expensive.   Manufacture with gray cast iron  also caused

environmental and safety hazards.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  152; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. .38.)

183.        The Air Force desperately needed  practice  bombs  at the time  the

contract was awarded and was interested in Murdock's novel approach to manufacturing the

practice bombs.   (Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 24,  165.)

184.        Murdock wanted to obtain the practice Bomb contract because the

Vietnam War was over and the Air Force used thousands of practice bombs during peace

tine.  The Government was bu]ring approximately 1,200,000 practice bombs armually.   ITr.

Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 6,  153; Tr. May 27, 1993, p.  137.)
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• Murdock's produf ron di/f f iailties.

185.    -   A  300,000  square  foot  warehouse  and  manufacturing  facflity was

constructed for production of the practr.ce bomb.. Crr. May 27,1993, |]p.138,146.)

]86.       Murdock instaned a large hydraulic press and encountered difficulty

getting it algned.  As a result, when the bctmbs were punched out in the press, the the.ckness

of the walls of the bomb van.ed in thickness.  If the practice bombs contained this kind of

variance, they required additional machining that was very expensive to perform.  (Tr. Mar.

2,  1993, p.  106; Tr. May 28,  1993, pp. 58-59.)

187.        Murdock obtained fin assemblies from a subcontractor in paramount,

California,  some  of which were not to  specifications.   As a result,  Murdock requested  a

deviationtwaiver that was granted by the Government.   (Tr. May 27, 1993, pp,  139-41; P]tf.

EL. 8.)

•  Murdock's production performance prior to April 8,1975.

188.        Modifications of the practice Bomb contract increased the quantity

from the original contract amount.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  12.)

189.        On  October  13,  1974,  Murdock  and  the  Air  Force  entered  into

Contract  Modification  No.  P00003  that  altered  the  delivery  schedule  under the  Practice

Bomb Contract.  The hitja] monthly production delivery was extended for three months and

was  scheduled  to  start  in  January  1975.    Tis  was  the  last  official  delivery  schedule

modification of the Practice Bomb Contract.  (Pre-trial Order p. 15, U (2); Tr. Mar. 3, 1993,

p.  12; P]tf. EL. 3.)
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190.       From January to March,1975, it was the Air Force's opinon that

Murdock  was  appro.aching  a  point where  Murdock  co.u]d  start  to  fabricate  and  deliver

bombs.   ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, p. 30.)

191.       In February and March of 1975, Murdock submitted various RFWs

and RFDs to modify production requirements.  These requests were au approved by the Air

Force.   Q're-trial Order p. 15, " (3), (4).)

192.       None   of   these  ,RFWs   and   RFDs   were   based   on   defective

specifications.  All waivers and deviations were granted for Murdock's convenience and for

the Govemment's convenience to facilitate performance of the contract, and resulted in a

nominal price adjustment on the Practice Bomb Contract.  (Tr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp. 13-16; Tr.

May 27,  1993, pp.  14345.)

193.        The other contractorswho were awarded practice bomb contracts had

not requested waivers or deviations, but Murdock's approach to manufacturing the practice

bomb was unique and could have accounted for the fact that the deviations came only from

Murdock.   It is not unusual for contractors in a manufacturing setting to have waivers and

deviations.   (Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 23-24, 28.)

194.        On  April  10,1975,  Murdock  shipped  1600  practice  bombs  to  the

Government.   Sixteen hundred practice bombs equalled a semi-truck load full.   (Pre-trial

Order p.  15, fl (5); Tr. May 27,  1993, p.  143)

195.        The  April  10,  1975,  shipment  was  less  than  Murdock's  required

monthly delivery quantity.   qr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 32-33.)
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196.       The fact that a contractoris late in delivery does not necessari]ymean

the Air Force will default the contract.  If the contractor appears to be making progress and

deliveries could begin in a relatjve]y reasonable amount of time, the Air Force could extend

the schedule.   qr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp. 26-27.)

197.        vethout the assistance of a contract file, which the Goverrment was

unable to locate, the Air Force contracting officer could not recall whether the Air Force

issued a show cau§.e or cure notice on the Practice Bomb Contract during February to April

of 1975.   Murdock's contract administrator testified that no cure notice was issued on the

Practice Bomb Contract during the time he was employed by Murdock.   q=r. Mar. 3, 1993,

pp.  8,  33,  165.)

•  Prtyected losses.

198.        Cost overruns for the practice Bomb contract were partially a result

of Murdock underestimating the cost of refurbishing a conveyerized facility used for plating

phosphates on the practice bombs.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 69; Tr. May 27,  1993, p. 58.)

199.        Murdock  incurred  additional,  unanticipated  costs  resulting  from  a

delivery  of lower cost,  dirty or scaly steel,  that was unsuitable for production  of practice

bombs.  Of the 959,Q00 pounds of steel delivered under the Practice Bomb Contract, 400,000

pounds were rejected.   Some of the steel was reso]d to a third party, but the $120,000 cost

of the scaly steel was not fully recouped.  ITr. Mar. 2,1993, p.110; Tr. Mar. 4,1993, pp. 70-

71; Tr. May 27,  1993, pp. 49-54.)

200.        The practice Bomt] Contract contained a twenty-five percent (25%)

escalation  clause that allowed Murdock to recoup the excess  cost  of an increase in steel
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prices.  The escalation clause in the contract was inadequate to cover the increased cost of

material.   Murdock was  going to. lose  the  difference  of two thousandths  of a  dollar per

pound tines seventeen milk.on pounds.  ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp. 153-54, 178; Tr. May 27, 1993,

pp. 54-57.)

201.        Murdock's contract administrator believed that the bid price for the

Practice Bomb Cbntract was an `accurate price.  The Practice Bomb Contract was projected

to just about break-even.   qr. Mar. 1, 1993, I). 57; Tr. Mar 3, 1993, p. 154.)

202.        As of March 5,1975, based on an actria] cost-to-complete scenario,

the DCAS ana]ys`t projected that the comparison of Murdock's and DCAS's completion costs

were as follows:

Labor
Direct material
Freight
Tooling and other

Murdock

$     61,764
$3'604,046
$   428,380
$     49,912

DCAS

$     90,740
$3,604,995
S    aspropased
S    as proposed

qr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.112-117; Tr. May 28,1993, pp.  81-82; Pltf. Exh.  61.)

203.         The  result  of the  DCAs  ana]yst's  projections  were  included  in  a

March 14,1975, `audit that estimated a loss of $177,400 on the Practice Bomb Contract.  ITr.

Mar. 2,  1993, p.  133-34.)

204.       The labor hours projected to complete the practice Bomb contract

used by the DCAS analyst and included in the audit, were based on the machining concept,

not on the press`ing concept.   ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 118.)

205.        Sandjdge  believed  the  actual  loss  on  the  Practice  Bomb  Contract

would be in excess of $700,000, but Boardman was unaware of any data in March of 1975
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that indicated a loss of $700,000 on the Practice Bomb Cbntract.   The more credible loss

projection was $177,400.   Crr. Mar. 2.1993, pp. 86-87; Tr. May 27,1993, p.103.)

206.       It appears that the majority of the production problems related to the

Practice Bctmb Contract were a result of attempting a new method of production, and that

the increased costs were the resu]L in part, of the loss on the scaly steel.

Murdock's Facilities Claim.

207.       Under  Facility  cbntract  DAAAO9-74-C-0110  (Facflities  contract),

Murdock had respc)ns]bility for maintenance, layaway and  refurbishment  of Government

industrial production equipment approaching fourteen million do]]ars in value.   (P]tf. Exh.

1.)

208.        It js unc]ear from the record if Murdock had more than one facilities

contract.   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  130-34.)

209.        The Faciljtjes contract was not assigned as collateral on the.V-I,oan.

ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, p.  64.)

210.        Murdock  had  a  claim  against  the  Government  for  the  quarterly

abnormal maintenance and repair of Government-owned equipment at the Ogden facility

over a per].od of time during the  1960's.   (Tr. Mar. 4,1993, |]p. 51-52.)

211.        Murdockwas paid $684,932 on the facilities claim, and the fundswere

deposited with the Bank.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 51-52.)

212.        Bycorrespondence dated in March ofl975, the Government indicated

that the continued operation as a source of supply urider Facilities Contract DAAAO9-74-C-

0110 remained essential to the national defense.   (Gov't. Exh. AE.)
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hitiator Contmct.

•  inscription Of the contract tlnd the ordnaruee.

213.        An initiator is a small device made of chromat].c steel used primarfly

in charges.   It is an explosive device used to blow a marker attached to certain sonobouys

to the surface of the water to enable them to be located.  ITr. Mar. 4, 1993, pp. 71-72; Pltf.

EL. 19. )

•  Mindock's profected tosses.

214.        Murdock   submitted   a   bid   for   the   In].tiator   Contract   and   the

Goverrment had sixty days to accept.  The Government requested an extension of another

sixty days, which Murdock granted.  During the timje the Injtiator Contract bid was pending,

Murdock did not have the option to increase or modfty its bid.  The Goverrmerit accepted

Murdock's bid ten days into the extension period in May of 1974.  During the same ten days,

the price of chromat].c steel doubled.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 72-73.)

215.        During March  of 1975,  Murdock  had not begun production  on the

Initiator Contract, although much of the required maten.a] had been ordered from vendors.

¢ltf. EL. 20.)

216.        Losses were projected on the Initiator contract of $796,900.   ¢]tf.

EL. 61.)

M.        The Total  Solution.

217.       The  Navy  determined  jt would  review Murdock's  entire  oper;tjon

involving  all  Department  of Defense  contracts  and  not just  its  request  for relief on  the

ASROC Contract.   Cn]den was trying to effectuate a total solution to Murdock's financial
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problems, including talking to the other branches a.f the armed serv].ces, because Murdock

required additional fuancing under their non-ASROC contracts.  Crr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 68-

69; Tr. Mar`. 4, 1993, p. 77; Pltf. EL. 56.)

218.       The NCAB's draft Memorandum ofDeofsion concerning pL 85-804

rehief to Murdock under the ASROC Cbntract expressed the view that "unless [P.L 85-804]

relief is forthcoming on [Murdock's Army and Air Force] contracts . . . Murdock wi]] not

have the ltecessary financial resources to complete ASROC."  The NCAB noted that the

Army and Air Force Contract Adjustment Boards had not yet received requests for relief

from Murdock.   (Pre-trial Order p. 6, fl (10).)

Essentiality.

219.        The Navy considered Murdock essential to the national defense, and

it was not the essentiality of the corltract, but the essentia]ity of Murdock for the Navy's

program that was important.  The fact that the other services may or may not determine that

their  contracts  were  essential  to  the  naticina]  defense  did  not  have  any  impact  on  the

detemination by the Navy that Murdock was essential to the natjona] defense and that the

ASROC Contract itself was essential to the national defense.  (Tr. Mar. 2,1993, pp. 27-29.)

220.        In  September  of  1974,  Weir,  the  AGO  in  Salt  hake  City,  Utah,

|]roceeded  to  gather  infomation  related  to  Murdock's  P.L.  85-804  reh.ef request.    He

requested from the other branches of the serv].ce a determination of whether Murdock was

considered essential to the national defense.   (P]tf. Erdi.  13.)

221.       The  record  is  unclear  whether  the  Any  responded  regarding

Murdock's essentiality in relation to the Fin and Nozzle Contract. An Army fact sheet dated
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February 20, 1975, indicated the Army planned to solicit for an additional quantity on a sole

source basis from another contractor who was the only other mobilization base source.   In

Juneof1975,theArmyindicatedthesupplieswer;availab]efromthreeothersources.ITr.

Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 186-91; Pltf. Eth. -50; Gov't. Ech. AA)

222.       By correspondence datedrid-October of 1974, DCASD was informed

by the Army that Murdock was esendeJ to the national defense in re]atjon to the Delay

Plunger Contract (as weu as DAAAO9-74-C-0110, a facflitjes contract).   ITr. Mar. 2, 1993,

pp.  196-98; P]tf. Exh.  13; Gov't. Eh. AM.)

223.        By  Navy  correspondence  dated  October  24,   1974,  DCASD  was

informed by the Navy that Murdock was r}o/ cfse#r}.a/ to the national defense in relation to

the A® Dispenser Contract. (Gov't. Exh. AU.)

224.        By correspondence dated october 24,1974, DCASD was informed by

the Navy that Murdock was #of ase#fz.a/ to  the national  defense in relation  to the Zuni

Contract.   (Gov't. Ein. AU.)

225.        Hill Air Force Base, Ogden, Utah, responded on october 10,1974,

that Murdock was „o/ esenfz.a/ to the national defense on the Practice Bomb Contract. Hill

AFB contracting officials never changed their position that Murdock was not essential to the

national defense.   (Tr.. Mar. 3,  1993, pp.  18-19; Gov't. Exh. AQ, AS, AT.)

226.        By memorandum dated March  11,1975, in   response to an inquiry

from  the  Assistant  General  Counsel,  Any  Contract  Adjustment  Board  (ACAB),  the

procuring contract officer indicated that, due to inventory build-up and other factors, jiny

Munitions Command (ARMCOM) was withdrawing its position that Murdock was essential
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to the national defense on the Delay Plunger Contrac.t, but that Murdock remained essential

on the Facdities Contract.    (Tr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 201-02, 205-08; P]tf. Exh. 13; Gov't. Hh.

AI.)

227.       h  spite  of having received  information  from  the  Air  Force  that

Murdcok was not essential on the Practice Bomb Contract, from the iiny that Murdock

was not essential on the Delay Plunger Contract, and knowhg it was not essential on the

Zul Cbntract both drafts of the April 1975 decision of the NCAB indicated that most of

Murdock's  non-ASROC  contracts were  essential  to  the national  defense.   It was noted,

however, that the Navy's Are dispenser could be procured elsewhere.   (P]tf. Exh. 19, 20.)

228.        Cruden   indicated   in   correspondence   dated   April   9,   1975,   that

"[i]nformal  contact  with  the  Army  indicates  that  essentialjty  ?xists  on  certain  of  their

contracts  on which Murdock is likewise filing an application for relief under P.L. 85-804."

(P]tf. EL. 60.)

October, 1974 Through March, 1975.

229.        The projected p.L.  85-804 ASROC contract relief was not without

opposition within the Navy.   It is apparent that certain Navy departments were dissatisfied

with the effort of other departments to grant P.L. 85-804 rel].ef to Murdock.   (Gov't. Exh.

AY, 88, BF.)

230.        In February of 1975, Moody considered as an a]temative that all work

at  Murdock  on  the  ASROC  launchers  be  cance]]ed,  or  that  the  number  of launchers

produced by Murdock be reduced, and that production instead proceed at Naval Ordnance
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Station in I|]uisvil]e, Kentucky.  That suggestion was considered to be uneconctrical by the

NCAB. (Pltf. Exh. 20; Gov't. Exh. BF.)

231.       h February of 1975, Murdockwas projecting a loss on the ordnance

contracts of $2,757,200.  This figure included the Fin and Nozzle Contract (-$ 1,344,400), the

Are Dispenser Contract (-$ 124,300), the Delay Plunger Contract (-$537,900), the Practice

Bomb  Cbntract  (-$177,400),  and  the  hitiator  Contract  (-$796,900)]`.     Murdock  was

projecting  a  profit  on  the  Zuni  Launcher  Contract  (+$132,200),  the  M148  Adaptor

Contract" (+$75,700) and the 2.75 Rework Contract (+$15,800).   ITr. Mar. 4,1993, p. 56;

P]tf. Eth. 61; Gov't. Eh. BE.)

232.        In  March  of  1975,  the  Govemment`audit  report prepared  by  the

Defense Contract Audit Ageney (DCAA), reflected ]osses on the various ordnance contracts

that were the same as the amounts Murdock projected by its February 1975 in-house status

of contracts report.   (P]tf. Exh. 61; Gov't. Rh. BE.)

233.        In   c6nsidering   and   issuing   its   draft   Memorandum   of  Decision

concerning P.L. 85-804 relief to Murdock under the ASROC Contract, the Navy reviewed

and considered Government technical and audit reports, and Murdock's financja] al]d status

reports on all of its existing Government contracts, including the ASROC Contract as well

as the five non-ASROC contracts showing projected ]osses.   (Pre-trial Order p. 5, U (7).)

"                    The  amount  of loss  on  this  contract  was  signiricant]y altered  by  conversion  to  a  nocost

termination.

rs                     Neither  the  M148  Adaptor  nor  the  2.75  Rework   Contracts  are  at   issue   here.     By
correspondence dated October 24, 1974, DCAS was informed that Murdock was not essential to the national
defense in relation to the M148 Adapter.   (Gov.t. Exh. AU.)
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234.        Sandidge believed the ]osses would be closer to $3,000,000, but there

is no credible evidence to support the $3,000,000 figure and it is inconsistent with the DCAA   `

report.   Crr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 58, 70.)

235.       Immediately prior to  a March 24,1975, meeting with the NCAB,

Boardman and  Ch]den met  to discuss Murdock's  app]jcation for P.L.  85-804 relief and

so]utions on the other defense contracts. Crr. Mar. 4, 1993, pp. 74-75.)

236.       Chiden indicated that he wanted to make Murdock financiallywho]e

and  wanted  to  know  the  best  way  to  accomplish  that  goal.    Boardman  indicated  that

Murdock needed P.L. 85-804 relief on the Fin and Nozzle and Delay Plunger Contracts, that

the Initiator Contract should be teminated at no cost, and that no Government action was

required on the A/B Dispenser anc] Practice Bomb Contracts because Murdock could absorb

those ]osses.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp.  74-77.)

237.        The Navywas trying to make a determination of whether to buysome

amount   of  ASROC  launchers  less  than   the  twenty-eight   called   for  in  the   contract.

Regardless  of  how  marly  launchers  the  Navy  decided  to  buy,  the  under]ving  solution

proposed was conversion of the ASROC Contract to a cost reimbursement/no-fee contract,

and conversion of about $7.8 million dollars into recoverable costs. Crr. Mar. 2, 1993, p. 30;

Gov't. EL. L.)

238.        On March 24,1975, Murdock representatives met with  the NCAB

officials to discuss the requested ASROC P.L 85-804 relief.   Murdock advised that it had

experienced  numerous  personnel  I)rob]ems,  and  that  an  intensive  revI.ew  conducted  in

preceding  months  revealed  numerous  examples  of performance  and  financial  problems
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concerning the non-ASROC coritracts.  Various problems were discussed in detail with the

Government, but  the problems  concerning the non-ASROC contracts did not affect the

Navy's decision to grant P.L 85-804 relief, or its condtment to a global solution.  ITr. Mar.

I, 1993, pp. 62-63, 150; Tr. Mar. 4. 1993, pp. 91-97, 148-58; P]tf Eth. 62; Gov't. Eta. L, All.)

Fin and Nozzle Contmct Solution.

239.       The solution proposed for the Fin and Nozzle contract was either

conversion from a fixed-price to a cost-plus coritracL or the length of the contract would be

adjusted in order to make the contract profitab]e.   (Tr. May 27, 1993, pp. 35-36, 72, 85-88.)

240.       At  the  March  24,1975,  meeting,  Murdock  understood  that  iny

Missile Command (MICOM) was waiting for contact from Murdock relative tb a solution

for the Fin and No2z]e Contract.   (Tr. Mar. 4,1993, p. 89;  Gov't. Exh. L.)

Delay Plunger Contract Solution.  .

241.        In spite of the Army's determination that Murdock was not essential

on the Delay Plunger Contract, Boardman's notes from the March 24,  1975, meeting w].th

Cruden  and  others,  reflect  that  he  was  told  by  John  Krohn  (Krohn),  chief  of  cjviljan

procurement  for  ARMCOM,  that  a  solution  on  the  Delay  Plunger  Contract  would  be

worked out and Cruden would be notified on Monday v].a Mr. Hammond.  Hammond was

the ombudsman for the command who assisted civilian contractors.   Hammond died five

years ago.   qr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 202-03; Tr. Mar. 4, 1993, pp. 88-89; Gov't. Exh. L.)

242.       The  solution  proposed  for  the  Delay  Plunger  Contract  was  that

Murdock would seek P.L.  85-804 relief from the Army and the contract would  either be

canceled  at  no  cost,  as  was  planned  for  the  Initiator  Contract,  or  that  there would  be
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additional  units  ordered  to  enable Murdock to  recoup  its  ]osses.   The  only way  to  add

additional quantities .was to exercise any existing options .available on the initial contract, or

to run a procurement exercise to advertise for additional quantities.  Boardman believed that

the second option was not poss]tt]e, and that a solution on the Delay Plunger Contract would

require some extraordinary method  outside of the ordinary contractual procedures.   (Tr.

Mar. 4, 1993, p. 76; Tr. May 27, 1993, pp. 72-73, 78-79.)

243.       The origiva] quantity ofjtems awarded on the Delay plunger cbntract

was 2,810,725 units.   In May of 1974, the Goverlrment exercised an option to increase by

966,300  units  for  total  units  under  the  contract  of 3,777,025.    iin  option  clause  in  the

contract provided for an increase up to 1,610,725 units.  After the Government exercised its

option, the balance remaining under the option clause was 644,425 units.  (Stjpu]ation of the

parties reached in open court contained in Tr. May 27,  1993, pp. 84-85.)

244.        Boardman's notes regarding the actions ofARMCOM and MICOM

for a solution of the Fin and Nozzle and the Delay Plunger Contracts were given to Cruden

in anticipation that he would use them in some manner re]atjve to Murdock's P.L.  85-804

applications on those contracts.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 89.)

A/B Dispenser Contract Solution.

245.        The total  solution  did not anticipate p.L  85-804 relief on the A/B

Dispenser Contract.   ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, p.  12; Tr. Mar 4,  1993, p.  102.).

246.        If  Murdock  was  successful  in  getting  a  new  follow-on  contract,

Murdock  would  probably  break  even  on  this  contract,  or  could  absorb  the  $124,000

anticipated loss.   (Pltf. Ein. 22.)
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Zuni I.auncher Contract Solution.

247.       P. L 85-804 reliefwas not necessary for the zuhi I.auncher contract

because it showed a projected profit of $132,000.  trr. Mar. 4, 1993, pp`. 76, 102; Gov't. EL.

M.)

Pmctice Bomb Contract Solution.

248.       The more credfo]e evidence is that in March of 1975, Boardman did

not  reach  an  understanding with  Cruden  that P.L  85-804 relief would  be  filed  on  the

Practice  Bomb  Contract,  and such relief was  not necessary in  order  to solve  Murdock's

financial problems.   qrr. Mar. 2,1993, p.11; Tr. Mar. 4,1993, pp. 77,  165-68.)

249.        The Air Force could not give p.L. 85-804 relief on the practice bomb

because it had already determined in October of 1974 that Murdock was not essential to the

national defense.   (Tr. May 28,  1993, pp.  122-23.)

250.        Murdock was informed that the Air Force would not take any action

regarding the Practice Bomb Contract in March of 1975, but that if further difficulties arose,

they would consider P.L. 85-804 relief.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  101;  Gov't. Exh. M.)

Initiator Contract Solution.

251.        Boardman discussed the lnitjator contract with cruden at the March

24,  1975,  meeting  and  indicated  there  was  no  way  Murdock  could  perforln.    Cruden

indicated that the Government would make a no-cost termination on the lnitiator Contract

and  toc>k  steps to  eliminate  the Initiator  Contract.    Crr.  Mar.  4,  1993,  pp.  76,  82;  Gov't.

rm. M.)
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252.       The initiator could be procured from sources other than Murdock.

(Pltf, rm. 19.)

253.       The NCAB decided to terminate the Navy hitjator contract as a no-

cost temination.  The decision was to be the subject of a separate me.morandum decision.

a,ltf. EL, 20.)

N.        The April 7.8.1975. NCAB Mee_ting.

254.       On April 7,1975, ten or twelve people from the NCAB staff and from

DCAS, including Cruden and Sandidge, met with Boardman to continue discussions of the

ASROC P.L 85-804 request for relief.  A draft Memorandum of Decision prepared earlier

by the NCAB staff was provided to Murdock in order to discuss the details of a possib]e

relief package should the NCAB  decide to grant re]ief.   qr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp. 66-67; Tr.

Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 78-79; Pltf. kh.  19.)

255.        In preparation for the April 7,1975, meeting, the NCAB and its staff

reviewed anc] considered Government technical and audit reports and Murdock's finanofal

and status reports on all of its existing Government contracts.  Boardman ind].cated that the

provisions in the Draft Memorandum of Decision were abso]ute]y not acceptable because

of allegations of wrongdoing con_tained in the document.  Cruden agreed and instructed that

the document be redrafted to omit those allegations.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 80-81.)

hterface With Other Services.

256.       Boardman believed that in the.months of January to March,1975, the

Navy,  including  Cruden,  was  discussing  the  P.L.  85-804  relief with  the  Army  Cbntract

Adjustment Board (ACAB).   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, p. 201; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp.  174-75.)
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257.       Mr. Muse, the secretary of the NCAB, as well as cruden and Joe

Dufty, legal counsel from the Navy General Counse]'s Office, were discussing with the other

board members the possilJility of P.L  85-804 relief. The Navy would  not  go  forth with

extraordinary relief on the ASROC contract unless its sister services also granted relief in

order to aceomp]ish a total solution.   qr. Mar.  I, 1993, pp. 71, 100, 197-98.)

258.       Murdock was instructed by cruden to submit p.L 85-804 appfications

to the Amy for the Fin and Nozale and the Delay Plunger Contracts.  qr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp.

203-04; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 76-77, 82.)

ASROC Contract Solution.

259.        On April 7,1975, the NCAB issued a draft Memorandum of Decision

concerning extraordinary  contractual relief to Murdock.   As stated  by the United  States

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, the April  7,  1975, the NCAB Memorandum of

Decision was:

final    and    converted    the    fixed-pn.ced    [ASROC]    contract    to    a    cost
reimbursement/no-feecontractthatot]ligatedtheGovernmenttopayMurdock
its  cost  incurred  in  performing  the  contract.    The  Government  materially
breached the contract by failing to reimburse Murdock.  That breach relieved
Murdock of the default termination and its consequences . . . The termination
for  default   clause   in   Murdock's   contract   .   .   .   automatjcal]y   converted
Murdock's     wrongful     default     termination     into     a     termination     for
convenience....

Murdock Machine & Engineering Co. Of Utah v. United States, 8]3 F.2d 1410,1413 (Fed. Cir.

1989). (Pre-trial Order p. 6, fl (8).)

260.        On  Apn.I  8,   1975,  the  NCAB  reconvened  and  again  presented

Murdock with a copy of a draft Memorandum of Decision. (Pre-trial Order p. 6, fl (9).)
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261.       On  April  8,  1975,  the  Office  of the  Navy  Cbntroner  authorized

NAVSEA Cbmmand to amend the ASROC Contract to increase the progress payment rate

to one hundred percent (100%) progress payments.   ql. Mar. 1, 1993, p. 78; Tr. Mar. 4,

1993, p. 82.)

262.       During the meetings on Aprfi 7 and 8th,1975, Boardman was never

to]dthattheNavywasseekinga]temativesourcesforprocurementoftheASROClaunchers.

qr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 15-16, 31.)

263.        In the April 8,1975, meeting, Cruden said that the Navy would take

care of talking to the other services in the interest of a total so]utjon, that Boardman was

not to contact them, and that Cruden would take care of jt.  Murdock was not to discuss the

Delay  Plunger  Contract  with  Krohn,  but  was  to  allow  Cruden  or  his  staff  to  do  so.

Boardman was only to prepare the two P.L. 85-804 applications for the Fin and Nozale and

the Delay Plunger Contracts and submit them.   (Tr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. 105; Tr. May 27, 1993,

pp. 71-72.)

264.        The NCAB did not have the authority to evaluate or determine that

the Fin & Nozzle and Delay Plunger Contracts with the Any were essential to the national

defense under P.L.  85-804.  ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  70-71.)

265.        One  of the  initial  drafts  of the  Memorandum  of Decision  of the

NCAB recited that the Contract Adjustment Boards had indicated that such relief as may

be necessary under those contracts will be forthcoming.  That phrase was lined through and,

instead,  the  revised  draft  indicated  that  the  Contract  Adjustment  Boards  had  not  yet
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received  a  request  for relief from  Murdock.    CI`r.  Mar.  I,  1993,  pp.  198-200;  P]tf.  Ech.

19,  20.)

266.       The NCABwas not gofngto provide a lump-sum payment to Murdock

upon  conversion  to  cost  reimbursement/no-fee  status,  but  rather was  going  to  provide

incremental payments on the ASROC Contract tied to further performance.   Crr. May 27,

1993, p.  13.)

267.       As a result of the incremental payments, Boardman believed that a

cumulative total of $12,000,000 would be received by Murdock in calendar year 1975.  The

acceleration  plan  requested  by  Moody  of  NAVSEA  Command  would  accelerate  the

procurement  of all  the hardware by July,  1975,  and  the last ASROC launcher would be

produced by November of 1975.   ITr. May 27,  1993, pp.  14-15.)

268.        One of the provisions of the agreement was that all future payments

by the Government under the ASROC Contract would be deposited into a controlled special

bank account administered by the Office of the Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCOMPT).

Withdrawals would be limited to expenditures for costs that were approved or concurred in

by NAVCOMPT as necessary for the performance of the contract.   qr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.

171; Pltf. EL. 20.)

Underbidding.

269.        AIl drafts of the NCAB proposed p.L. 85-804 relief on the ASROC

Contract stated that "one of the most disturbing facets of this case is the fact that Murdock

underbid on several sc)1icitations after the guaranteed [VLoan] was provided."   (P]tf. FTh.

19, 20.)
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270.       Murdock did not purposely underbid the contracts (a bay-in) in hope

of winning the contracts and subsequent contracts which would allow jt to come out whole.

qr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 72-73; Tr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. .164.)

271.       Murdock usually bid contracts at an anticipated profit of ten percent

(10%), in addition to general administrative costs, burden, labor and material.  qrr. Mar. 3.

1993, p.  145.)

Conclusion of the NCAB Meeting.

272.        The  April  8,  1975,  meeting  concluded  with  the  NCAB  advising

Boardman to return to Utah to prepare the two P.L. 85-804 app]jcations for the Fin and

Nozzle and Delay Plunger Contracts.  The Government would prepare the paper work for

the ASROC Contract modifications.  A team from NCAB would travel to Utah the following

week  with   between   $1,300,000   to   $1,400,000,   specific   instructions   regarding  how   to

administer the money, and instructions regarding the conversion of the ASROC Contract to

a cost reimbursement/no-fee contract.   (Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  83;  Gov't. Exh. M.)

273.        By  letter  dated  April   15,   1975,  Murdock  did  in  fact  submit  the

application for P.L. 85-804 relief to the Amy on the Fin and Nozzle Contract requesting

relief in the amount of $1,362,678.   (Pre-trial Order p.10, fl (10); Tr. Mar. 4,1993, p.109;

Tr. May 27,  1993, I)p. 20-21, 79; Pltf. Exh. 23.)

274.        By  letter  dated  April  16,  1975,  Murdock  did  in  fact  Submit  the

application for P.L 85-804 relief to the Any on the Delay Plunger Contract requesting

relief in the amount of $584,049.12.   (Pre-trial Order p. 12, fl (6); Tr. Mar. 4, 1993, p.  ]09;

Pltf. EL. 24.)
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275.       Murdock was informed that within thirty days from the April 8,1975,

meeting, the Navy was expecting an.Army decision that the Fin and Nozzle Contract would

be converted from fred-pn.ce to cost-plus.   ITr. riar. 4, 1993, p. 100, 174; Gov'L EL. M.)

276.       Murdock was infomed that within thirty days from the AprH 8,1975,

meeting, the Navy was expecting an Any decision that the Delay Plunger Cbntract would

either be canceHed at no cost or that sufficient quantity would be added to the contract by

contract amendment to absorb the initial ]osses and make the contract profitable. Crr. Mar.

4,  1993, pp.  100-101; Gov't. Eh. M.)

277.        On  April  9,   1975,   Cruden  indicated  in  a  riemordndum  to  the

Comptro]]er  of the Navy,  that infoma]  contact w].th the Army indicated  that essentiality

existed on certain of the Amy's contracts, and Cruden requested the progress payments on

the ASROC Contract be increased to one-hundred percent (100%).   (Tr. Mar. 2,1993. pp.

10-11; P]tf. EL.  60.).

Elimination of Murdock's claim against the Government.

278.        In conformity w].th the original 1973 Settlement that p.L. 85-804 relief

would be provided in exchange for Murdock's waiver of its $1,500,000 claim for defective

data, one of the provisions of the draft agreement was that the amendment to.the ASROC

Contract granting P.L  85-804 relief would include a general release  of a]]  claims, arising

prior to the date of amendment, and related to the performance of the ASROC Contract.

(Pltf. in. 20.)
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a 0.        Failure of the Total Solution.

279.        On Aprfl ll,1975, F. J. Buichfield q3urchfield), Director of Banking

andCbntractFinancingfortheDepartmentoftheNavyandSandidge'ssupervisor,indicated

in  a memorandum  to the Assistant Secretary  of the Navy, `that the  Procuring Contract

Officer for the ASROC Contract had requested that the NCAB hold up issuance of the

decision for 30 days in order to determine if the ASROC launcher was available from some

other source. Tis request was made even though the ASROC Contract had been converted

to a cost reimbursement/no-fee contract, and that NAVCOMPT had authorized an increase

to one-hundred percent (100%) progress payments.  In the meantime, NAVSEA Command

wanted Murdock to continue in business.  Burchfie]d indicated that the Government was no

longer in  a position  to keep  assuring the  Bank that Murdock would receive P.L.  85-804

relief, and that the Bank might construe the lack of assurance as grounds to call the V-I.oan.

If the Bank called the notes due under the V-Loan, the only way NAVCOMPT could keep

Murdc>ck in business for 30 days would be to purchase one-hundred percent (100%) of the

V-Lean.   ¢ltf. EL. 79.)

The April 14, 1975, Meeting.

280.        In spite of the procuring contract officer's April 11,1975, request to

hold  up  issuance  of its  decision,  on  April  14,  1975,  Sandidge,  Burchfie]d  and  Wihiam

Ferguson  @erguson), the Senior Contracting Officer in Salt ILake Gty, Utah, traveled to

C]earfie]d, Utah, to discuss with Murdock increasing ASROC Contract progress payments

to one-hundred percent (100%) as an interim measure until the cost contract mechanism

could be |]ut in place.   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp. 78-79.)
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281.        On April l4,1975, the Navy representatives presented the proposed

ASROC Contract Modification P00064 (ASROC .Cbntract Modification) to Murdock that

allowed the Government to make one-hundred percent (100%) progress payments, or to

authorize the payment up to the face value of the contract.   ITr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 79-80;

Tr.' Mar. 4, 1993, p. 107; Pltf. Eth. 22, 80.)

282.        Sandidge made a presentation regarding how the mohies would flow,

how much money would be made available, how it would be utilized, and the controls that

would be implemented.   (Tr. Mar. 1,  1993, pp. 80-81.)

283.        The ASROC contract Modifi.cation anticipated immediate payment

to Murdock for  deposit to a special bank account apart from the V-I.oan  account.   The

special bank account would require a counter-signature by a Gc}vemment representative to

make a withdrawal.   (Tr. May 28,  1993, p.  107.)

284.        The ASROC  contract Modification indicated that  the funds made

avai]ab]e would be used solely for the purpose of making paylnent for direct materials, direct

labor  and  administrative  and  overhead  expenses  required  for  the  |]erformance  of  the

ASROC Contract and for such other purposes as the Office of the Navy Comptroller may

approve.   (Pltf. Exh. 20, 78, 80; Gov't. kh. AZ.)

285.        Sandidge first testified that the $1,200,000-$1,400,000 would only be

available for future costs incurred.   The more credible testimony is that the money made

available through the ASROC Contract Modification could have been used to pay for past

expenses related to the ASROC Contract.  There is nothing in the documents that indicated

that financial  control meant  that  the  Government  was  not  going  to  pay  existing unpaid
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ASROC-related  costs, even though Sandidge indicated that was his understanding of the

Government's intent.  Sandidge also admitted that he would have been very selective as to

which vendors would be paid and who would not, but that the essential requirements would

be paid on a case by case basis.   If a cost needed to be paid that was not entire]y related

to the ASROC Contract, Sandidge would have been consulted and payment would have

been at his discretion.  a+. Mar. 2,1993, p. 32; Tr. May 28,1993, pp.106,108-10,111,123-

27.)

286.        Immediately upon execution of the ASROC contract Modification,

Murdock would have been entitled to invoice the Government for approximately $1,200,000

that would have been made payable to the special bank account.  (Tr. May 28, 1993, p. 124.)

287.        Boardman was told that the Government representatives had brought

the check with them, but that pn.or to its delivery the ASROC Contract Modification had

to be executed.   The Navy representatives did not have the check w].th them.  Crr. Mar. 2,

1993, pp.  23-24;  Mar. 4,  1993,  p.  107.)

288.        On or short]ybeforeApri] 14,1975, NAVSEA Command leaned that

ASROC launchers could be obtained (and refurbished) from ships scheduled to be taken

out  of active service.   Therefore, NAVSEA Command determined that Murdock was no

longer essential to the nat].ona] defense under P.L. 85-804.  NAVSEA Command informed

the NCAB of this new determination on the same or following day and withdrew its request

and recommendation to the NCAB to grant Murdock relief.   (Tr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 82-83;

Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp. 35-36.)
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289.       The Navywas obtalhing or could obtain ASROc launchers from strike

ships or other sources, and had been 'borrowing" launchers from the fleet refurbishment

pool and overhauling them at the Naval Ordnanc-e Station, ILouisvil]e, Kentucky.  ASROC

launchers were also on strike ships that were obtained by foreign governments and Moody

asserted that if support could be obtained at a high enough level, the ASROC launchers

could have been obtained from the same source.   ¢]tf. Ein. 19; Gov't. Exh. BF.)

290.       On April  14,1975, NAVSEA Command personnel in washington,

D.C., called Navy representatives during the meeting with Murdock personnel in Clearfie]d,

Utah, and instructed them to not go forward w].th the one-hundred percent (100%) progress

payment change to the ASROC Contract, to stop all further discussions with Murdock for

the time being,  and  to wait  further instructions.   The Navy representatives retrieved the

ASROC  Contract  Modification  from  Murdock  and  abruptly  left  the  meeting  wl.thout

explanation.   Crr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 34; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp.  107-108; Pltf. Exh. 22.)

Withdrawal of ASROC Contract P.L. 84.805 Relief.

291.        On April 15,1975, neither the Bank norMurdock knew that theNavy

was withdrawing P. L 85-804 relief.   (Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 38.)

292.        On  April  16,1975,  the  Navy representatives  waiting in  Utah were

advised that NAVSEA Command had withdrawn the ASROC P.L. 85-804 request from the

NCAB's  consideration,  and  that the   NCAB  had  concurred  w].th  NAVSEA Command's

withdrawal of the ASROC P.L. 85-804 request.  The Navy representatives, §til] in Utah, also

wereinstructedtoinformBoardmanthatNAVSEACommandwas'withdrawing[Murdock's]

P.L. 85-804 case from the Navy Contract Adjustment Board" and that on the following day
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Murdock  would  receive  a  10-day  "cure" notice  for possfole  default  temination  of the

ASROC Contract.   Crr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 40-41; P]tf. Exh. 22.)

293.       NAVSEA Command made.the decision to withdraw the p.L 85-804

relief and did not take into consideration whether any sister armed service would grant P.L

85-804 relief.   qr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 54-55.)

294.       On Aprfu 16,1975, the Navyinformed DCAs and DCAA, as weu as

the Bank of the fact that the Navy was withdrawing P.L 85-804 reHef to Murdock because

the Navy had detemined that it had a new source for the ASROC launchers, and that it was

folwarding a lo-day "cure" notice to Murdock pursuarit to the Default Clause of the ASROC

Contract.   (Pre-trial Order p. 7, fl (12).)

295.        On April 16,1975, by telephone, Ferguson notified Boardman of the

Navy's actions. Crr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 43.)

296.       The Navy also detemined that no further progress payments on the

ASROC  Contract  would  be  paid  to  Murdock,  because  Murdock  was  not  entitled  to

additional progress payments without amending the  contract to increase the rate to one-

hundred percent (100%).   ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp. 42,  89-90.)

297.        However, had Murdock continued to work on the ASROC launchers

and achieve additional progress, Murdock would have been entitled to additional progress

payments, even though they did not cure the default comp]ete]y. Crr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 90-

91.)
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298.        During the Navy's April 14,15, and  16,1975, discussions, there was

never  any  mention  regarding  Murdock's  financial  condition   as  a  factor  taken  into

consideration regarding withdrawal of P.L 85-804. relief.   ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp. 50-51.)

299.        Murdock's  financial  position  would  not  have  been  considered  in

determining essentiality, but would have been a consideration regarding a determination to

grant P.L 85-804 relief.   ITr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 91-92.)

300.        On April 17,1975 the Navy sentby electronic message the lo-day cure

notice to Murdock related to the ASROC Contract.    Crr. Mar. 4,1993, p.Ill; Pltf. Exh.

25.)

301.        Murdock responded to the ASROC 10-day cure notice. (Tr. Mar. 4,

1993, I).  112; Gov't. Eh. BU.)

302.        On April 21,1975, Murdock announced the temporary layoff of445

of its employees.   (Pre-trial Order p. 7, fl (13); P]tf. Exh. 26.)

303.        Boardman  intended  to   continue   operation   on   the   non-ASROC

contracts.   qr. Mar. 4,1993, p.  116.)

Costs of Termination.

304.        Wjthdrawa] of the ASROC contract p.L. 85-804 relief converted  a

current asset of $7,800,000 in un-bil]ed accounts receivable to an unrecoverable bottom line

loss.  Termination of the ASROC Cbntract made Murdock liable for another $7,900,000 in

unliquidated progress payments.   qr. Mar. 2,1993, pp. 30, 31, 47, 68-70.)

305.        Murdock  responded  to  the   10-day  cure  notice  on  the  ASROC

Contract and requested teminatic}n for convenience, rather than default.   The Navy was
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considering a no-cost termination settlement on the ASROC Contract that would mean no-

cost to either party. The $7.8 million  dollars in progress payments that the  Government

would  otherwise  have  been  entitled  to  recoup  would  have  been  elininated,  but  the

Goverrment would receive the work in process inventory.   qrr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 4547.)

306.       Sandidge indicated in an April 29,1975, memorandum, that in a no-

cost termination, Murdock's liability to subcontractors would be approximately $3,832,711,

rather than the $2,757,00 projected by DCAA The difference in the DCAA estimates and

Sandidge's  estimates  were  in  projected  ]osses  for  the  Practice  Bomb  Contract.   DCAA

projected a $177,000 loss and Sandidge projected a $712,000 loss.   Using his owli estimate

of projected liability, Sar]djdge deterlnined that if the ASROC Contract were terminated for

convenience,  the  unexpended  contract  balance  of $1,436,821  could  possibly  be  used  to

partially cover Murdock's liability to subcontractors, but a shortfall would remain.  (Tr. Mar.

1,  1993, pp.  86-87,  93-95; Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp. 47-48;  Gov't. Ech. Q.)

307.        There is no credible evidence to support sandjdge's belief that the

I)rojected loss on the Practice Bomb Contract was greater than that projected by Murdo6k

or the DCAA.   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  189-94.)

308.        According to Ferguson's April l8,1975, tn.p report, the current cost

estimates  for  keeping  the  ASROC  Contract  with  Murdock  were  $1,500,000  presently

remaining to be paid from the ASROC Contract which was sufficient to meet all necessary

obligations through May 15, 1975, $6,400,000 needed to operate from June 30 to September

30,  1975,  assuming  comp]etjon  of  three  launchers,  $10,400,000  total  required  through
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September 30, 1975, and $8,900,000 needed to take the contractor to September 30, 1975.

ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 22; P]tf. Hh. 22.)

309.        Ferguson's trip report indicatedit would cost approximate]y$5,000,000

to $6,450,000 more to teminate for convenience rather than default for cause.  ¢]th Exh.

22.)

310.       After April 25,1973, the DCAA recolnmended suspension of progress

payments under all Goverrment contracts, but Sandidge recommended that the Government

not discontinue the non-ASROC progress payments in view of the various actions that were

under consideration by the Navy at that time.   qr. May 28,  1993, p. 89; P]tf. Erfu. 63.)

311.        Sandidge  indicated  that  with  a  cash  deficit  on  the  non-ASROC

contracts,  there was  only  a  slim  possfoility that  Murdock  could have  avoided  bankruptey

without the ASROC Contract PL. 85-804 relief.   ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 73.)

P.         Acceleration of the v.I,Can.

312.        Roy  Nelson  (Nelson),  Senior  Vice-President  of  the  Bank,  called

Sandidge at his hotel at 1:30 a.in. the miming after the April 15,1975, meeting to ascertain

what had transpired, and to inquire why Murdock was not going to receive P.L. 85-804 relief.

Sandidge confirmed that Murdock would not receive the requested relief.  q`r. Mar. 1, 1993,

pp. 84-85; Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp. 49-50; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p. 48.)

313.        On  April  23,  1975,  and  as  required  by  the  guarantee,  the  Bank

requested the Navy's consent to accelerate the matun.ty of Murdock's V-Loan. If the Navy

had not approved the Bank camng the loan, the Navy would have been obligated to buy the

entire note. Ore-trial Order p. 7, fl (14); Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 61; Pltf. Exh. 27, 32, 46.)
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314.       On May 2,1975, the Navy gave its written consent to the Bank to

either accelerate the maturity of the V-I.oan or to continue the loan.  h doing so, the Navy

correspondence stated that: "It must be recognized that, If the loan is called and funds to

Murdock are cut off, the company may have no a]temative but to cease operations in their

entirety."   (Pre-trial Order p. 8, fl (15); Tr. Mar. 1, 1993, pp. 88-90; Pltf. EL. 32.)

315.       After receiving the Navy's consent to accelerate the v-loan, the Bank

issued a $33,685 note on May 9,1975, and a $175,000 note on May 14,1975, but the record

is unc]ear whether those were renewal notes or the issuance of addjtiona] funds. (Tr. Mar.

3,  1993, |]. 67; Gov't. Ech. BN.)

316.        OnMay 14,1975, Murdock requested that theBank renewa $900,000

note due May 15,1975, with a balance due of $196,176.55, and a $400,000 note due May 16,

1975. On May 19,  1975, Murdock requested the Bank renew a $300,000 note due May 25,

1975.  (P]tf. EL.  81, 82.)

317.       .The request for extension of the notes was customaryinthebusiness

practices  of Murdc)ck and  the Bank and was intended by Murdock to keep in  effect the

working capital of the company.  The Bank had never refused a request from Murdock for

funds from the V-I.oan prior to May of 1975.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp.  74,  104; Tr. Mar. 4,

1993, pp.  122-23.)

318.        On  May  16,  1975,  the  Navy  Contracting  Officer  terminated  the

ASROC Contract for default. Murdock intended to contest the terlnination of the ASROC

Contract for default and to request a no-cost termination.  (Pre-trial Order p. 8, fl (16); Tr.

Mar. 2,  1993, p.  67; Tr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  124; P]tf. Ech.  39.)
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319.        Sandidge telephoned the Bank some time on or about May 16,1975,

and told Bank officials that even though the ASROC Contract was terminated for default,

the Navy expected Murdock to appeal.  Although demand would be made for payment of

the unliquidated progress payments of $7,800,000 to $7,900,000, there would be no collection

if the decision was appealed.  Sandidge did not tell Murdock there would be no coHection

action if the dec].sion was appealed.   Crr. Mar. 2, 1993, pp. 68-70.)

320.       A  Memorandum  for  the  Record  dated  May  22,  1975,  details  a

telephone conversation between Nelson and Robert Sullivan]6 (Sulljvan), Bank officials, and

Burchfie]d  and  Sandidge.    Murdock  had  requested  the  Bank  to  disburse  the  remaining

balance  of $500,000  from  the  V-IJoan  and  indicated  an  intent  to  file  bankruptey.    It  is

apparent that the Bank was concerned as to whether ft should renew the notes due May 15

and  16,  1975, as it had in the past, and whether it should advance the $500,000 balance.  A

discussion ensued as to whether the Navy considered Murdock to be insolvent, which it did.

The Navy wanted the Bank to continue to fund on-going contracts to the extent there was

equivalent income.  The Bank indicated an intent to fund payroll and ?sselitia] payments on

the on-going contracts.   (P]tf. Exh. 43.)

321.        However, on May22,1975, Boardman requested from Nelson that the

Bank release $35,000 in Murdock's checking account to meet Murdock's payroll.   Nelson

refused to release the funds because a lien had been placed upon them.   (Tr. Mar. 4, 1993,

p.  125-26; Pltf. Exh. 45.)

]6                     The commercial loan officer assigned  to Murdock's account.
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a 322.       The  lien  against  Murdock's  funds  was  in  the  form  of  a wit  of

attachment issued dy Square Tool and Machinelcompany, an ASROC vendor.   Crr. May
i

27, 1993, p.  103.)
(

323.       On May 22,1975, the Bank sent a telegram to the Federal Reserve

Bank  caning  upon  the  guarantor  to  purchase  its  guaranteed  percentage  of the  unpaid

principal amount Of the V-Iioan plus any unpaid interest to date of settlement.   (Tr. Mar.

3,  1993, pp.  109-110; P]tf. Ech. 44.)

324.        Once demand had been made on May 22,1975, upon the guarantor

to purchase its guaranteed percentage  of the unpaid principal  of the V-Iroan, no further

funds would be forthcoming from the V-Lean.   q`r. Mar. 3,  1993, p.110.)

325.        On May 22,1975, Murdock appealed the default termination of the

ASROC Contract to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA) pursuant to

the Disputes Clause of the Navy contract.   (Pre-trial Order p. 8,  fl  (17).)

326.        On May23,1975, the Bank advised Murdockthat I.twou]d notrelease

any more funds to Murdock at that time under the V-Loan.   (Pre-trial Order p. 8, fl  (18);

P]tf. rm. 45.)

327.        On May 29,1975, the Navy honored its ninetypercent (90%) V-I.oan

guarantee by paying $1,750,311 to the Bank.   At that time, the outstanding balance of the

V-I*)an was $1,944,790.   (Pre-trial Order p. 8, fl (20).)

328.        The  V-I.oan  Guarantee  Agreement  provided  at  Section  4,  that

whenever the Guarantor became the owner of any part of the V-Loan, upon demand, the

Bank would assign the col]atera] for the account of the Guarantor.   (P]tf. Exh. 46.)
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329.       On May 29,1975, the Bank made formal demand on CCI cbxp. for

payment of its V-Lean guarantee of $500,000. (Pre-trial.Order p. 8, fl (21).)

330.       On November 5,1975, the Navy made demand on ccl for payment

of its V-Loan guarantee of $500,000.  On December 5, 1975, in satisfaction of CCI Colp.'s

V-I.Dan guarantee, the Navy received Treasury Check No. 299072 in the amount of $500,000

which  had  been  deducted  from  payments  of invoices  due  to  Marquardt,  a  CCI  Coxp.

subsidiary.    'ms  payment,  together with  other  deductions  and  payments,  subsequently

reduced the outstanding V-I.oan balance to $952,000.   (Pre-trial Order p. 9, fl (22).)

The Primary Cause and "ming of the V-Ijoan's Acceleration, and the Navy's
Influence on the Bank.

331.        Acceleration  of the  v-Loan presents  three issues:  1) what was  the

primary reason that the Bank accelerated the V-Loan, 2) why wa.s the V-Iroan accelerated

when it was, and 3) did the Government unduly influence the Bank's decision to accelerate

the V-Loan.

332.        Sullivan's testimony as to the reason for acceleration of the v-I.oan

is intemal]y inconsistent and at odds with some of the available documentation.  He isolated

three reasons for the acce]eratjon of the V-I+oan:  1) Murdock's financial deterioration, 2)

that Murdock needed to request P.L 85-804 rel].ef at a]], and 3) that the wit of attachment

had  been served  attaching the funds in  Murdock's  account.   The Bank knew Murdock's

financial position had deteriorated as evidenced by a February 7, 1975, letter to Sandridge

(sic) where Sullivan indicated that as of January 1975, accounts payable had slipped from

an average of seventeen percent (17%) in  the 60-days and  over category to twenty-nine

percent (29%) as of January, 1975, and that cash flciw requirements were such that interim
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funds must be made available pending final settlement of the ASROC Cbntract.  Even with

that kn'owledge, the Bank didn't accelerate the V-Loan at that time.

Sullivan's  second  stated  reason  for  accelerating  the  V-Ijoan  was

Murdock's request for P.L 85-804 reHef, either on ASROC, or on the other contracts.  The

Bank knew in the latter part of 1974 that Murdock sought relief on the ASROC Contract,

and that if refief was not granted, Murdo-ck cou]dn't continue in business.   But the Bank

didn't accelerate the V-Iloan at that time.  If the Bank knew that Murdock sought P.L 85-

804  relief  on  the  Fin  and  N`ozzle  and  Delay  Plunger  Contracts  (and  the  record  does

specifically so indicate), it nevertheless thought Murdock could continue to operate with only

the non-ASROC contracts and was unaware that there were any ]osses on the non-ASROC

contracts.   Therefore, the fact that Murdock sought P.L. 85-804 relief on two of the non-

ASROC contracts could not be the reason for acceleration of the V-I.oan.

The remaining reason is that a wri.t of attachment for $33,142.00 was

served  upon  the  Bank  by  an  ASROC  vendor.    That  event  apparently  coincided  with

Murdock's final attempt to have funds released to meet its payro]].   (Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp.

63-67, 79-80,  83, 85-87,  122; Pltf. Ekh. 45;  Gov't. Exh. BC.)

333.        The more credible evidence, viewing the evidence as a whole and the

timing  of the  events,  indicates  that  the significant  financial  inpact  of the  denial  of the

ASROC Contract P.L. 85-804 relief and termination of the ASROC Contract on May 16,

1975, were the primary reasons the Bank acce]erat;d the V-Ijoan.  (Mar. 3, 1975, pp. 95-96,

114.)
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334.        But for the actions of the Navy on April 16,1975, in improper]yfailing

to proceed to convert the ASROC Contract to a cost reinbursement/no-fee contract and the

May 16, 1975, default termination of the ASROC Contract, the Bank would not have refused

to advance funds or otherwise taken action to accelerate the maturity of the V-Isoan.

335.       The second issue concerns why the Bank waited from the denial of

P.L  85-804 relief on  the  ASROC  Cbntract  to  six  days  after actual  termination  of the

ASROC  Contract to  accelerate the V-Loan.   Sumvan indicated  that the  Bank had not

decided it would  call the V-I.oan when it requested the Navy's consent to acce]erate the

note.  The mc)re credjb]e interpretation of the evidence js that the delay related to the time

necessary for the Bank to satisfy itself that it had properly administered the V-Iroan and that

the Navy would honor its guarantee.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  122.) .

336.        The Bank had administrative responsibility for the loan.   The Bank

believed  that if it followed  the terms  of the agreement under the V-Loan,  it wo.u]d have

properly administered the V-Loan and there would be no difficulty with the Navy honoring

its guarantee.   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, p. 36; Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  109.)

337.       Section  13  of the V-I.oan  Guarantee Agreement stated that if the

Bank violated  or  failed  to  comply with  the  terms  of  the  agreement,  or  any  terlns  or

conditions of the loan, it would become ]iab]e to the guarantor in an amount equal to the

damages sustained.   (P]tf. Exh. 46.)

338.        The Bank questioned whether it had somehow violated the terms of

the V-I+Dan agreement such that it would `cause the Government to reject its guarantee and

make the Bank responsible for the entire amount of the V-Loan if the loan was in default.
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For example, if the Bank was imprudent in taking actions contradictory to some provision

of the loan agreement, the Bank may have become liable to the guarantor.   (Tr. Mar. 3,   `

1993, pp.  109,  125.)

339.       It is evident that the Bankwas very concerned that it not make any

mistake in administering the loan, or take any imprudent action, that may have the legal

corisequences of absolving the Navy of responsfoility for its guarantee.   ITr. Mar. 2, 1993,

pp. 74-75, 93; Tr. Mar. 3, 1993, p. 107-110.)

340.        Su]]ivan and Nelson met with the Bank's attorneys to discuss the v-

I.oan agre.ement, the Bank's position, whether the Bank was justified in calling the V-Irdan,

and  to  ensure  itself that  the Bank  had  performed  under  the  terms  of the  V-Loan  and

guarantee.   qr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  107.)

341.        During the May 22,1975, te]ephone conversation between Burchfie]d,

Sandjdge,  Nelson  and  Su]1ivan,  the Bank was  concerned whether it  had  or was  properly

administering  the  loan  to  an  insolvent  borrower,  and  whether  it  should  advance  the

remaining $500,000.   The Navy replied that it would be imprudent to advance the balance

of the loan proceeds.   qt. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 71; Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 62-66; P]tf. Eh. 43-

45.)

342.        Shortly thereafter, by 4:05 p.in. on May 22,1975, and after the Bank

had  satisfied  itself that  the  Navy  approved  its  administration  of the  V-Loan,  the  Bank

requested the Navy to honor its guarantee.   (P]tf. Eta. 44.)

343.        The third issue is whether the Navy improperly influenced the Bank's

actions in accelerating the V-Ijoan. The evI.dence indicates it did not.
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344.        Nelson  and  Sullivan  were  told  that  the  Navy  expected  them  to

administer the V-Lo-an as they would any other loan and .mitigate the losses of the Bank and

the Navy.  Sandidge did not recommend to the Bank that it call the V-Iloan.   Crr. Mar. 1,

1993, pp. 88, 91-92; P]tf. Eth. 43.)

345.       The  decision  to  stop  lending funds  under  the  V-I.oan was  at  the

discretion of the Bank.  'ITie Bank made its own decision regarding calling the V-Ijoan, and

did not have any doubts that the Navy would honor its guarantee if the loan was properly

administered.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 61, 65.)

346.        The remaining $500,000 balance on the v-I,oan could have provided

Murdock with working capital for a considerable time.   (Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, p. 74.)

347.        If  the  Bank  had  granted  Murdock's  request  for  the   additional

$500,000, the Navy would have had to pay $450,000 whenever the V-Loan was called.   qr.

Mar.  1,  1993, p.  92.)

348.        Murdock   believed   that   as   long   as   the   V-Lean   was   not   tied

contractually  to  the  ASROC  Contract,  but  was  a  source  of funds  for  operating  capital,

Murdock had enough money to accommodate all of the ]osses on the non-ASROC contracts

because the Initiator contract had been teminated at no-cost.  Murdock could continue for

as  long  as  the  V-Ijoan  was  in  effect  and  funds  were  available  through  the  V-I,Dan.

Boardman felt that Murdock would have been in "good shape" if the V-I.Can had remained

in place.   ITr. Mar. 4,  1993, p.  124,  132.)
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349.       At the time the v-Ijoan was called, the outstanding princtpa] balance

of the $2,500,000 line of credit was $1,944,790, leaving approximately $555,000 available for

release to Murdock for use as operating funds.   Crr. Mar. I, 1993, p. 91-92.)

350.       The balance available under the v-Ijoan represented the only source

of money available to Murdock to sustain its bdsiness operations; thus, acceleration of the

V-I*]an and refusing to release any more funds to Murdock denied the company any cash

flow xpon which to sustain its operations.   Crr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. 130.)

Q.        B an kru t)tev.

351.        On May 23,1975, the Bank informed Murdock that the Bankwou]d

not release any further funds.  Upon receiving this informat].on, Murdock filed a petjtior} for

bankruptey and ceased operations.   (Pre-trial Order p. 8, fl  (19).)

352.        Murdock's  statement  of  affairs  drafted  for  the  bankruptey  filing

proposed to continue operation of five of the seven major contracts.   (Gov'L Exh. V.)

353.        The procuring commands insisted that Boardman and CCI Corp. not

be associated with any reorganizatjon.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp.  180-81.)

354.        Subsequent to the bankruptey filing, new officers were elected, and

Sato became Murdock's president.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  192.)

355.        Sato perfomed a cost analysis that showed that without the ASROC

Contract,  Murdock  could  continue  to  operate.    He  considered  assuming  some  of  the

contracts  and  continuing  operation  after the  bankruptey filing,  but  determined  that  one

person could not do it all and that it was just too big a task.   Crr. May 27,  1993, p. 155.)
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356.       Other officers also attempted to reorganize the company after it fled

its bankruptcy petiti6n.   One  proposal included funding  to be  provI.ded  by Super].or Air

Conditioning up to $500,000.  The officer proposing this reorganization was unaware that

ownership of stock comes with commensurate liabilities of the company, and thought the

proposed reorganizers could leave the liability behind.   qr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 179-80,  189,

191.)

357.       Some of the reonganizers wished to reinstate the A® Dispenser and

the Fin  and  Nozzle  Contracts,  but  did  not want  to  assume the  Practice Bomb  Contract

because all of the engiveering difficulties had not been resolved.  ITr. Mar. 3, 1993, pp. 180,

190.)

358.        Boardman tookno action to prevent employees or officers ofMurdock

from reorganizing or reviving the company once bankruptey had been filed.   (Tr. Mar. 4,

1993,  p.  133.)

359.        CCI Coxp. refused to release its stock as a condition ofreorganization.

gTr. Mar.  3,  1993, p.  181.)

R.        Assumptions if the Government had Granted and consummated p.I.. 85-804
_Belief on the ASROC Contract.

360.        Boardman believed that the ASROC contract would be in abeyance

pending appeal of the termination of the contract, but the ability to do business was based

on Murdock's line of credit with the Bank, therefore Murdock could proceed as long as its

hue of credit ex].sted.   Crr. May 27,1993, p. 61.)

361.        Murdock's ability to stay in business was contingent i]pon reljefbeing

granted under the ASROC Contract, because the estimated cost to complete the ASROC
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Cbntract was essentially twice the contract value, and Murdock's assets were approximately

$700,000 to $800,000, plus the V-Loan of $2,500,000.   qr. May 27, 1993, pp. 79-80.)

362.       IfMurdock had received pL 85-804 relief on the Fin and Nozzle and

the Delay Plunger Contracts, but had not received relief on the ASROC Cbntract, it could

not have continu.ed in business because Murdock would not have been financially able to

coinpensate for the ASROC deficieney.   Crr. May 27, 1993, p. 80.)

363.       Conversion of the ASROC contract to a cost reimbursement/norfee

contract, but denial of P.L. 85-804 relief on the Fin and Nozzle and Delay plunger Contracts,

would have enabled Murdock to stay in business because Murdock had assets of $700,000

to  $800,000,  a  no-cost  termination  on  the  lnitiator  Contract,  and  the  majority  of the

$2,500,000  V-I,oan  after  app]icatjon  of the  $1,200,000.    Murdock would  have  been  in  a

deficit position for a pen.od of time, but could have recovered in.the future.   (Tr. May 27,

1993,  pp.  80-81.)

364.        With the ASROC contract converted to a cost reimbursement/no-fee

contract, if the Army declined either to terminate the Delay Plunger Contract on a no-cost

basis or to extend the number of units on options, Murdock would still have been able to

perform because it would have had a line of credit that would have been available for the

costs of production.   Crr. May 27,  1993, pp. 83-84.)

365.   In  a  cost reimbursement/no-fee  contract,  Murdock would  have been

entitled  to recover all  the  costs that jt incurred,  assuming that they were reasonable and

followed regu]atjons, including material, labor, and .overhead.   Murdock would have been
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able to subndt progress billings or invof ces to the Goveinment as costs were incurred.  (Tr.

May 27,  1993, p. 82.)

366.       Conversion of the ASROC contract to a cost reimbursement/no-fee

contract meant that the balance of the V-Loan would have been reduced by application of

cash from the Navy on the ASROC Contract, and Murdock would have had the ability to

draw down on the V-I.oan to off-set ]osses.   ITr. May 27, 1993, pp. 81-82.)

367.       With the ASROC contract converted to a cost reimbursement/no-fee

contract, Murdock would not have had to draw down on the V-Lean tct cover the ]osses on

the contract, and the V-Loan would have been available for other performance contracts,

except for the interest on the borrowed money which was not an al]owab]e expense.   (Tr.

May 27,  1993, pp. 82-83.)

368.        The conversion of the ASROC contract to a cost reimbursement/no-

fee  contract would not have generated  a profit to offset losses from the Fin and Nozzle,

Delay Plunger, Practice Bomb and Are Dispenser Contracts.   (Tr. May 27,  1993, |]p.  106-

108.)

369.        Historically, Murdock, as an ongoing business, had generated annual

pre-tax profits of a million dollars or more on similar ordnance contracts.  Murdock could

bid competjtive]y in the future for follow-on contracts, and should have reasc)nab]y expected

to make a profit as it had in the past.  Murdock had in excess of $500,000 balance in the V-

I.oan line of credit, that could be used to service the loan and continue on other programs.

qr. May 27,  1993, pp.  108-09.)
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370.       The assumption that Murdock would have survived js based on the

premise  that  it  would  receive  profitable  contracts  in  the  future.    This  precise  is  not   ``

unreasonable because Murdock was selective with the kind of programs in which it became

involved and attempted to select ordnance on which to bid that had a long term usefulness:

e.g, the Are dispenser used in Operation Desert Storm, the delay plunger that was used in

every  artillery round  the  Army  makes,  and  the practice  bomb.    Murdock  expected  to

compete for each contract award.   ITr. May 27, 1993, pp. 109-111.)

371.        Sandidge projected on April 29,1993, using data current as of March

31,1§75, that Murdock would have a projected cash deficit of $3,069,130.  That projection

was based  on  Sandidge's estimation that  certain  portions  of the March  14,  1975, DCAA

report were flawed.  He indicated at the April 1975 meeting of the NCAB that he objected

to the audit report, but the board went forward in spite of his objections.  (Tr. May 28, 1993,

pp. 97-98,117-119;  Gov't. Eh. Q.)

372.        On  April  30,  1975,  after  notice  of  termination  for  default  of the

ASROC  Contract,  Boardman  proposed  that  the  Government,  1)  terminate  the ASROC

Contract for its convenience and pay Murdock the face value of the contract, 2) settle the

clains I)resently  outstanding under Contract  Modifl.cation  no.  P00033  dated  October  25,

1973, for defective data on ASROC Contract, and 3) negotiate w].th Murdock for additional

costs under the contract associated with the accelerated production plan approved by the

Navy.   h so doing, Murdock would aggregate approximately $4,100,000 and would pay off

the V-Lean of $2,500,000, pay ASROC vendors $823,000, and have $775,000 of remaining

cash for other creditors.   (Gov't. Exh. BU.)
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373.       hstead  of sandidge's  projected  losses  fllustrated  by  Goverrment

Ehibit Q of $3,069,i.30, the correct projected losses were less than $2,000,000.  The amount

of the V-Loan was $2,500,000.   Qr. May 27, 1993, p. 103.)

S.         Production status. of the Non-ASROC contracts Immediatel]r prior to Filing
and After. and the Cause of the Defaults.

Fin and Nozzle Contract.

374.       Whether the Amy ever  took  official  action  on  Murdock's Fin  &

Nozale Cbntract P.L 85no04 request is unknown.  The Fin & Nozzle Contract records have

been lost or destroyed, and no record of any formal action on the P.L. 85-804 request has

been located.   (Gov't. Eta. BX.)

375.        On May  19,1975, Murdock received a  lo-day cure notice issued by

the Army pursuant to the Default Ciause of the Fin and Nozzle Contract.  Murdock did not

reply to the cure notice.   ¢re-tr].a] Order p. ]1, fl (13); Gov't. Eh. 80.)

376.        On  May 23,1975,  (the  date the  Bank  informed  Murdock it wou]c].

release rio more funds and that Murdock filed I.ts petition for bankruptey) Murdock ceased

performance of the Fin and Nozzle Contract.  Murdock did not resume performance of the

Fin and Nozzle Contract after ffling for bankruptey.   are-trial Order p.11, fl (14).)

377.        On June 5,1975, the Army elected to terminate the Fin & Nozzle

Contract for default.   The stated reasons were that,  1) Murdock did not reply to the May

19,1975,  (10-day)  cure notice,  2) Murdock had failed  to cure its financial  condition`thus

endangering  contract  performance  and  filing bankruptey,  and  3)  the  supph.es  were  still

needed and available elsewhere from three other sources.   ITr. Mar. 2,  1993, pp.  184-85,

190; Pltf. EL. 50.)
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378.       On June l2,1975, the Any teminated the Fin and Nozzle cbntract

for default.   (Pre-trial Order p.11, T (15); Pltf. Ech. 51.)

379.       Murdock did not appeal the default termination of the Fin and Nozale

Cbntract pursuant to the Disputes Clause of the Army contract.   (Pre-trial Order p. 11, fl

(16).)

380.       As of the tine Murdock subritted its request for p.L 85-804 reHef

on the Fin  and Nozzle  Contract, and at a time when Murdock had completed fifty-one

percent (51%) of the contract, Murdock was less than one percent (1%) within its "should-

cost" pn.ce for labor.   Labor was between fifteen (15%) and twenty percent (20%) of the

total  cost  of the  contract.    The  overwhelming  major].ty  of  the  costs  associated  with  the

contract were material costs.   (Tr. May 27,  1993, pp. 33, 90-92; P]tf. Ech. 23.)

381.        There were no material orvendor problems forecasted for the future

production of the Fin and Nozzle Contract, and the technical and supplier problems were

solved.   Production of the Fin and Nozzle into May of 1975 was on stream and going very

well.   Crr. Mar. 3,  1993, p.  161; Tr. May 27,  1993, pp.  95,  154.)

382.        Most of the production problems had been resolved when p.L. 85-804

relief was requested.   On May 9, 1975, Murdock requested and was granted perlnission to

bid  on a follow-on contract to the Fin and Nozzle Contract, with an anticipated profit of

between  $305,020  through  $696,776.    The  projected  loss  on  the  current  contract  was

$1,344,400.   (Tr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  102-06; Pltf. Eth.  61, 64.)

383.        In the absence of Murdock's bankruptey and cessation of operations,

and in  spite  of the  default history of the  contract,  the Army had no  established plan  to
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terminate the Fin and Nozzle Contract for default.   Crr. Mar. 2. 1993, p. 190; Pltf. kh. 4;

Gov't. EL. X; RA.)

384.       Murdock's failure to perforri the Fin and Nozzle contractwas caused

by its bankn]ptcy which, in turn, was caused by acts of the Government under and related

to the ASROC Cbntract.

Delay I'lunger Cinntmct.

385.        By correspondence dated May 8,1975, Murdock was notified that I.ts

April  16,  1975, request  for P.L  85-804  relief for  the Delay Plunger  Contract,  that  was

received by the Government on April 21, 1975, was denied.  The decision was made at an

ARMCOM    Contract   Adjustment    Board   meeting    on    April    29,    1975,    with    the

recommendation that Murdock was not  essential to the national defense as a  current  or

viable source of supply.   (Gov't. Exh. AF.)

386.        On May 23,1975,  (the  date  the  Bank informed  Murdock it would

release no more funds and that Murdock filed Its petition for bankruptey) Murdock ceased

performance of the Delay Plunger Contract.  Murdock did not resume performance of the

Delay Plunger Contract after filing for bankruptey.   (Pre-trial Order p.  12, fl (9).)

387.        On  June  10,1975,  the  Government  issued  a  10-day cure notice  to

Murdc>ck |]ursuant to the Default Ciause of the Delay Plunger Contract.   (Pre-trial Order

p.  13,  fl  (10).)

388.        On June 19,1975, Sato, Murdock's acting president, responded to the

cure notice and requested additional time befcire th6 Any undertook termination action of

the Delay plunger Contract.   (Gov't. Exh. AG.)
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389.       On  July  18,1975,  the  Goverrment terminated  the Delay Plunger

Contract for default.   (Pre-trial Order p. 13, fl (11).)

390.       The teminatjon findings indicated that pervasive financja] difficulties

had prompted Murdock to apply for relief on the ASROC Cbntract, that such relief had

been  denied,  and  that  Murdock  had  filed  bankruptey  and  ceased  production.     The

Government deemed the contract had, jn fact and by operation of law, been abandoned and

rejected.   Q']tf. EL. 54.)

391.       At the time of termination, Murdock's total performance of the Delay

plunger Contract was approximately sixty-five percent (65%)  of the contract requirement

(i.e., 2,476,656 units  de]].vered/3,777,025  total units required).   Under the revised  delivery

schedule, Murdock supplied the required 508,000 units in February, 243,016 units in March

(shortfall), 508,032 units in April, and  190,516 units on May 7,1975.  (Tr. May 27,1993, pp.

134-35; Pltf. EL.  54.)

392.        Murdock did not appeal the default termination of the Delayplunger

Contract pursuant to the Disputes Clause of the Army contract.   (Pre-trial  Order p.  13, fl

(12).)

393.        At the time of the submission of the p.L. 85-804 reliefapplicatjon, the

number of people necessary to produce the product was dropping consistently.  I.abor, which

was fifteen (15%) to twenty percent (20%) of the contract cost, would be reduced below the

"has-cost" line as production went  on.   The reduction in number of people necessary to

produce this item was not unusual for this type of contract.   ITr. May 27, 1993, pp. 44-45,

90, 94-95.)
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394.       There were no material  or vendor problems  anticipated in future

production of the delay plunger.   (Tr. May 27,  1993, p. 95.)

395.       The option clause in the Delay Plunger Contract had a remaining

balance left of 644,425 units.   (Stipulation of the pardes, Tr. May 27, 1993, pp. 84-85.)

396.        On May2,1975, Murdock had requested and received pemission to

bid  on  a  follow-on  contract  to the Delay Plunger  Contract  that  antjc].pated  a  profit  of

$146,000.  The request indicated that the antic;pated profit would be applied to the $537,900

anticipated loss on the ex].sting contract.   ITr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  102-06; Pltf. Ein. 61, 65.)

397.        There is no ev].dence that in the absence ofMurdock's bankruptey and

cessation  of operations,  the  Any planned  to  terminate the  Delay Plunger  Contract  for

default.

398.        Murd.ock's failure to perform the Delay plunger contract was caused

by its bankruptcy which, in turn, was caused by acts of the Government under and related

to the ASROC Contract.

Are Dispenser Contract.

399.        Murdock did not resume performance of the A/B Dispenser contract

after filing bankruptey.   (Pre-trial Order p.  13, fl (4).)

400.        The  Navy  terminated  the  A/B  Dispenser  Contract  for  default  by

written notice dated July 1,  1975.   (Pre-trial Order p.  13, fl (5).)

401.        Murdock did not appeal the default termination of the Are Dispenser

Contract pursuant to the Disputes Clause of the Navy contract.   (Pre-trial Order p.  14, "

(6).)
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402.       Production of the Are dispenser had been delayed, but the delay did

not stop the production line.  Murdock was awaiting parts from a new vendor.  With twerity-

nine  and  one-half  percent  (29.5%)  of  the  contract  completed,  Murdock  had  not  yet

produced the Are dispenser at its "should-cost" price.  ITr. May 27, 1993, pp. 33-34, 89, 154.)

403.       The Navywas told during the April 14,1975, visit that Murdock wa.s

attempting to bid on an add-cm contract to the Are Dispenser Contract.  Murdock's March

18, 1975, request for approval from Sandidge to bid on the follow-on contract indicated an

anticipated |]rofit if the contract were awarded  of $150,000.   The anticipated loss on the

existing contract was $124,300.   qr. Mar.  1,  1993, pp.  102-06; P]tf. Ech. 22, 61, 66.)

404.        There is no evidence that, in the absence of Murdock's bankruptey

and cessation of operations, the Navy planed to terminate the A/B Dispenser Contract for

default.

405.        Murdock's failure to perform the A/B Dispenser contract was caused

by its I)ankruptey which, in turn, was caused by acts of the Government under and related

to the ASROC Contract.

Zuni I.auncher Contract.

406.       Murdock did not resume performance of the zuni I.auncher cbritract

after filing bankruptey. (Pre-trial Order p. 14, fl (4).)

407.        On June  12,1975,  a telegraph terminated the balance of the Zuni

Iauncher Contract.   (P]tf. Eta. 53.)

408.        On July I,1975, the Navy terminated the zuni I±luncher cbntract for

default. (Pre-trial Order p.  14, fl (5).)
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409.       The reason stated for termination was that the Navy was advised that

Murdockhadfi]edfbrvo]untarybankruptcyonMay23,.1975,resu]tingintheclosingofthe

plant.  Therefore, the Navy found that Murdock ivas in default.   (Pltf. Exh. 53.)

410.       Murdock did not appeal the default termination of the zuni Launcher

Cbntract pursuant to the Disputes aause of the Navy contract.   (Pre-trial Order p. 14, fl

(6).)

411.       On  May  20,  1975,  Murdock  had  204  Zuni  Launchers  ready  for

shipment to the Government pending first article approval.  This quantity was less than the

monthly requirement of the contract.  (Pre-trial Order p. 14, fl (3); Tr. May 27, 1993, p. 152;

Pitf. Ein. 4o; Gov't. Exh. BR.)

412.        Murdock  never  took  progress  payments  on  the  Zuni  I,auncher

Contract because it was self-floating.   qr. Mar. 4,  1993, pp. 50-51.)

413.        There is no evidence that in the absence ofMurdc)ck's bankruptcy and

cessation  of operations,  the Navy planned  to teminate  the  Zuni Launcher  Contract  for

default.

414.        Murdock's  failure  to perform  on  the Zuni  ILauncher  Contract was

caused by its bankruptey which, in turn, was caused by acts of the Government under and

related to the ASROC Contract.

Practice Bomb Contmct.

415.        Murdock did not resume performance of the practice Bomb contract

after filing bankruptey.   (Pre-trial Order p. 16, fl (9).)
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416.        On May 23,1975,  (the date the Bank informed Murdock it would

release no more funds and the date of the bankruptey filing), Murdock and the Air Force

entered  into  Cbntract  Modification  No.  P00009  to  the  Practice  Bomb  Contract  that

incorporated into the contract a number of requests for waivers and requests for deviations

of contract specifications.   (Pre-trial Order p. 15, fl (8).)

417.       On  June  19,1975,  the  Air+Force  terminated  the  Practice  Bomb

Contract for default.   (Pre-trial Order p. 16, fl (10); Gov't. Eth. BS.)

418.       The findings of the Air Force indicated th;t Murdock had  1) failed

to perform in accordance with the contract terms and conditions, 2) perrfutted its financial

position to deten.orate to the point that performance was impc}ssib]e, and 3) had ceased all

efforts towards performance.   (P]tf. Exh. 52.)

419.        In spite of having shipped 1600 practice bombs on May 3,1975, and

1600 practice bombs on May 6,  1975, at the date of termination Murdock had completed

only 4,800 units and was delinquent  166,800 units.   (Pre-trial  Order p.  15, flfl (6),  (7); P]tf.

EL. 52.)

420.        Murdock did not appeal the default termination of the practice Bomb

Contract pursuant to the Disputes Clause of the contract.  (Pre-trial Order p.16, fl (11).)

421.        The evidence is conflicting as to whether Murdock was ever able to

manufacture the practice bombs through the new pressing technique without the necessity

of further expensive machining, and whether the shipments of 1600 bombs just prior to filing

bankruptcy were machined or pressed.  The more credible evidence ind].cates that Murdock

was  producing  pressed  bomb  bodies,  but  that  they were  not  being  produced  at  a  rate
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commensurate with the contract requirements.  The more credible evidence indicates that

Murdock'sproductiohlineengineeringwascomp]eted,andwou]dhavebeenab]etoproduce

through this technique in the future.  By May 1975,-production problems had been resolved,

Murdack was prepared to start more rapid production  and was  at the leading edge  of

opening up the production line.  Crr. Mar. 2,1993, pp.106-07, 117, 140-41; Tr. Mar. 4, 1993,

p. 71; Tr. May 27,1993, pp..58-59, 14547,154,159-60; Tr. May 28,1993, pp. 36-39, 57-65;

P]tf. Eh. 55; Gov't. Ekh`. AI.)

422.        In the absence of Murdock's bankruptey and cessation of operations,

the Air Force had no established plan to terminate the Practice Bomb Contract for default.

In late April or early May of 1975, the Air Force was very pleased with Murdock's efforts.

@epo. Tr. Marriott, May 20,  1992, pp. 44-45, 83-84.)

423.        It  is  unlikely,  given  the  Air  Force's  interest  in  the  new product].on

method and its lack of attempts to terminate the Practice Bomb Contract prior to Murdock's

bankruptey even though  the  contract was  substantially behind  schedule, that  the Practice

Bomb Contract would have been terminated but for Murdock's bankruptcy filing.  q`r. Mar.

3,  1993, p.  165; Depo. Tr. Marriott, May 20,  1992, pp. 45-45.)

424.        Murdock's  prospects for follow-on  contracts for the practice bomb

would have been excellent, even under competitive procurement bidding.  qr. May 27, 1993,

pp.  146,  160.)

425.        Murdock's failure to perform the practice Bomb contract was cairsed

by its bankruptey which, in turn, was caused by acts of the Government under and related

to the ASROC Contract.
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hitiator Contmct.

426.        Murdock never submitted an application for p.L 85-804 relief on the

hitiator  Contract,  and  there were  never any meetings  of the  NCAB  on  a  P.L  85-804

application on the hitiator Contract.   qrr. May 28, '1993, pp.113-16.)

427.       Nevertheless,  by  memorandum  dated  Aprfi  29,   1975,  Sandidge

indicated that a contract amendment that provided for a no-cost termination of the hitiator

Contract had been forwarded to Murdock for execution.   (Gov't. Ech. Q.)

428.       The ev].dence is contradictory as to whether the Initiator contract was

officia]]y teminated.  In order to achieve termination, it was necessary for Murdock to sign

the amendment and return it, but pn.or to signing, Murdock was required to  conduct an

inventory of all its materials, tools and inventory.   Murdock's bankruptey intervened and it

is unc]ear whether Murdock signed the document terminating the contract.   Crr. Mar.  1,

1993, p. 206; Tr. Mar. 2,1993, pp. 6-7; Tr. May 27,1993, pp.105-06,112-13; P]tf. EL. 88;

Gov't. EL. U,)

429.        Whether  Murdock  actually  signed  the  cctntract  modification  and

completed the inventory is immaterial to this ]itjgation because no claim has been made by

the  Government  related  to  the  lnitiator  Contract.    However,  the  cumulative  evidence

indicates that jt was the intent of all parties that the lnitiator Contract be terminated at no-

cost.

430.        Once the Initiator contract was terminated, any costs expended by

Murdock would have been bone by Murdock, and rdurdock would have kept any monies
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that Murdock had received.  The difference between the two amounts would have been a

net loss.   Crr. May 27,  1993, p.  12.)

431.       The evidence is conflicting as to the alnount of loss Murdock would

have sustained once a no-cost temination occurred.  The more credible evidence indicates

that  Murdock's  liability  on  the  hitiator  Contract  after .no-cost  termination  would  be

$288,OcO.    The  loss  of roughly  $288,000,  is  substantially  less  than  the  loss  of $796,900

origival]y projected.  Qr. Mar. 4, 1993, p. 76; Tr. May 27, 1993, p. 13; Tr. May 28, 1993, pp.

18-26, 4344,  loo-101; Pltf. Eh. 61, 87; Gov't. Exh. Q.)

T.         'ITie Govemment's Defense under the Doctrine of ljache_§.

432.        Several Government employees who participated in or were familiar

with Murdock's contracts and these events are now dead, including Weir, the contracting

officer, and Joe Morgan, the pr].ce analyst.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 38-41.)

433.        Ne]sc)n,  the  Bank's  Senior  Vlce-President,  who  was  not  called  to

testify, lives in Ogden, Utah.   ITr. Mar. 3,  1993, p. 75.)

434.        Portions of the Navy's contract files have been destroyed.   (Tr. Mar.

2,  1993, pp.  87-88,  177,  193-95; Tr. Mar. 3,  1993, pp. 39-40.)

435.        However,  if  a  contract  is  under  litigation,  files  pertaining  to  the

contract should be taken off a list of ffles that would be retired (destroyed) and such ffles

should be retained.   (Tr. Mar. 2,  1993, p.  19.)

U.        Appeal.

436.        After  the  ASROC  Contract  was  terminated  for  default,  Murdock

appealed the default to the ASBCA  The appeal was docketed as ASBCA No. 20409.  By
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complaint no. 20409, Murdock asserted that the inproper default termination Of the ASROC

Cbntract was the sole cause of Murdock's inability to perforn] the non-ASROC Contracts.

Pitf. Eth. Ein. 68; Gov't. Exh. 8¥, CC.)

437.        In  1981 and  1983, Murdock appealed the failure of the contracting

officer to issue a final decision, which appeal was docketed as ASBCA No. 27860, and a final

decision related thereto was docketed as ASBCA No. 28031.   In these appeals, Murdock

elected apprcation of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (CDA) for the new dispute.  (Pltf.

EL. 68.)

438.        Murdock's october 14,1981, claim for damages incurred as a result

of the ASROC Contract termination asserted that the Govemment's breach of its obligation

to provide funding caused Murdock's inability to perform its other government contracts.

(Gov't. EL. BZ.)

439.        Murdock asserted in its submission to the ASBCA direct costs on the

Fin  and Nozzle  Contract of $6,580,900,  general  and  administrative  expenses  of $329,000,

vendor  termination  claims  of  $674,800,  ten  percent  (10%)  profit  of $758,500,  less  cash

received of $6,258,500, for a remaining balance of $2,084,700.   (P]tf. Eh. 87.)]7

440.        In  a  December  1986  Government  audit  of  Murdock's  c]alm,  the

Government questioned Murdock's costs as follows:   direct costs of $482,499, general and

administrative  expenses  of  $284,615,  vendor  termination  claims  of  $45,713,  profit   of

$1,766,082,  and  questioned  cash  received  of  $507.     Based  thereon,  the  Goverrment

established a loss ratio of 16.4.   (Gov't. Exh. AJ.)

Pltf. Exh. 87 was not formally received but was used by both parties.
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441.        Murdock asserted in its submission to the ASBCA direct costs on the

Delay P]unger  Contract  of $2,198,900,  general  and  administrative expenses  of $109,900,

vendor termination claims of $5,200, ten percent (10%) profit of $231,400, less cash received

of $1,794,900, for a remaining balance of $750,500.   (P]tf. Ech. 87.)

442.        In  a  December  1986  Government  audit  of  Murdock's  claim,  the

Goverrment questioned Murdock's costs as fonows:   direct costs of $168,199, general and

adrfustrativeexpenseof$97,761,vendorteminationc]aimsof$661,profitof$667,491,and

questioned cash received of $62,880.  Based thereon, the Government established a loss ratio

of 21.3.   (Gov't. EL. AJ.)

443.        Murdock asserted in its submission to the ASBCA direct costs on the

Are Dispenser Contract of $805,700, general and administrative expenses of $40,300, vendor

temination  claims  of $7,000,  ten  percent  (10%)  profit  of $85,300,  less  cash  received  of

$714,700, for a total  claim  of $223,600.   (P]tf. Ech.  87.)

444.        In  a  December  1986  Government  audit  of  Murdock's  claim,  the

Government  questioned  Murdock's  costs  as  follows:   direct  costs  of $62,648,  general  and

administrative expense of $34,202, profit of $145,036, and paymerits of $182.  Based thereon,

the Government established a loss ratio of 7.9.   (Gov't. Exh. AJ.)

445.        Murdock asserted in its submission to the ASBCA direct costs on the

Zuni launcher Contract of $263,000, general and administrative expenses of $ 13,200, vendor

termination  claims  of $4,000,  ten  percent  (10%)  profit  of $28,000,  less  cash  recejv;.d  of

$177,500, for a remaining balance of $130,700.   (P]tf. Eh. 87.)
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446.       In  a  December  1986  Government  audit  of Murdock's  claim,  the

Goverrment questioned Murdock's costs as follows:   direct costs of $26,082, general and

administrative expenses of $11,728, profit of $3,781, and payments of $238.   (Gov't. EL.

AI.)

447.       Murdock asserted in its submission to the ASBCA direct costs on the

Practice  Bomb  Contract  of $1,545,000,  general  and  administrative  expenses  of $77,300,

vendor  termination  claims  of $83,800,  ten  percent  (10%)  prof]t  of $170,600,  less  cash

received of $1,344,200, for a remaining balance of $532,500.   (Pltf. Exh. 87.)

448.        In a December 1986 Government audit of Murdock's practice Bomb

Contract  c]ain,  the  Government  questioned  Murdock's  costs  as  fo]]ows:    direct  costs  of

$105,349,  general  and  administrative  expenses  of $68,612,  vendor claims  of $77,513,  and

profit of $212,784.   Based thereon, the Government established a loss ratio of 2.9.   (Gov't.

EL. AI.)

449.        The Govemment's December 1986 auditindicated that it mayjnc]ude

costs for which Murdock's estate was no longer liable, that because of the disarray of records

available  for  review  and  time  constraints,  the  DCAA  was  unable  to  perform  certain

accounting steps, and that many subcontractor claims were unaudjted.  The DCAA stated

that the audit was intended to provide assistance in negotiating a termination propctsa] and

recommended that the audit not be used for any other purpose without further discussion

with the auditor.  Accordingly, the court makes no finding that the loss ratios contained in

the audit are accurate for the purpose of detemining allowance of these claims.   (Gov't.

EL. AJ.)
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450.       Murdock's 1975 ASROCcontract appeal, and its subsequent 1981 and

1983 appeals under ire CDA, were consolidated and tried on the merits before the ASBCA

in 1986.  By ruling dated November 20, 1987, the ASBCA denied all of Murdock's appeals.

h its decision, the ASBCA found that the Trustee had failed to prove that any Goverrment

act  or  omission  had  caused  the  performance  problems  or  contract  ]osses  suffered  by

Murdock on the ASROC Contract and that because the NCAB decision did not become

final until communicated to an appropriate official and documentation signed, it was not

binding on the Government.   The ASBCA decision did not specifically address the merits

or make  findings  on  the  non-ASROC contract  terminations  or  claims  presented  by the

Trustee.   (Pltf. EL. 68,)

451.        In 1988, the Trustee appealed to the united states court ofAppeals

for the Federal Circuit ASBCA appeals Nos. 20409, 27860 and 28031.  The Federal Circuit

mhed in Murdock Machine aird Ei.atneering Co. v.  United  States,  8]3 F.2d 1410  (Fe,a. Cir.

1989),  that  the  ASROC  Contract  had  been  converted  into  a  cost reimbursement/no-fee

contract, that the Government breached the ASROC Contract by failing to provide sufficient

funds, and for that reason the Navy's termination for default was improper.   The Federal

Circuit remanded to the ASBCA for a recalcu]ation of liability.  The Federal Circuit did not

rule on  any issue related  to entitlement to non-ASROC costs,  or the merits  of the non-

ASROC default teminations.   (Pltf. Bch. 69.)

452.        Upon   remand,   the   ASBCA   determined   that   all   jurisdjctiona]

arguments had been resolved against the Government, and that Murdock was to submit its

termination for convenience settlement proposal to the contracting` officer consistent with
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thete:msOftheASROCCtoritlaLctaismodifiied.MurdockMachineandEngiveeringCompony

o/ Ufafa, ASBCA No. 27,860, 90-I BCA fl 22,604 (1990) (P]tf. Exh. 70.)

453.       Murdock then objec.ted to the proof of claim number 764A ffled by

the Government on the ASROC Contract and moved for partial sulnmary judgment based

on the Federal Circuit ruling.   Tis court granted partial summary judgment in favor of

Murdock  and  disallowed  that  portion  of  the  Govemment's  claim  number  764A  for

unliquidated progress payments related to the ASROC Cbntract.  Mwndeck M4cbz.ne and

E#gr.#eerz.#g Co.  a/ Ujafo,  1991 WL 180084 (Bankr. D. Utah  1991).

454.        That  decision  was  appealed,  affirmed  by  the  district  court,  and

appealed to the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.   UJ{J./ed Sfa/es oJ.4men.ca v. J3c!gJey (J# re

Murdock Machine and Engiveering Co. Of Ulal.) 990 F.2d S67 (loth Cir. 1993).  Owing the

pendeney of the  appeal  to the Tenth  Circuit,  the ASBCA  determined  that under a  cost

reimbursement contract, the contractc}r has no obligation to continue |]erfomance after the

finding  linits  are  reached,  whether  the  required  product  has  been  completed  or  not.

Therefore, jt ruled that Murdock would not have sustained a loss on the entire contract, and

there was no basis for application of a loss adjustment.  Mwrdock M4c¢z.#c and E#gz.iiecn.#g

Co.  a/ Ufafa, ASBCA No. 42,891, 93-1 BCA fl 25,329 (1992).    The Tenth Circuit declined

to assert jurisdiction over the non-ASROC claims, and did not reverse this  court's ruling

disallowing the ASROC portion of claim number 764A.  „wrdock "achz.7!e, 990 F.2d at 573.
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11.   CONCLUSIONS OF RAW

A.         Jurisdiction.

'"s court has jurisdiction to adjudicate these non-ASROC claims pursuant to

Bankruptcy Act § 2(a)(2).   This court's "duty to tinely determine and quantify creditors'

claims" was reiterated in the Tenth Circuit's 1993 decision.  Nundock Mach!.#e, 990 F.2d at

572.  This court has exclusive jurisdiction over Murdock and all of its assets.

8.        Burden of Going Forunrd and standard of proof.

The  Government's  non-ASROC  clains  are p7Zln¢c7 /lacz.c  evidence  of  their

validity and amount unless challenged.  Bankruptey Act § 57(a).  Once the Trustee presents

evidence of a sufficient probative value to refute the claims, the burden of going forward

shifts to the Government to prove.its c]ains.   FztJ/lr7zer v.  Ut!rfed 5faJes (J„ re Fitz!incr/,  962

F.2d  1463,1466  (loth Cdr.1992); J# re S/oecker,143 B.R.118,129 @ankr. N.D.Ill.1992).

The Trustee raised a defense to the non-ASROC clains, and it is not inconsistent t.hat once

the Government has proved its non-ASROC claims, that the burden of going forward once

again  shifts back to the Trustee to establish his  defense to the non-ASROC claims.   This

approach is also consistent with Government contract law.  7lGC CoJ!frocfz.ng Cbp. v.  U#rfed

S/arcs, 736 F.2d  1512,1514 G=ed. Cir.1984)r'[T]he  burden is on the cor]tractor to establish

tthat the progress  payments were  erroneously withheld  and that  the withholding of such

progress payments was the prfroary or coJ3;noJfrog cause of the contractors defau]t.").   The

Government, not the Trustee as objector, bears the ultimate burden of establishing a valid

claim.  SJoecker, 143 B.R. at 129.  In ally event, both parties presented substantial evidence
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in their attempts to establish their cases.   Which party had the burden of going forvard is

not particularly critical under the circumstances of this case.

Thecourt'sindependentresearchofGovemmentcontract]awdoesnotreveal,

nor have the parties directed the court to, the appn.cable evidentiary standard dy which the

Government must prove its  claims and  the Trustee must prove his  defense.   Generally,

clains must be proved against a bankruptey estate.by a preponderance of the evidence and

that  standard  should  be  equally  applicable  to  a  defense  to  a  proof  of  claim.    J#  ne

Cfrofea#gay Cop., 154 B.R. 29, 32 q3ankr. S.D.N.Y.1993); Sfoecker,  143 B.R. at 129.   The

ev].dence presented in this case, in relation to the Trustee's defense is, however, clear ar]d

convincing.

C.         ]The  Navy's  Breach  or the  ASROC  Contract  Caused  Murdock's  Finapg!al
Inability  to  Perform  the  Non.ASROC  Contracts.     Therefore,  Murdock's
F_ai!pre to Perform Arose out of Causes Beyond its Own Control and not from
Murdock's Fault or Negligence.

The  Court  of Claims jso]ated  the  app]icab]e  tests for determining whether

default  based  on  financja]  incapacity is  excusable  in Sowrfoecrs/em .4Z+wftyg  Cop.  v.  U#z.fed

Stofe£, 230 Ct.  Ci. 47, 673 F.2d 368 (1982):

The litmus test in these default termination cases is to determine whether or
not the causes which precipitated the default were 'beyond the control of the
cidatlaLctor."  National Easlem Coxp. v. United States, 201 Ct. C1. 776, 4]7 F.2d
1347 (1973)., Appeal Of Thermodyne Int'L Ltd., ASBCA Nos. 21997, 22096, 80-1
BCA fl  14,333.   Financial incapacity to perform is not ordinarfly regarded as
toeyond  the  control  of the  contractor."    Couso;:;ddJed ,4frooHie fys.,  J#c.  v.
United  States,  172  Ct.  Cl.  588,  348  F.2d  941  (1965).,  Kennedy,  Thatee  in
Bankrupley  Of  Greeustreet,  Inc.,  Bankrupt  v.  United  States,  164  C1.  Cl.  Son
(1964); 14j2peaJ a/ Qffcc EgLdy"e#f Co., ASBCA No. 4648, 58-1 BCA fl 1717.
One who subm].ts a bid for and accepts the award of a contract is deemed to
have  the financial  capac].ty to perform it. ,4jzpeaJ a/ H & H M/g.  Co.,  J#c.
ASBCA No. 4353, 59-2 BCA fl 2425; a#d o# revi.ew,  168 Ct. Cl. 873 (1964)).
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0 Southear/em .4frony§, 673 F.2d at 377-78.  The opinion in SowJfoeesfem .4I."nyg also set forth

the exception to the-rule:

An  exception  to  this  general  rule.-is  presented  when  the  financial
incapacity  is  itself  precipitated  by  factors   'beyond  the  control   of  the
contractor."

lid    at    377-78    (citations    omitted)(the    contractor's    financial    incapacity   pre-dated

commencement of performance).   If the contractor's financial problems are caused by the

Goverrment's actions, the contractor's default may be justified.  Basfow S7#:[zyand Cop.  v.

U#I.jed  Sfa/cs  (J#  re  Basfo#  Sfezgivand  Copt,  886  F.2d  451,  457  (1st  Cir.  1989)  (citing

Southeastern Airvays, €]3 F .2d at 5]7 -]8, and National Eastern Coxp. v. United States, 2:01 Ct.

C]. 776, 477 F.2d 1347,1356 (1973)(a contractor's incapacity is a/orrz.oH. beyond the control

of the contractor if caused by actions of the Government)).

When the contractor's financial incapacity to perform is caused by the acts or

orissions of the Government and where the contact contains a termination for convenience

clause, the default is excused and the contract is deemed to have been terminated for the

convenience  of  the  Government.     7lGC  CoJlfrczcfz.J!g  Cop.,  736  F.2d  at   1514-15  (citing

National Eastern Corp., 4]7 I.2d at T3S6).

The Applicable Causation  Standard.

The standard that should be used to determine if the Govemment's improper

actions excuse a default depends upon the nature of the contract and, to a large degree, the

particular court articulating the test.  The case law e)thibjts an evolution from application of

a  "proximate  cause"  test  to  application  of  a  test  emp]c}ving  a  more  relaxed  causation
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standard  where  the  terms  of the  contract  contro]]8.   However,  a  common  thread  runs

through  the  various  decisions:  If  the  Govemment's  improper  action  over  which  the

contractor  had  no  control  had  a  significant,  controlling  or  overriding  inpact  on  the

contractor's ability to perform, as opposed to other factors that are within the contractor's
«

Control, the default will be excused.                                                            a

Early Goverrment contract  cases artjcu]ated  a remedy for a  common  law

breach of contract and applied a proximate cause standard to determine causation.  „}JenJe

v.  United Sjafef,  33  Ct.  Cl.  I  (1897).!9    Since M}JenJe,  the  proximate.cause  standard  has
if#                                E!

evolved into application of a foreseeability standard based on the facts` and .`circumstances

at the time the contract was entered into by the parties.   j}7tdcJtfz.aJ J;rs#r.  Co.  o/,Amen.ca

v.  U#z.fed Sjajcs, 801 F.2d 1295 (Fed. Cir.1986), ce#. dc#].ed 479 U.S.1086 (1987)(in absence

of explicit contract provision, court adopted general contract rule that damages for breach

]8                      Part of the difficulty of articulating an applicable causation standard is probably attributable

to the impossibility of predicting a contractor's future ability to complete a contract when face{] with so many
future variables.  From an evI.dentiary standpoint, prediction of ability to complete becomes mere specu]atjon
when due consideration is given to potential future changes in finance, production, management, or labor.

"                     In rtycrfe, the contractor entered into a contract with the Navy to build one of the first iron

warships, the monitor christened Monadnock.   Repeated delays. over seven years, caused solely by the Navy,
resulted in substantial additional costs to the contractor and jt pressed its claims against the Government.  The
Court held:

[T]he plaintiff can only recover those items of damage which are the proximate result of the
acts  of the  Government.  What  those items  are is somewhat  difricult  to  determine.  For a
damage to be direct there must appear no intervening incident (no( caused by the defaulting
party) to complicate or confuse the certainty of the result between the cause and the damage;
the cause must produce the effect inevitably and naturally, not possibly nor even probably._
The damage must be such as was (o have been foreseen by the parties who are assumed to-   '~-+.
have considered the situation, the Contract, and the unusual course of events; but eliminated   j=-~
from this consideration must be any condition of affairs peculiar lo the contrac(or individually
in the particular case and not of..general application under similar conditions.   There must
not be two steps between cause and damage.

rtyer/e, 33 CL Cl. at 27.
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ofinpfiedcovenantmustbeforeseeab]eatti;timethe]easewasexecuted).Seeafro,Con

Cop. v.  I/#!.fed Sfa/a;,  15 Cl. Ct. 670 (1988); De84fros v.  Unz.fed Sfafes, 5 Cl. Ct. 391  (1984);

NorthemHelexCo.v.UndedStates,ZorCt.a.86i,524F.2d7Or(1975),cendenied429U.S.

866 (1976).

h instances where the common law n.ght to recover against the Goverrment

has been superseded by a contractual remedy, the common law rules of contract damages

based on either proximate cause or foreseeability do not apply.  The appropriate standard

wais disenssed in William Greei. Construction Co., Inc. v. Ui.ited Slates, 201 Ct. C1. 616, 477

F.2d 930 (1973), ccrf. dc7il.ed 417 U.S. 909 (1974).  In Green Coilfmucde#, the contractor was

awarded  three  separate GSA contracts,  or}e  of which was improperly  terminated by the

Government.  The Government indicated an intent to set off damages from the first contract

against amounts owing on the other two contracts.   The contractor failed to complete the

other col]tracts and ceased business operations.  The court determined that no claim for a

supp]ementa] award based on common law breach  of contract existed:  only the right to a

convenience-type termination or equitable adjustment and that the convenience termjnatjon

subsumed  and  obviated  an  independent,  common  law,  breach  of contract  claim.    Since

termination of the first contract was improper, there were no liquidated damages and excess

costs that could properly be offset against the other two projects.

Had a common law remedy based  on a proximate cause standard been the

only remedy available to the contractor, jt is likely that the threat of set off would have been

characterized as an intervening cause, not the proximate cause of the contractor's default.

In  Green  Cbus;7uc#.oJi, the only cause of the contractor's stoppage on the two remaining
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coritracts was the menace of set-off.   Cbntrary to the likely result if proximate cause were

the applicable standard, the Green Courffl4ctz.o# court ruled that the contractor's refusal to

proceed on the remaining contracts was excused.  "A serious threat in these circumstances

to withhold necessary progress payments because of an erroneous off-set claim on another

contract is  an act  of the  Government, not  attnbutab]e to  the contractor, who.ch  excuses

whatever technical default there may be."   Green  Cousmucfro#, 477 F.2d at 938.   j3i# see

IvafrourJ &sfer# Cop., 477 F.2d at 1357 Goth decisions dated in May of 1973, with five of

seven judges  the  same  as  Gree#  Cousmuco.o#  court,  but IV4ft.o"aJ E4!sfem  court  applied

common law proximate cause standard to find excuse of default where contract contained

Termination for Convenience clause).

Many  of the  reported  cases  involve  circumstances where  the  Government

inproper]y failed to make progress payments. Some courts have indicated that the app]icab]e

causation standard that the contractor must meet is proof that the Government's actions

were the primary or controlling cause of the contractor's defz±ndt.  TGC ContTactiing Coxp. , 736

F.2d at 1514.20  Indeed, in the 1987 ASBCA ruling in the present case, the standard applied

cO                     Scc also Guen!bcrM/g. Co., Jnc., ASBCA No.15,755, 73-2 BCA fl 10,327, (1973)(Govemment's

improper denial of a claim was not proved to be linked to the contractor's bank's denial of extension of funds,
and the contractor's expenditures on non-Government contracts was equally a cause of contractor's ultimate
lack of funds and thus not the przr»4ry or confro//frog cause of the contractor's failure to perform).   ,Bzf! scc
J.M. r. "4chine Co., JHc. , ASBCA No. 23,928, 85-1 BCA fl 17,820 (1984) (contractor was excused from its failure
to  perform  because  of defective  Government  specifications,  but  evidence  did  Dot  support  a  finding  that
inabmty to continue manufac(uring was attributable so/cfy to defective specifications or length of time its claim
was   pending).      See   also   Spiritual   Sky   Scented  ltoducts,   ASBCA  No.   24,SOT,  82-2  BCA  a   15,948
(1982)(contractor's failure to perform was excusat>le where Government had  no right to delay payment for
supplies  purchased,  thus  causrfug  the  contractor's  financial. stress  that  prevented  the  contractor  from
performing); RC. Hitdsan &.drsac§., Jnc., ASBCA No. 20,71176-2 BCA fl 12,201 (1976) (not even the I/[.giv/cs/
evidence appeared in the record that payment of the disputed sum by the Government would have had any
appreciable effect on the status of the contractor's performance as of the date of termination); Chrfif i Ho/r
d¢/a .4dvancc M4infc#4ncc Co.,  HUDBCA No.  75-11, 76-2 BCA fl  11,999  (1976)(Govemment's  failure to
inspect work as required and to make timely paylnents resulted in contractdr's financ].a] difficulties); Co»frz2cf

(continued...)
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was  the Trustee's  inability to  show a cause and g#:€cf. relationship  between  the alleged

wrongful acts of the Government, and Murdock's financial failure.  Mwr:dock Machine aurr

Engiveering Co. Of Utah, 88-1 BCA a ZO,3S4, ZO,355 (198]), rev'd in part Murdock Machine

& Engiveering Co. Of Utah v. United States, 8]3 F.2d 1410 (Fed. Cir. 1989).

fu Bristol Electronics Coxp., ASBCA No. 24,792, 84-3 BCA a 17,543, affd on

recousiden4fz.on 85-I BCA U  17,821  (1985), the ASBCA tried to articulate the appropriate

standard.  The Government argued that the use of a "6#f /o/I standard was fundamentally

different from the standard of proximate cause previously applied in financia] inability to

comp]`ete cases.  The prior standard required that the Govemment's action must be the "soJc

or  cven  co#froJ7z.7{g  ca44fe"  of  the  contractor's  financial  inability  to  perform.     In  Brig/o/

E/ectro#!.cs, the ASBCA rejected a proximate cause standard and indicated that 'but for" the

Govemment's  failure  to  equitably adjust  the  contract  in  the amount  the  contractor was

entitled  to  receive,  the  contractor would  have  been  able  to  continue  to  perform.    The

ASBCA also indicated that it was mere speculation to decide whether the contractor could

have  ultimately  completed  the  contract  since  no  evidence  was  before  it  to  permit  a

detemination of the extent of the salutary effects upon the contractor's performance of a

timely  and  proper  equjtab]e  adjustment.    The  ASBCA found  the  ev].dence  sufficient  to

2o(...continued)

#4rfufen4#cc,  J#c., ASBCA No.  19,409,  75-1  BCA fl  11207  (1975)  (Govemment's refusal  to  pay amounts
knoun  to be due relieved contractor from continuing performance); Pactysc Jnlc77»od4/ Cop.,  ASBCA No.
15,089, 73-2 BCA fl 10,151 (1973) (default was excused where evidence uns clear that contractor was rcaching
a  brcakeven  point  in its  contract, and had  its  claims  that were caused  by shortages and  delays  caused  by
Govemment's  actions been  settled,  contractor would  have  had  the  rinancja]  resources  to have  carried  the
performance of the contract through ensuing s]owrdouns caused by union jurisdictionat disputes and strikes).
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conclude that the contractor's financial inabifity was caused by the Government's actions.

Bristol Electronics., 84-3 BCA a 17,543.

Since |]roximate cause is not the standard applied in cases where the contract

provides a remedy for breach, there can be circumstances where the inproper default on

one contract is the controlling cause of default on other contracts.  The intervention of an

additional contract does notperse, sever the causation chain as it might if a proximate cause

standard were applied.  Government breach under one contract excuses default terminations

of other contracts when the "snowballing" effect of that breach was the aperaft.vc cause of

the contractor's inability to continue its other obligations, regardless of whether the passage

of time would have left the contractor ulnerab]e to default terlnination in any event.  Jt-D

Mo4i#ts, J#c., ASBCA No.  14,827, 71-1 BCA fl 8643 (1970)(contractor proved that a causal

relation ex].sted that the financja] distress caused the contractor by improper Government

action under one contract directly caused the default position of other contracts); see qzfo

Sozt/foeas/cm  .4z.rwayr,   673  F.2d  at  378.     In  Soz{J/!eczs/cm  adz.";ays.,  the  Court  of  Claims

considered   whether   termination   of  a   secol]d   corltract   was   excused   because   of  the

circumstances of the Postal  Service's termination of a first  coritract.   A]though  the court

found  the termination was not  excused, it considered whether the  contractor could  have

continued  to  perform  satisfactorily  on  the  second  contract  had  the  Postal  Service  I]ot

discontinued  payments  on  the  second  route  as  an  offset  against  damages  jt  anticipated

collecting as a result of the first default.
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The  Govemment's  actions  were  the. Primary  or  Controlling  Chu§e  of
Murdock's Default.

h this case, the extent of the snowt!aning effect of the Govemment's actions

on the ASROC Contract in relation to the non-ASROC contracts, is tied to the anount of

control Murdock had  over its  own  affairs.     The  ev].dence  indicates  Murdock had  Httle

control.   From the time of Murdock's incorporation as an independent entity pursuant to

the 1973 Settlement, the Government controlled the selection of Murdock's management,

the nature and source of Murdock's financing, as well as what new contracts Murdock was

allowed to bid.   The Navy also conto]]ed and directed the time and energy of Murdock's

management toward the ASROC Contract to the exclusion of the non-ASROC contracts.

The Govemment's control over Murdock's financing was pivotal.  Even though

the Bank administered the V-I.oan, the Bank's actions were driven by its concern over its

liability if the Government perceived that the Bank had not properly administered the loan.

The  Govemment's  control  over  the  Bank's  actions  is  further  ev].denced  by  the  Bank's

inmediate act to call upon the guarantor once it had been cautioned that further advances

would be viewed as imprudent.  The Govemment's statement regarding potential imprudent

acts sent a clear message to the Bank; a message that was outside Murdock's control.

Murdock had no capacity to sever the effect of the terrfunation of the ASROC

Contract  and  its  corresponding  impact  on  the  V-Loan,  from  the  Bank's  decision  to

accel]erate the  V-I.oan. Termination  of the ASROC Contract was  central  in the Bank's

decision to accelerate the VLoan, and the Bank would not allow the continued credit line

to  remain  in  existance  for  the non-ASROC contracts.   Had  the  $500,000  line  of credit

remained in place, Murdock would have been able to pay its employees and to continue tct
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produce on the non-ASROC contracts.   Although the Navy's control over Murdock is not,

by itself, sufficient grounds  to find that  Murdock's  defaults  are  excused,  it is  a factor in

detemining  whether  Murdock  had  the  ability  to  halt  the  cumulative  effect  of  the

Goverrment's breach of the ASROC Contract.

It is also clear from the evidence that Murdock had projected ]osses on its

non-ASROC  contracts  and  prior production  problems,  but  those  factors  did  not cause

Murdock's termination of production on the non-ASROC contracts.  The evidence related

to production indicates that, in spite of production defaults, none of the contracting agencies

had  decided  to  terminate  any  of the non-ASROC contracts  prior to  teminatjon  of the
_

I

ASROC Contract.   The cumu]atfve evidence also indicates that Murdock was willing and

able to continue production on all the non-ASROC coritracts except the Ihitiator Contract

and that contract is not at issue here.  Murdock had an experienced management team, a

trained  work force,  adequate  facilit].es,  historical  experience  in  defense production,  had

solved  production  and  vendor  problems,  alid  was  anticipating  follow-on  contracts  or

increased contract quantities in its attempt to regain profitabil].ty.  Production was or]e area

over which Murdock  could  exercise  control and  the  evidence indicates Murdock had  the

capacity to continue performance on the non-ASROC contracts.

The termination notices in evidence on the non-ASROC contracts refer both

to  financial  difficu]tjes  and  production  cessation:  they  cite  Murdock's  failure  to  cure  its

final]ctal condition, the "dehia]" of P.L 85-804 relief on ASROC, and Murdock's bankruptey

filing, as weH as failure to respond to  10-day cure notices and termination of production.

The stated reasons for termination relate, in large part, to the ASROC Contract.  The more
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credible evidence is that Murdock had the ability to continue to produce on the non-ASROC

contracts , but that the Govemment's actions in breaching the ASROC Contract by failing

to make funds available pursuant to the conversion to a cost reimbursement/no-fee contract

andsubsequentdefau]tterminationoftheASROCContract,werethecausesnotonlyofthe

Bank's acceleration of the V-I.Dan, but of the contracting agencies declarations of default

on the non-ASROC contracts.

App]ving the causation standards set forth in the above cited case law to all

of  the  facts  of  this  case,  the  court  concludes  that  Murdock's  inability  to  continue  to

manufacture was caused by circumstances that were beyond its control.   Murdock's failure

to perfom was directly caused by Murdock's inability to retain its employees after the Bank

refused to advance funds from the V-Loan to meet I)ayro]].  The Bank refused to advance

V-I.oan funds because the Government improperly terminated the ASROC Contract after

the Navy converted the contract to a cost reimbursement/no-fee contract, and because funds

were  not  made  available  to  satisfy  the  ASROC  vendor  who  had  attached  Murdock's

accounts. The consequences of the Govemment's breach of the ASROC Contract and failure

to deliver funds as promised, and the Bank's resulting acce]eratjon of the VLoan effectjve]y

eliminating Murdock's remaining $500,000 line of credit, was beyond Murdock's control and

madeMurdock'sperfomanceonthenon-ASROCcontractsfinancial]yimpossib]e.Murdock

was caught in the tug-of-war between the Navy and its need to have the ASROC launchers

manufactured, and Murdock's need to complete the contracts for the other branches of the

armed serv].ces.   When the Navy's needs related to the ASROC Coritract and Murdock's

needs for survival as a corporate entity conflicted, Murdock lost,   Measuring the evidence
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ty either a preponderance or a clear and convincing standard, the Trustee established the

causal cormection between the Government's actions and Murdock's cessation of production

and proved its defense to the Govemment's claims.

h reaching this conclusion, it is not necessary to detemine that Murdock

wo.uld  have  become  a  Fortune  500  company.    It  is  not  necessary  to  deterniine  when

Murdock would have attained profitability, or a positive net worth.   It is not necessary to

find that Murdock would have been awarded follow®n contracts.   It is only necessary to

determine that with its line of credit in place, Murdock wc>u]d have had the financta] and

techhica] capacity to continue in business, and to continue production on the non-ASROC

contracts.  The Govemment's actions made continuation of production inpossib]e.   In the

present case, as in A-D "oztJ}/J, since "the Government may not escape responsibility for the

necessary consequences of its action . . . [the defaults are] lega]]y excusable."  J3-D Mow#fs,

71-1  BCA at 40,170.21

2]                     The Government argues that jt-D "ow#fs, Jnc., besides being wrongly decided, is not on point

because the contractor's secondary contracts in  that case were much smaller than the "causational" contract,
as  opposed  to  Murdock's  non-ASROC  contracts  that  totaled  a  value  of $19,774,000,  as  opposed  to  the
$10,659,612 value of the ASROC.Contract.   Why this is imponant is not articulated, only that the facts are
not sirilar.

The Government contends that the case with facts most similar to the case at bar is Gncen
Cousmcfrorty discussed above.  In that case, the contractor held three contracts with the federal Government
and tbree cofltracts with Don-federal entities.  The Government improperly terminated one of the contracts,
and then tbreatened to withhold payments properly due under the other contracts to cover damages under the
inproperly terminated contract.   This threatened withholding or funds  under the non-terminated contracts
made it impossible for Green to complete (hose contracts and resulted in the collapse of its business.   The
court held  that  the contractor did  not have a breach  of contract  claim, but  that it  did  have the right to  a
convenience-termination type of equitable adjustment.  ]t also held that there was no factual nnkage between
the  threat  of set  off and  the  remaining  contracts,  because  they  were  mere  threats,  not  actions.    Grec#
Cousmcfron, 477 F.2d at 936-37.

The Govemment's actions in the case at bar were far from mere threats.  The Govemment's
actions in denying ASROC related P.L 85€04 relief and termination of the ASROC Cbntract resulted in the
Bank's  acceleration  of the  V-loan  and  elimination  of  Murdock's  line  of credit  which  caused  Murdock's
financial collapse.
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D.  Eg::v:e:ti:.s:tf|-Eg:s:it¥;.isosnu#:::

As an alternative theory, Murdock argues that, under Government contract

law,  a  contractor's  failure  to  stn.ct]y  adhere  to  a  delivery  schedule  does  not  ereate  an

absolute  Government  right  to  terminate  a  contract.   Rather,  if Government  action  (or

inaction) encourages a contractor to continue performance beyond delivery dates, and the

contractor continues to perfom, the Government waives its right to default terminate for

failure  to meet  those  delivery  dates.   I.g.,  jr!./co,  J#c.,  ASBCA No.  38,184,  91-3  BCA fl

24,190; De7?fo v.  I/#!./ed Sfa/cJ,188  Ct.  Cl.  979,  413 F.2d  1147,1153  (1969)("[VIhere the

Government elects to permit a delinquent contractor to continue perfomance past a due

date,  it  surrenders  its  a]temative  and  inconsistent  right  uncle.r  the  Default  clause  to

terminate, assuming the contractor has not abandoned performance and a reasonable time

has expired for a termination notice to be given.").  The necessary elements of an election

by the Government to waive default in delivery under a contract are (1) failure to terminate

within a reasonable time after the default under circumstances ind].cating forbearance, and

(2) reliance by the contractor on the failure to terminate and continued performance by him

under the contract, with the Govemment's knowledge  and  consent.   Dcy7/o, 413  F.2d  at

1153-54.

Prior to ffling bankruptey,  Murdock kept the  Government inforlned  of its

performance on all of the non-ASROC contracts by submission of the appropriate reports

to the  contracting agencies.   Murdock's various failures to  meet  delivery schedules were
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resolved  by  contract  modifications,  explicit  waivers  or were  implicitly  condoned  tly  the

Goverrment.

Regardless of the Goverrment's actions in not terminating the non-ASROC

•contracts   for  Murdock's  failure  to  comply  with  the  various   delivery  schedules,   an

independent ground for terminat].on would have arisen as a result of Murdock's eiventual

post-petition failure to perform the non-ASROC contracts.  rub#Jar.4g.fora/f ftodr., J#c., 213

CX. a. 749, 566 F.2d  1190 (1977)(default temination predicated upctn contractor's failure

to meet delivery schedule was not sustainable because there was no enforceable delivery

schedule, but the  default termination was sustainab]e based on the contractor's failure to

make progress so as to endanger contract performance).   If the Government has waived a

contract deHvery schedule, and thus lost I.ts right to terminate for non-compliance therewith,

subsequent abandonment by the contractc)r provides a separate and independent ground

supporting termination of the coritract for default.  7Itb#/ar,4z+cra// J}ods., 566 F.2d at  1190;

Urtiversal Fiberglass Cor|}. v. United States, 210 Ct. C1. 206, 537 F.2d 393 (L976)., Urtited States

v. Rz4IseJ/ E/ec. Co., 250 F. Supp. 2,18 (S.D.N.Y.1965); fJerJo Cop., ASBCA No.19,198, 77-

2 BCA fl  12,820.

The Government may have had independent grounds to terminate the Don-

ASROC contracts because of Murdock's post-petition failure to perform.  Those grounds

for terhination, however, had to have been exercised w].thin the framework of the I)rotection

provided to Murdock and its creditors by the provisions of the Bankruptey Act, as we]] as

other controlling equitable principles.  While a contractor's "abandonment" of performance

may be grounds for default termination, the court js required to examine whether ft resulted
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from Government action beyond the fault or control of the contractor.  If so, the contractor's

"abandonment" is ex:cusable and cannot provide a grourids to support default termination.

See,   €.g.,   U.S.   Opdef   Cop.,  ASBCA  No.   18,972,  75-2  BCA  fl   11,603   (1975)(where

Government action brought about financial cchapse of the contractor, failure to continue

performance is excusable and not grounds for default termination); A-a „ow#tr, J#c., 71-1

BCA T 8643.  h this case, Murdock's post-bankruptey failure to perform the non-ASROC

contracts resulted from Goverrment action that was beyond Murdock's control and carmot

be the basis for a default teminat].on.

E.         The   Non-ASROC   Contract   Terminations   are   not   Final   and   this   Court   has
Jurisdiction to Determine the Government's C]aip_§.

The  Government  asserts  that. the  decisions  of the  contracting  officers  to

terminate the non-ASROC contracts are final, and this court has no`jurisdiction to review

either the merits of the Govemment's claims or Murdock's defenses.  Absent the intervening

bankruptcy, non-bankruptey law would have supported the Govemment's position.   Crow

Coaf Fro#/ Co.  v.  U#z.fed SJafes,  386 U.S. 503  (1967)(contracting officer decisions are foal

if not appealed according to the disputes clause of the contract).

The general rule is that non-bankruptey substantive law should be applied in

claims   ntigation.22   However,   once   Murdock   filed   bankruptey,   the   Bankruptey   Act's

procedural protection afforded to the assets of the estate, as well as the Act's procedures

for detemining entitlement to distr]bution from the estate, superseded non-bankruptey law.

There are three independent reasons for rejecting the Govemment's argumer]ts that the

22                     r#  rc IVorwalk  rfrg  & Rubber  Co.,100 F.  Supp.  706,  711  a.  Conn.1951)  (questions  of

substantive  law in  the allowance  of claims  in  bankruptey should  normally  be governed  by the law  of the
appropriate state jurisdiction, and the measure of proof is a matter of substantive law).
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contracting officers' decisions are final.   First, the decisions of the contracting officers are

void because they were made in violation of the stay, § 11(e) of the Bankruptey Act and

fomer Act Rules 401 and 601.  Second,.Murdock is not time-barred to raise its defenses to

the Govemment's c]ains.   Third, this court has authon.ty to determine the Goverrment's

cntit]ement to a distnl]ution of funds from this estate and to adjudicate Murdock's asserted

defenses against the Govemment's claims.

The Contmcting Officers' Decisions are Void.

The recorc] is unc]ear as to the specific dates of some of the Goverrment's

actions in terminating the non-ASROC contracts.23  Regardless of whether the actions were

pre- or post-petition, the eventual terminations were in violation of the protections afforded

the estate by the Bankmptey Act.  If the 10-day cure periods were running when Murdock

filed its petition, they were all extended by operation of Bankruptcy Act §  11(e) and until

a  date  we]]  after  the  date  the  contracts  were  actually  terminated.24    If the  lo-day  cure

I]otjces  were  served  after Murdock  filed  its  petition,  such  service  constituted  affirmative

23                     The |Orday cure notice on the Fin and Nozzle contract was received by Murdock on May 19,

1975. Within four days, Murdock filed its bankruptey and running of the lo-day period was tolled. On June
10, 1975, approximately two weeks after Murdock filed, the Government issued the lorday notice on the Delay
Plunger Cbntract.  The record does not reflect when the lorday cure notice on the Are Dispenser and Zuni
IjauncherContractswereserved,ifatall,butthecontractswereterminatedJuly1,1975,approximately39days
after fling.  'me record is also silent as to when the Air Force served its lorday notice, if at all, on the Practice
Bomb Contract but the contract was terminated on June 19, 1975, approximately 27 days after filing.

2`                     Bankruptey Act §  11(e) provides:

Where. . . in any proceeding, judicial or otherwise, a period of limitation is fred . . . for taking any
action, filing any claim or pleading, or doing any act, and where in any such case such period had not
apired at  the date of the filing of the petition  in bankTuptey, the . . . (rustee . . . may .  . . take any
such action or do any such act, required of or permitted to the bankrupt, within a period of sixty days
suttsequent to the date of adjudjcation ....
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actions of the Goverrment in violation Of the stay such as it existed at the time this case was

ffled.25

TheGovemment'saffirmativeactionsagainstMurdockweredesigned,through

the Default aause of the contracts, to allow re-procurement and to liquidate the excess

costs thereof, and to obtain the transfer of title to the Goverrment of certain property.

Upon filing the bankruptey, Murdock's estate enjoyed the protection of the stay provided

by Bankruptey Act § 148 and Act Rules 401(a) and 601(a), and any action against Murdock

or to enforce the Govemment's lion against its assets were stayed.26  Any actions taken in

violation of that stay zLle void.   Ellis v.  Consolidated Diesel Elec.  Coxp., 894 F.2d 371, 372

(loth Cir. 1990)(citing KaJb v. Fewersf€z.Ji, 308 U.S. 433, 438 (1940) and "eyer v. jzowe#, 181

25                      |t is undisputed that the Government is subject to the provisions of the automatic stay.  Uhaz!cd

Slates  v.  Hollowell_  (In  re  Delta  Fbod  ltacessing),  446  F.Zd  437   (5th  C£[.  1971).  Although  in  certain
cireumstances the Goverrment will be allowed to recoup claims against the estate without violating the stay,
those circumstances are not involved in the Goverrment's action to terminate these contracts.  See Sty/cr v.
Jean Bob Inc. dba Studebakers  (In re Concapt Clubs. Inc.),1S4 B.R. S81 (D. Utah .993).

26                     The Bankruptey Act and the 1973 Act Rules  (prescrfeed  by the supreme  court, AprH  24,

1973, 411 U.S. 989 (1973))   contained various automatic stay provisions related to cases ffled under Chapter
X as follovrs:

Section  148: Until otherwise ordered I)y the judge, an order approving a petition sham operate as a
stay of . . . any act or other proceed.ing to enforce a ljen against the debtor's property.

Act I(nde 401.. Petition as Automatic Stay o_f Certain Actions on Unsecured Debts
(4/  Srty  a/Acfrous.    The  filing  of a  petition  shall  operate  as  a  stay  of the  commencement  or
continuation of any action against the bankrupt, or the enforcement of any judgment against him, if
the action or judgment is founded on an unsecured provable debt other than one not dischargeable
under clause (1), (5), (6), (7) of § 17a of the Act.

Act Rule 601.. Petition as Automatic Slav_Against Lien Enfiorcement
/4/ Stry .4gafr[tr ££en E#/orcemen£   The filing of a petition shall operate as a stay of any act or the
commencement or continuation of any court proceeding to enforce (1) a lien against property in the
custody of the bankruptey court, or a) a lien against the property of the bankrupt obtained within
4 moDths before bankruptcy by attachment, judgment,  levy, or other legal  or equitable process  or
proceedings.
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F.2d  715,  716  (loth  Cir.  1950)).27   Act  Rules  401  and  601  automatically stayed  pending

actions or actions commenced against the debtor after bankruptey upon the date of filing.28

The Government, re]ving on J# re rn.g& 630 F.2d 1370,1374 (loth Cir. 1980),

argues that its actions were not precluded by the provisions of the stay.  In rH:gg the court

considered whether Bankruptey Act § 11(e), as imp]emented by Act Rule 114429, forbade

a default temination of a contract after the bankruptcy ffling.   The Chapter XI debtors'

federal and state off and gas leases expressly provided that, absent oil and gas production,

the debtors' failure to pay an advance annual delay rental Qn or before the armiversary date

would automatically teminate the lease.   Teminatjon of the lease took nc) action on the

part of the lessor, or any "proceeding" within the meaning of the Bankruptey Act.  rn.gg, 630

F.2d  at  1373.

The facts in the present case are to the contrary.  Each non-ASROC contract

provides procedures through the Default and Disputes Clauses to terminate the contracts.

Under these provisions  of the non-ASROC contracts,  the Government must g].ve whtten

notice  specifying  a  failure  to  perfom  and  jt  must  be  served  on  the  contractor.    The

Z7                      The bolding in jGaJb v. Ferrs'jein was called into question by J# rc schw4rzz,119 B.R. 207, 209-

11 (9th Cir. BAP 1990).  h Schw4rE, the Ninth Circuit Bankruptey Appellate Panel (BAP) noted the general
rule that any actions taken in violation of the autc)matic stay are void.   The BAP determined, however, that
the prevailing Ninth Circuit decisions compelled it to adopt the rule that all violations or the automatic stay
are voidab]e and subject to cure in  the serrse that  the act is unenforccab]e and  can be avoided  or declared
invalid when the question is properly presented.   This court has considered this distinction and detemined
that, as applied to the facts in the present case, whether the Govemment's post-petition actions are void or
voidable makes no difference to the effect of this ruling.

28                     Scc discussion of Rule 40l in l2 Collier, Bankruptey flfl 401.1401.7 (14th ed.1977), and Rule

601  in  13 Cbllier, Bankruptcy, qfl 601.01601.10 (14th ed.  1977).

29                    Act Rule ||44 applied only to chapter xl and was not in effect on the date Murdock filed

its petition.   13A Collier, Bankruptey fl  10.1.03  (14th ed.  1977)
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Goverrment must allow a 10-day pen.od for the contractor to cure the failure and then the

Government must give whtten notice of default.  If a factual dispute arises, the contracting

officer must issue a whtten decision and serve a copy on the contractor, and thirty (30) days

must lapse without appeal for the decision of the contracting officer to become froal.  That

procedure is substantially different from the circumstances in rn.gg where the contract lapsed

w].thout any action on the part of the lessor.

The Government asserts that it was unable to locate any relevant reported

case law where a court reached a conclusion opposite to the holding in 7h.gg.   This failure

may have been caused by the dissimilarities between the terlnination provisions at issue in

Zh.gg and the present case.   Cases involving contracts that did not terminate by their own

provisions,  even  though  decided  under  Bankruptey  Code  §  362,  are  substantively  more

simi.]ar to this case than rn.gg.

In  ,4dcJ#c7   Morzgrgc   BaJ!kcrs,   /Jlc.,   12   B.R.   989   (N.D.   Ga.    1980),   the

Government  made  a  post-petition  default  determination  of  an  elective  nature,  i.e.,  the

Government was required to declare certain occurrences as events of default.  Although the

debtor was making paylnents as and when due, the Government stated that its actions were

necessary in light of the uncertain financial situation of the debtor and the absolute necessity

of tine]y payments under the terms of a guaranty agreement.  The Government servec] the

debtor with a termination letter al]d attempted to seize the debtor's assets w].thout obtaining

bankruptey court  approval.   The  court found  that the  Govemment's actions were wilful,

deliberate  and  knowing v].olations  of the  stay.   The  facts  surrounding  the Govemment's

termination of the non-ASROC contracts are more similar to the attempted termination in
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J4dana "orfgrge than the temination of the lease agreements in 7}+.gg which did not require

the parties to perform an affimative act before terminatf on.  See also J# r€ MCLowffe SfceJ   ``

Cbp., 20 B.R. 688 (Bankr. E.D. Mick. 1982)(agreement to remove slag required affirmative

act of post-petition termination notice and did not teminate upon its own terms).

The Government also argues that its actions of issuing lo-day cure notices and

then proceeding to termination for default on the executory non-ASROC contracts were not

"proceedings" within the scope of Act Rule 601(a), indicating that the scope of the stay does

not reach contract temination actions.  Although the Government has found no case directly

on  point,  jt  asserts  that  at  least  ctne  court  has  ruled  that  a  restaurant  liquor  license

revocation   action   did   not  violate   Act   Rule   11-44   because   such   action   was   not   a

commencement or continuation of any action.   Co/07i!.a/ r4vcm Jjic.  v. Pymc, 420 F. Supp.

44 (D. Mass. 1976).  h CoJo#!.aJ ravem, decided under the Bankruptcy Act, the district court

held that the bankruptey court could not enjoin a city licensing board from enforcing the

suspension of a liquc)r license for violations of the midnight closing hour.   That holding is

wholly  consistent  with  Bankruptcy  Code  §  362(b)(4)  that  excepts  government  actions  to

enforce police or regulatory powers from application of the stay.   Congress said that the

concept of police or regulatory actions should be narrowly construed in order to prevent a

mere pecuniary ninterest  of the government from being used  to bulldoze  other creditors.

H.R. Rep. No. 595, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 343 (1977).  Under the circumstances of this case,

the  CoJo#z.aJ  raven  holding  in  comp]ete]y  distinguishable,  and  the  Government  is just

another creditor whose claim should be given no special status in bankruptey.  Accordingly,

the Govemment's argument that default terminations of the non-ASROC contracts did not
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contravene the primary I)urpose of the stay, which is to prevent interference and dinrinution

of the  debtor's  pro|;erty during reorganization proceedings,  lacks any basis.   Power-P#k

j}ods. J#c. v. Jto}taJ Gfobc Jusur. Cb., 433 F. Supp. .684, 686 (WDN.Y.1977)(the automatic

stay prevents  interference  with  estate  property  but  may be  lifted  upon  request  under

appropriate circumstances).

The non-ASROC contracts were  executory  contracts  at the time  Of filing.

Bankruptey Act § 70(b) auows the trustee a period of sixty days after adjudjcation or within

thirty days after the qualification of the trustee, whichever is later, to assume or reject an

executory  contract.    AIl  the  non-ASROC  contracts  were  ostensibly  terminated  by  the

Goverrment prior to the expiration of this period.sO  Viewed in their totality, the acts of the

contracting officers in terminating the non-ASROC contracts were accomplished in violation

of a variety of the provisions of the statute.3]

The  ultimate  effect  of the  Govemment's  vio]atjon  of  the  stay  and  other

provisions of the Act, however, is not significant except with respect to the rurming of any

limitation  period.    Even  though  the  Government's  default  terminations  are  void,  and

therefore do not trigger any appeal period, the executory contracts would have been rejected

by operation of law for failure to accept them within the app]icab]e time.   Nevertheless, if

the non-ASROC contracts were teminated inproperly, the Govermnent cannot now be

heard to complain that Murdock did not properly appeal those terminations.

sO                     Murdock uns adjudicated as bankrupt and an order appointing a receiver was entered on May

23,1975.  The non-ASROC contracts were all terminated prior to sixty (60) days after Murdock's adjudication,
the longer period allowed by Bankruptey Act § 70@).

3'                     The Don-ASROC contracts, as executory contracts, terminated automatically upon expiration

of the time set fonh in the statute, but at a time that fell after the contracting officer's ostensible terminations.
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Murdock's Defenses are not "me.Barred.

The Government, relving on J# ne  W¢#ace,  840 F.2d 762,  764-65  (loth Cir.

1988),  argues  that  the  Trustee  is  tine-barred  from  asserting  a  defense  against  the

Government's claims and that this proceeding constitutes a collateral attack upon a fua]

judgment.   h W4Jfece, a judglnent obtained pre-petition in a non-jury trial on the merits

collaterauy estopped further litigation, but only because: (1) the issue was the same as that

involved in prior action, (2) the issue was actually litigated, and (3) the |]rior detemination

was necessary to the resulting final and valid judgment. The Government further argues that

a judgment debtor who does not appeal state court ru]ings regarding damages cannot later

challenge the correctness of the rulings on damages in bankn]ptey.  J# re rsamartyros, 940

F.2d 605, 608 (loth Cir.  1991)(action was actually and necessarily litigated in state court).

The cases  cited by the  Government are instructive,  but inapplicable to the

instant case.   In both WaJJacc and rsamartyros, the judgments were rendered pre-petition

and  on the merits.   In this case, the Govemment's co]latera]  estoppe] argument rests  on

post-petition termination by default.  There has never been a fina] adjudicatictn of the merits

of the Trustee's defense that the non-ASROC contracts were teminated improperly as a

result  of the  Govemment's  breach  of  the  ASROC  Contract.    The  Trustee  raised  an

affimative clain against the Government jn the ASROC Ccintract action that was actually

litigated.  Those issues are not the same as the issues raised here.  The Trustee's ot>jection

to the Govemment's non-ASROC claims raise defenses, not affimative c]ains against the

Goverrment that are independent of the remedies available under the contracts.   These

particular defenses have never been litigated.  Ijkewjse, even though a claim for affirmative
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relief may be barred by a statue of linitations, if the Default and Disputes Clauses of the

non-ASROC contracts are so construed, such a c]alm can still be employed defensively in

adjudication of a claim. "While a statute of limitations may bar an affirmative claim against

[the c]ainant], this Court can discern no policy or statutory reasons that would prevent [the

debtor] from raising the  [affimative claims] in  defense to  [the clainant's] c]ain."   J# re

lwzrse#, 80 B.R. 784, 791 q3ankr. E.D. Va. 1987); accon4 "Ba#k Fort Worffa IVLA. v.  I+zrur

Meridiarb lnc., gz0 I.2d 716, 72:0 (5th Cir. T9g])., Lewler v. Guild, Hagen & Clerk, Lid.  (In

Rc LewJer/,  106 B.R. 943, 962 (N.D. Tex.  1989).

Furthermore, both the Bankruptcy Code and the Bankruptey Act are silent

regarding  a  limitations  period  for objecting to  claims.   J#  re Sjoecker,  143  B.R.  118,  131

(Bankr. N.D. nl. 1992).  Act Rule 306 did not set any time peri.od within which an objection

to allowance for purpose of distribution must be filed and the I;rustee may object at any

time to claims pending before this court.  Bankruptey Act § 57(f); see azfo, J# re S"S, J#c.,

d/b/a  77ic .Boofu;om,  15 B.R. 496, 501  (Bankr. D. Kan.  1981)(trustee should not object to

claims unless there are assets to be distn.buted).   Courts have treated the claims allowance

process as a defensive measure to reducing claims that could have been otherwise avoided

and  recovered under other sections.   J# re Sfoeckcr,  143 B.R.  at  135.   Bankruptey Act  §

11(e)'s time limitation is not applicable to the Trustee's objection under Bankruptey Act §

S7.   In  re  Cushman Bakery, 526 F.2d 23  (1st Oil.197S), cert.  denied sub  nom., Agger v.

Seaboard Allied Milling Corp., 425 U.S. 937 (1976)., Stoecker,143 B.R. at 135.
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This  Court has Jurisdiction  to Determine the Govemment's Non-ASROC
Claims end the T"stee's Defenses.

Murdock's faflure to appeal the non-ASROC terminations in accordance with

the Disputes Ciause of the contracts has no bearing on whether the Government is entitled

to recover its clains against the estate.  By filing proofs of claim against Murdock's estate,

the Goverrment subjected jtse]f to the equitable power of this court to disallow those claims.

E.g.,   Gro#;¢nLa"c!.era,   SL,4.   v.  JVordbeg,  492  U.S.  33,  59  n.14  (1989).    The  holding  in

Gm#;¢roa#cl.er4wasrejteratedinJ#ne"ero[fo7Maso#ryCop.,114B.R.35(Bankr.S.D.N.Y.

1990):

pe]y filing a proof of claim,  [the creditor] has submitted to the jurisdiction  of this
court for purposes of determining this adversary proceeding, because a determination
of the claims and objections set forth in the adversary proceeding would necessarily
involve  an  adjudication  of the validity  and  amount  of the  claim  set forth  in  [the
cred].tor's] proof of claim.

"ercwry  "czso#ry,   114   B.R.   at   38;  see  az5o  fa7ig€#kemp   v.   Cw/p,   498   U.S.   42,   45

(1990)(credjtor's claim triggers the process of allowance and disal]owance of claims, thereby

subjecting  itself  to  the  bankruptey  court's  equitable  power).    Furthermore,  the  claims

objection  presently  before  the  court  is  a  proceeding  which  fa]]s  within  the  confines  of

Bankruptey Act § 2(a)(2) because it affects the allowance or disa]]owance of claims against

the estate, the debtor-creditor re]atjonship and u]timate]y, the administration of this estate.

In  addition,  portions  of  the  Govemment's  claims  recite  that  they  are  urmquidated.

Bankruptcy Act § 57(d) requires an unliquidated claim to be liquidated or estimated prior

to sharing in the estate.
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F.         Murdock's  Ohiections  to  the  Govemment's  NonASROC  Claims  are  not
Barred bv the Doctrine of I+aches.

The Government has asserted the equitable doctrine of laches as a defense

to the Trustee's objection to claims.32  The applicat].on of the doctrine of haches is withiln

the discretion of the trial court and requires satisfaction of a twcxpronged test: (I) there has

been unreasonable delay in bringing su].t, and (2) the party asserting the defense has been

pee;judiced ty the delay.  See e.g., Park County Resoune Council, Inc. v. United States Dapt.

a/,497jc., 817 Fdi 6og, 617 (loth cir. 1987).

The Government has not met the first prong of the test.  Under Bankruptey

Act § 57(i), objections to c]ains shall be heard and determined as soon as the convenience

of the court and the best interest of the estate and the claimants will permit.   Under Act

Rule 306 the Trustee should refrain from objecting to c]ains if no purpose would be served

by the objection.   Under bankruptey law, "[a] purpose is served when there arc assets fhaf

w#J be dirtrz.bwjed."   SWS, J#c,  15 B.R. at 501  (emphasis in original).   On remand from the

Federal Circuit, the Government ffled a motion to dismiss the ASROC litigation on various

jurisdictjona] grounds.  The motion was denied by the ASBCA on January 5, 1990. "undock

M4chz}ce and E#gz}¢ecrfug Co. a/ Ufafe, 90-I BCA fl 22,604 (1990).  The Government moved

for reconsideration and the motion was den].ed by the ASBCA on May 30,  1990.   Until a

32                     The Government cites the following cases to support its contention that Murdock's objection

is subject to the defense of the doctrine or laches.  I.g., Jn jtc Amerz.can S.S. Ivav.  Co,,  14 F. Supp.  106, 107
qD. Pa.), a#d, 82 F.2d  1005  (3d  Car. 1936); Jri r€  WcrrA, 29 B.R. 220 (Bankr. D.  Cblo.  1983); "c87rfe v.
I:arrirlgron, 60 F.  Supp.  92  (D.  Or.  1945), /.rdgmenf ¢#d ty,  156 F.2d  971  (9th  Cir.  1946).   In each  of the
foregoing cases, the court determined (hat equity required application of the doctrine of laches to avoid an
unjust result.   In the present case, the Government cannot stand on its claim that it would be inequitab)e to
allow the Thistee to object to its claims in  this protracted  litigation.   From  the inception of the case, the
Government has been on notice that the amount and validity of its claims based on default terminations of
the non-ASROC contracts had been challenged as cwidenced t)y the Murdock's complaint filed as early as 1976
alleging the Govemment's actions as the cause of its failure to complete the non-ASROC contracts.
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determinationhadbeenmadewhethertheASROCContractterminationwasproper,itwas

useless for the Trustee to object to the non-ASROC coritract claims by raising the defense

that the  Government caused the financial inpossfoility of continuing with the contracts.

Iitigation of these non-ASROC contract claims where the defense to the claims rests on the

inproper termination of the ASROC Contract, would have been dup]icative and wasteful

prior to a determination by the Federal Circuit, and would certainly have been met with

strenuous objection by the Government.

TheGovemmenta]soarguesthatseveralkeyGovemmentwitnesses,including

Weir, the ACO and the Secretary of the Navy Contract Adjustment Board, have died in the

eighteen (18) years since the relevant events took place.  The memories of others involved

in  this  case  have  understandably faded.    Some  documents have been  lost  or  destroyed,

including the  contract admihistratjon files  for  the  contracts  in litigation.   Conversely,  the

record contains a wealth of contemporaneous memoranda, copies of relevant documents,

and many days of testimony where VI.tnesses recalled events with remarkable clarity.  Some

of the witnesses in this case, including Boardman and Sandjdge, have exceptjona] memories

regarding the events descn.bed at trial.  Whether attributab]e to personal trauma, refreshed

recollection through reference to documents, or just the protracted nature of this litigation

over the last eighteen (]8) years, a wealth of first hand knowledge is still available.

The Government asserts that it has been met the second prong of the test and

claims that it has been prejudiced, but fails to indicate in what manner.  Whereas ft is true

that several pieces to the puzzle are missing, their inclusion in the record would only serve
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to satisfy curiosity rather than provide critical  or dispositive evidence.33   The absence of

complete files and some of the persons involved also wo.rks to the detriment of the Trustee

because all Of the Governments files are not available and they may contain informative

material.3`    Since  there were  many witnesses with  clear recollection  of the  events  still

avai]ab]e, additional, cumulative evidence would not have assisted the Govemment's case.

G..      Disallowance of the Govemment's claims.

The  remedy  sought  by  the  Trustee  is  the   total   disallowance   of  the

Govemment's claims based on the Govemment's improper temination of the non-ASROC

contracts.as  Since Murdock's defaults were excusable, the contract teminations are hereby

converted  to  terminations  for  the  convenience  of the  Government.    The  Government,

therefore, loses its right to a claim for excess  costs  of re-procurement under the Default

aause.   See Amed Services Procurement Regulations found at CFR § 7-103.11(c)(1979);

33                     As an example, it would be interesting to know why the NCAB instructed Murdock to apply

for P.L 85-804 relief on the Delay Plunger Contract knowing that the Army had already detemined Murdock
was not essential.  The most eynical view is that the NCAB orchestrated this elaborate circumstance in order
to otttain waiver of Murdock's  $1,500,000 claim against  the Government.   The most optimistic view is  that
CrudenbelievedhecouldconvincetheArmytochangejtsdeteminationatsomelevelhigherthanhadalrcady
been reached.   It would also be interesting to know why, in spite of the Government's on-going search to find
a difference source of supply for the ASROC Launcher, Murdock was never waned that if the Navy's search
teas successful, it would  eliminate Murdock's essentiality and  its hopes for P.L. 85-804 relief.   Instead, the
Government continued to attempt to keep Murdock viable in short inerements w].thout indication that its real
desire `ras to obtain the ASROC Launchers elsewhere.

But  motivation  and  intent  are irrelevant  to  the causal  connection  between  the  improper
termination of the ASROC Contract, the Bank's actions regarding Murdock's line of credit, and Murdock's
forced closure.   The only possible evidentiary link that would have been helpful for the Government would
have been proof of issuance of showcause notices on the non-ASROC contracts prior to temination of the
ASROC  Cbntract  and  that  such  issuance  had  no  relation  to  the ASROC  Cbntract.    The c]car  evidence
indicates to the contrary.   Show-cause notices were not issued, rather than issuance being accomplished and
the documentation missing.

3`                     For example, Vice Admiral Gooding's memo to Admiral Kjdd of December 23,1974, referred

to in Gov't. Eh. BF.

a5                     The claims have no documentation attached that would establish the amounts on tbe face of

the claims, but the par(ies apparently do not contest the amounts.
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Pac!Fc J#femodaJ Cop., ASBCA No. 15,089, 73-2 BCA 10,151 (1973).  Therefore, to the

extent the  Government's claims contain excess re-procurement costs based  on ASPR  7-

103.11,  those  amounts  are  disallowed.   The  Goverrment  also loses its  right  to recover

unliqu.dated progress payments under ASPR 7-104.35 of the Progress Payment for Small

Business  Concerns  portion  of  the  coritract  regulations.    Therefore,  to  the  extent  the

Govemment's clains contain unliquidated progress payments under ASPR 7-104.35, those

amounts are disallowed.

The   Government  asserts,  however,  that  jt  has   claim  rights  under  the

Termination for Cor]venience of the Government pc}rtion of the contract regulations.  CFR

§  7-103.21  (1979).   Since the non-ASROC contracts are hereby converted to terminations

for  the  convenience  of  the  Government,  reca]culations  under  ASPR  7-103.21  may  be

appropriate.  The Government argues that conven].ence terminations permit the contractor

to claim its incurred and allowed costs from the Government against which the Government

recoups  its  contract  financtng  (loans  and  progress  payments).36     The  Government  also

asserts  that the Trustee incorrectly assumes  that no  loss  adjustment  applies  to the  non-

ASROC contract.  This court makes no determination at this time whether a loss adjustment

calculation applies to any of the non-ASROC contracts.

Since   the   Government   asserts   that   under   each   contract's   fred   |]rice

Termination for Convenience clause, ASPR 7-103.21, the Government recovers au progress

payment financing advanced to  a contractor,  it is appropriate to allow the provisions  of

J`                    convenience terminations permit the contractor to claim its incurred and allowed costs from

the Government against which the Government recoups its contract financing (loans and progress payments)
as part of the temination for convenience processing. Gleen Comthc/ion, 477 F.2d at 936-37; Zkwey I/ec.
Cop., ASBCA No. 33,869, 91-1 BCA fl 23,433 (1990).
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ASPR  7-103.21  to  run  their  course,  and  to  establish what  if any,  remaining  claim  the

Goverrment may have against this estate.

in.  coNCLusloN

From the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of haw, jt is hereby

ORDERE,

I.        Murdock's faflure to perfom  the  Fin  and  Nozzle  Cbntract, /iny

Cbntract No. DAAA-09-74-C-0060, was excusable under the Default Clause of the contract.

2.         The Fin and Nozzle contract termination js hereby converted to one

for the convenience of the Government.

3.         Murdock's  failure  to  perform  the  Delay  Plunger  Contract,  jiny

Cbntract No. DAAA-09-74-C-0114, was excusable under the Default Clause of the contract.

4.         The Delay plunger contract termination is hereby converted to one for

the convenience of the Government.

5.         Murdock's  failure  to  perform  the  A/B  Dispenser  Contract,  Navy

Contract No. N00104-74-C-8431, was excusable under the Default Clause of the contract.

6.         The Are Dispenser contract termination js hereby coliverted to one for

the convenience of the Government.

7.         Murdock's  failure  to  perfom  the  Zuni  Launcher  Contract,  Navy

Contract No. N00104-74-C-8004, was excusable under the Default Clause of the contract.

8.         The zuni Launcher contract termination is hereby converted to one

for the conven].ence of the Government.
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9.         Murdock's failure to perform the practice Bomb contract, Air Force

Cbntract No. F42600-74-C-2534, was excusable under the Default Clause of the contract.

10.       The practice Bomb cbntract temination is hereby converted to one for

the convenience of the Government.

11.       The  Government's  claim  number  559A is  disaHowed  to  the  extent

inconsistent with this opinion.

12.       The Government is bereby ordered to amend its claim number 559A

consistent with this opinion.

13.       The  Govemment's  claim  number  764A  is  disallowed  to  the  extent

inconsistent with this opinion.

14.       The Government is hereby ordered to amend its claim number 764A

consistent with this opinion.

15.       Upon resubmissjon of the Govemment's claims and allowance thereof,

final judgment will be entered.

`,:                ,``:``..                              `                                                                                                                            .
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